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Ke: I iiiaiice ')iickel No. .^2760. I nion Pacific Corporation, et al
C ontrol an.i Mcrttcr Southern Pacific Rail Corporation, et al.
Deal Seeietar) Williams:
I 'iiiiMi P.ieitu- Kaiiioad ( ompaiu ("I V") oilers the tollowmi', hnef comments on
lui) replies lo rejilies in Ihe leleieiieeil pioeeediiu'. I P does not ohject to Ihe accept.mee ol
either CVI A's "KepK to I'P/SP-.V>7" or BNSI's "Rebuttal lo I P's Repl>.' iniili dated hme ^S,
2002, .1 lhe Hoard also accepts these I P comments,'
CMA
CM.A inisleadinglv accuses I !P or' niisleadm.L;"'the Hoard CM.A-IS al 1. In
substance. CMA aruiies thai I 'V aiul BNSl ameiHleil lhe HNSI Setllemenl .Agreemeni lo
embrace lhe meduul orad|ustini; Iiackage rii;lils tees lhal CMA's own expert, I hoinas C;i)\\lev,
h.id proposed during the meiger proceedmg, but !h,it lhe ( MA Agreemeni c.iiled iot .i diiteienl
melliod. We submil lliat t 'M.\'s new argument is not creilittle and nnisl lie lejccled t'oi lhe
tollou iiig lea.sons:
•

CMA's elevenlh-hciur atlempl to disavow ilie reconiniendalion ofits own
experi, Mr. Ciowlc)', conlradicls CM.A's swom Iestimony earlier this year. In
19%. Mr. Crowley had lecommeiuleil an adiustment that includes "a I-year
lag so that the l')')7 adjuslnieiU would be based on the change in costs

'
We refer lo the American Chemistry Council (t'ormeil\ the Chemical Manufacturers
Association) by the acronym used throughout these proceedings, "CMA."
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between 1995 and 199o." CMA-7. Crowley V.S. at 57. In a verified
statement earlier this year, CM.A told the Board thai the CM \ .Agreement was
"[bjased on Mr. Crowley's recommendations." C.VlA-17. Schick \'.S. at 3.
CMA's representation earlier this year was correct, and the Board should not
allow it to assert the opposite in its final reply document.
•

CMA advocates an adjustment mechanism that vvould be impossible lo apply,
as CMA's Mr Crowley recognized years ago. CMA argues that the language
ofthe CMA Agreemeni requires comparisons each summer beiween currentyear URCS costs and URCS costs for the prior year. As Mr Crowley
recognized, however, this is impossible because current-year URCS costs are
not available until almost a year after the adjustment is perfonned. That is
why BNSF and L P understood lhe CM.A Agreemeni as employing Mr.
Crowley's method, which compareil I RCS costs lor two prior yens. See
UP SP-2()(), Second Supplemental .Agreement, i; 9, see also UP/SP-397,
Rebensdorf V S. at 6-7.

•

CMA did not object vv hen UP, eleven days alter the CMA Agreement was
signed, explained how the parties understood its adju.stment provision
UP/SP-2.31, Rebensdorf R V S . al 10 CMA also never objected to the
language that BNSP and UP adopted lo implement the CM.A .Agreemeni. 1 he
Board cannoi rea.soiiably cor.ciude thai C.M.A, one ol the most aggressive and
active parties in the UP/SP merger proceeding, suddenly lost mterest and
ignored both Ul* testimony and an amendment to the BNSl- Setllemenl
Agieement thai conllicled with ihc haul won CM.A .Agiecmeni ^'el lhal \y
CM.A s position today.

•

CMA's new position conllicts with a basic purpose ofthe CM.A Agreement
a purpoiic that CMA reiterated e.irher this year. -As a CMA vvitr.ess testified
earlier this year. CM.A wanted to ensure that the trackage rights fees would
relied "co.st savings projected by UP/SP as one ofthe bcnefif, ofthe merger."
C MA-17, Schick V.S at .U By advocating an adjustinent mechanism based
on post-merger costs, however, CM.A would lose the benefit ol cost
reductions as two pre-merger railroads combined into one post-merger
railroad. This would increase BNSF's trackage rights fees.

UP's arguments did not mislead the Board. CMA's new arguments confinn that
it is attempting to rewrite a history for which it was uniquely responsible.
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BNSF
The Board invited further submission:-, in this proceeding in order to al'ow BNSF
and us alliei, an opportunitv to provide ev idence for BNSF's iiutial, unsupported claim that the
lailroads agreed to deduct certain costs from URCS costs when adjusting trackage rights fees.
No party prov ided any sue'; ev idence. Instead BNSF claimed a different agreement, arguing that
the parlies iniended to restrict the adjustmen! mechanism lo post-merger I RCS costs, .\gain,
however. BNSF provided not a scintilla of contemporaneous ev idence to support the newly
alleged agreement.
In Its latest filing, BNSF steps back from both of its prior theories. BNSF now
.»ays Ihat it does not know how the parties agreed to .idjust the trackage rights fees, but that it is
UP's job to find a w ay to depart from both I 'RCS system av erage costs and the express terms of
the BNSl- Selllenieni Agreemeni.
BNSF's latest filing thus conllrms a dispositiv e COIICIUSKMI llicie is no ev ideiicc
what.soever thai UP and BNSl- ever discussed, mutually considered, or agn ed io ad)usl trackage
rights fees in any way oilier than as they expressly agreed in the plain language ofthe BNSlSeniement .•\greement. In this proceeding. BNSF has suggestetl lw(i diffeieiu and mulually
inconsistent theories for departing from the plain language, bui il has never adduced .i smgle
scrap of paper from lhe I 'P SP proceeding lo support eilhcr. am! il now appears lo iect)gni/e lhal
neither was workable. .Alter months ol briefing. BNSl- cannot tell the Bi>ard the substance or the
mechanics ofthe parties' supposed agreement lo ilepait from the BNSl SeillcmenI .Agieemenrs
plair. language, much less support that agreemeni wuh evidence other than post hoc
r;i'ioii.ili/alioiis
[ Ps Repiv lullv addresses each olTlic argumciils in BNSI-'s new esl filing, so w i
vvill noi belabor them here. I he Board called lo: cv ulencc of agreemeni lo ikparl fiom lhe |il.im
. nguage olThe BNSF Selllemcnl .Agreemeni. bui none has come beloic the Hoaul.
Sincerelv.

Michael 1 Rosenthal
cc:

All Parlies of Record
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AMERICAN CHEMISTRY COLINCIL'S
REPLY TO LJP/SP-397

p^,^
Piiblic Recor,

The American Chemistry Coencil ("the Council ')' submittal evidence to the Board on
May 22. 2002 in CMA-17 showing that the Council's predecessor, CMA. had negotiated with
UP and had obtained agreement to a modified escalator formula for the trackage nghts fees to be

^ 'WiC Amencan (^hcmisfn- (~ouncil (formerly the Chemical Manufacturers AsscKiation. or CMA)
represents the leading companies engaged in the busmess of chcmistr>'. C.ouncil members apply the
science of chemistry- to make innovative products and services that make people'? b'-^s better,
healthier and safer. ITie (Council is committed to improved environmental, health and safet)'
performance through Responsible Care*, common sense advocacy designed to ad«Ii?ss major public
policy issues, and health and envuonmental research and product testing. ITic business of chemistry
is a $455 bilLon a year enterprise and a key clement of the nation's economy. It is die ration's
largest exporter, accounting for 10 cents out of every dollar in L'.S. exports. Chcnustry companies
mvcst more in research and development than any other business sector.
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^

paid by the BNSF The original escalator agreed between UP, SP and BNSF was based on 70%
of vear-to-year changes in the RCAF. The revised escalator adopted by UP and CMA in
Paragraph 7 ofthe CMA Agreement provided ti.at the trackage rights fees would "be adjusted
upward or downward each year by the difference between the year in question and the preceding
year in UP SP's system ; erage URCS costs for the categones of maintenance and operating
costs covered by the fee." See CMA-17. Venfied Statement of Thomas E. Schick at 4.
Ifthere is anvlhmg that can fairly be characten/cd as the "CMA Method," the escalator
formula in Paragraph 7 ofthe CMA Agreement was it, because this is the only escalator formula
that CMA ever agreed to. What VV labels as the "CMA Method" w.u. an escalator formula
suggested earlier by one of CMA's witnesses. Mr. Crowley, which CMA did not adopt in the
CMA / .tprecment.
The intention and effect of the escalator fonnula in Paragraph 7 ofthe CMA Agreement
was to adjust the trackage nghts fees beginning in the second post-merger year Schick V S . id,
at 4. Because the first adjustment wiiuld have been based on a comparison ol costs in the second
post-merger year with costs in the first post-merger year, there never would have been a
companson of post-merger costs with pre-merger costs. Id.'
CMA never agreed to. and wa.s not involved in negotiating, the changes subsequently
made by UP. in its second supplemental agreement with BNSF. which UP now refers to as the
"CMA Method " As the Council has pointed out. the Second Supplemental Agreement was filed

Hence the Council disagrees with UP's view (UP/SP-397 at 20) that the words "the yoar
in question" in Section 7 of the CMA Agreement must mean the previous year. If the
intention had been to base the adjustment on a comparison of the two pnor years' costs,
that IS what the CMA Agreement would have said.

on the last business day before the oral argument in the UP/SP merger, after CM.A had already
filed a bnef withdraw ing its opposition to the merger.*
VP suggests that it "agreed" to adopt the escalator fomiula proposed by CM.A's witness
Crowley. UP/SP-397 at 11 But CMA never asked UP to agree to this escalator The CM.A
Agreement, as noted, did not contain this escalator Although UP and BNSF subsequently
agreed, in the Second Supplemental Agreement, to amend the agreement to incorporate the
Crowley formula, CMA never agreed to this. Nor was CMA involved in the negotiation;; that
resulted in the Second Supplemental Agreement.
In sum, it would erroneous to ii.fer that UP adopted the "CMA Method" in any way at the
behest of, or with the agreemeni of CMA. As far as the Council is concemed, the so-called
"CMA Method." as interpreted by UP. is invahd. both because it was adopted w ithout
consultation with CMA, and because, as now interpreted by UP, it would matenally abrogate an
important aspect of the CMA Agreement

that the escalator formula should bc based only on a

comparison of costs for post-merger years, rather than comparing pre-merger costs with postmerger costs. It would be unjust to constme the Second Supplemental Agreement as abrogating
this aspect ofthe CMA Agreement, for two reasons First, CMA was not involved in negotiating
the Second Supplemental Agreement. Second, the Board in approving the UP/SP merger
imposed the CMA Agreement (including Paragraph 7) as an additional condition separate from
the UP/SP-BNSF Settlement Agreement.'*

LJP's submission of tesfimony from Mr. Rebensdorf on Apnl 29. 1996 stating UP's
unilateral intention or interpretation regardmg the escalator formula (see quoted passage,
UP/SP-397 at 12) had no effect, and could not have had any effect, m modifying the
mutual agreement of UP and CMA in the CMA Agreement.
Se^ Decision No. 89, 1 S.T.B. 233 at 419.
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The best that can be said of the escalator formula that was adopted in the Second
Supplemental .Agreement is that, if it were applied in such a way as not to alter the underlying
intent of the CM.A Agreement to compare only post-merger years, it could be harmoni/ed w ith
CMA's intentions Indeed, as Mr. Schick testifies, he was advised that the change in the
escalator formula made in the Second Supplemental Agreement was intended to bc only a
technical, non-substantive change. CMA-17. Venfied Statement of Thomas E. Schick at 6.
BNSF has submitted evidence and argument conceming how the formula, with the proper
adjustments, could carry out the intention ofthe CMA Agreement and not be distorted by
inclusion of merger related cost wnte-ups and capital investments which UP repeatedly pledged
to pay for. The Council concurs with and endorses that evidence and argument

Respectfully submitted.

Scott N. Stone
John L. Oberdorfcr
Patton Boggs. LLP
2550 M Street. N W
Washington. D C. 20037

David F Zoll
Amencan Chemistry Council
Commonwealth Tower
13(H) Wilsoii Boulevard
Arlington. VA 22209

Counsel for the Amencan
Chemistry Council

dated: June 28. 2002
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This is to certify that I have, this 28nd day of June. 2002. served copies of the foregoing
filings by hand upon Washington counsel for the Burlington Northem Santa Fe and Union
Pacific and by first class mail upon other parties of recoi

Scott N. Stone
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Finance Docket No. 32760. Union Pacific
('orporalion. el al. - Conirol and Merger •Si)ulhcrnJ'ac-[n
C orporation. et al.

tMVERED
Offico of Proceedings
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2002
Hart Of

r'ublic Record

Dear Secrelarv W illiams:

Inclosed for filing m ihc .ilio\e-caplioned proceeding are lhe original and luenlv-live
(2.>) copies of I he Burlington NoiiI.erii .ind Saiiui 1 e Raihvav Companv "s Rebuttal lo UP's
Repiv to BNSl \ aiui ( \ I W Kesjioiiscs lo (lider lo Show Cause (BNSl -104).
I woiiKI .ijipiccLiic ll ll \ou winild dale-sl.imp lhe enclosed cxlia copv and icliirn il lo lhe
messeiiiici lor our tiles

Sincerelv.

I rika / Jones
1 iKlosures

ec:

.All I'iiilics ol Recoid

Brussels Charlotte Chicago Cologne Frankfurt Houston London Los Angeles Manchester Ne*-'. orK Palo Alto Pans Washmgton D C
Independent Mexico City Cc .espondent Jauregui Nauarrete, Nade, y Ro)as, ,S C
Mayer, Brown. Rowe i Maw ts a U S Oeneral Partnership ,Ve opcate in combinatjor with our assor,ated English partnership ir the offires listed abo/e
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BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BO

Finance Docket No. 32760
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
-- CONTROL AND MERGER SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION, SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY. ST LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY, SPCSL CORP ^ND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAiLROAD COMPANY

BNSF S REBUTTAL TO UP S REP._Y TO
BNSF S AND CMA'S RESPONSES TO ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
ENTERED
Office? cf Prccpedin^s

JUI 1 2002
r'art oi

•'ubilc Recorci

Jeffrey R Moreland
Richard E Weicher
Sidney L Strickland, Jr
Michael E Roper

Enka Z Jones
Adnan L Steel, Jr
Adam C Sloane

The Burlington Northern
and Santa Fe Railway Compar.y
2500 Lou Menk Drive
Third Floor
Ft Worth, Texas 76131-0039
(817) 352-2353 or (817) 352-2368

Mayer, Brown, r>owe & Maw
1909 K St. jet, NW
Washington DC 20006
(202) 263-3000

Attorneys for The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company

June 28, 2002
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BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION B O A R D ^

Finance Docket No 32760
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION. UNION PACIFIC RAiLROAD COMPANY
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
- CONTROL AND MERGER SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION, SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, ST LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RALWAY
COMPANY, SPCSL CORP AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY

BNSF S REBUTTAL TO UP S REPLY TO
BNSF S AND CMA S RESPON SES TO ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

The Burlmgton Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company (' BNSF") submits this
Rebuttal to the Reply filed on June 19, 2002 by Union Pacific Railroad Companv ("UP")
(UP/SP-397) in response to BNSF s May 22, 2002 Response tc Order to Show Cause
why Its Petition for Clanfication of the Trackage h.ghts Fee Adjustment Provision
(BNSF-102) ( Response ) should not be dismissed.

BNSF ib entitled to make this

Rebuttal because UP's Reply was an evidentiary submission and, unless BNSF is
permitted to make this Rebuttal, it «"ill have no opportunity to respond to the evidence
submitted with UP's Reply ' In addition, UP's Reply was t h t first pleading in which UP

it is the Surface Transportation Board's practice in this regard to permi* parties
the opportunity to respond to evidence submitted by other pa, ies. For inscance, in
Illinois Central Railroad Co - Petition for Crossing Authoritv - in East Batjn Rouge
Parish, LA, Finance Docket No 33877 (Sub-No 1) (served November 20, 2001), the
Board set a procedural schedule which provided IC with the opportunity to submit

set forth its position on the merits of the parties' dispute, and fairness dictates that
BNSF be allowed to aa^ress the evidence and argument presented for the first time by
UP
UP asserts that BNSF s Petition for Clarification should be dismissed for six
principal reasons:

(i) BNSF and CMA^ have purportedly changed their previous

positions and now are advancing an entirely new procedure for the calculation of the
annual rate adjustment; (ii) the language of Section 12 of the BNSF Settlement
Agreement, which provides for a one-year lag in comparing URCS costs starting July 1,
1997, follows the methodology suggested by CMA's expei* witness. Thomas D
Crowley, during the UP/SP merger proceeding: (iii) the parties never agreed or intended
to use only post-merger URCS costs: (iv) the language of Section 7 of the CMA
Agreen ent, which expressly provides for the comparison of post-merger URCS costs,
has been overridden by the testimony of UP's John Rebensdorf and the Second
Supplemental Agreement, (v) BNSF's proposed methodology for calculating the
adjustment is internally inconsistei.. and unworkable: and (vi) there is no competitive
justification to alter the adjustment mechanism

rebuttal to KCS's evidentiary submission Indeed, fair heanng and due process notions
require that BNSF be afforded the opportunity to respond to UP's evidentiary
submission here Moreover, BNSF has limited this rebuttal to argument in response to
UP's evidence and has made no new arguments or submitted any new evidence herein
To the extent the board determines that leave is required to file this Rebuttal, BNSF
respectfully requests such leave
^
The American Chemistry Council (formerly known
Manufacturers Association) is referred to herein as CMA".

as

the

Chemical

A3 shown below, each of UP's alleged grounds for dismissing BNSF's Petition is
either flatly wrong or an effort to divert the Board from implementing the clear intent of
the parties as ex

?d in Section 7 of the CMA Agreement.
BNSF's and CMA's Alleged Change of Positions

Initially, in claiming that BNSF and CMA have abandoned their prior positions,
UP seizes upon a distinction without a difference in its word-game about what it calls
"BNSF's ever-changing stories regarding the parties' intent . . . ." UP Reply at 5

The

intent at issue is, however, the same as it has been since BNSF file'i its Petition on
December 21, 2001: Did the parties intend to increase the GTM mill rates by a factor
based on the purchase premium UP paid to acquire SP and the merger-related capital
expenditures for which it was agreed that BfJSF would have no responsibility in Section
9(c) of the BNSF Settlement .Agreement?
Excluding or including the disputed costs makes no substantive difference in the
effect on the annual GTM rate adjustment

This was specifically addressed by BNSF's

witness Richard E Weicher who participated in the negotiation o' the settlement
agreements

As Mr Weicher explains
These costs that UP has . iproperly included in the annual
adjustment effective July 1, 1998, and in subsequent years
need to be identified and removed from URCS data for those
years Alternatively, the error of basing the adjustment on
use of these costs in 1997 and subsequent years r^iuld be
corrected by adding those costs in the years 1995 anc' 1996
and any succeeding years in which such costs are not
present in URCS for the preceding year.

BNSF-102, Verified Statement of Richard E Weicher. at 11

Mr Weicher made clear

that the choice of excluding or including the costs is one that UP should make:
It is not my purpose here to propose a mechanism for
correcting UP's addition to the base used for the annual

adjustments of costs that were already ciccounted for in
September 1995 Rather the burden should be on UP to
correct the error by a procedure that prevents the costs fromi
having any effect in the annual adjustment process.

Moreover, there is no factual basis for UP's complaint that BNSF, having signed
the Second Supplemental Agreement which adopted UP's methodology, should have
raised its position on the disputed costs sooner

UP Reply at 21-23.

Until BNSF

a'tditod UP's adjustment methodology, it could not determine that UP was interpreting
and applying the Scct'on 12 language in a manner incoiisistent with Section 7 of the
CMA Agreement and with the parties' intent that post-merger URCS costs would be
used^ The facts are clear that BNSF conducted that audit in late 2000 and that BNSF
objected to UP about its methodology immediately thereafter."
Crowley Testimony
UP's reliance on the testimony of M

Crowley as evidence of the proper

adjustment methodology is misplaced for several leasons

First, Mr

Crcwiey's

^
It should be not ;d in this regard that the fact that the language of Section 12
provides for a one-year lag commencing on July 1, 1997, did not necessarily by itself
indicate to BNSF that UP did not intend to adjust the rates in a manner that would
adiiere to the inte it of Section 7 of the CMA Agreement. Rather, UP could well have
adopted a methodology which provided that, if pre-merger years were to be used for
purposes of the annual adjustments * J the GTM mill rates, appropriate adjustments
would be made to the URCS costs in such years in order to account for the fact that the
SP purchase premium and the Section 9(c) implementation expenditures which UP was
to fund (both of which would be included in all post-merger years) are not reflected in
pre-merger years UP did not adopt such a methodology, and *hus the present dispute
arose
*
The dispute between UP and BNSF concerning UP's adiustnient methodology
was not raised in this proceeding until BNSF's July 2, 2001 Fifth Annual Report, and
thus CMA had no basis on which to express its conceir-s about UP's methodology
before that time Indeed, it was not until BNSF filed its Petition for Clarification in
December that the specifics of the parties dispute were made a part of the record.

testimony suggesting the use of 1995 and 1996 costs to determine the 1997 rate
adjustment was incidental to Mr

Crowley's overarching position that the

proper

measure for the adjustment mechanism is cost changes." CMA-7, Verified Statement of
Thomas D. Crowley, at 57.

All parties were aware that the adjustment mechanism

would have no effeci or significance until after the merger ocr ;rred

It is, therefore, not

credible for UP to interpret Mr. Crowley's testimony as if it contemplated comparing premerger and post-merger cost changes which result in a double counting of the purchase
premium.
Comments

Second, Mr. Crowley s suggestion was included in CMA s March 29, 1995
Three weeks lai'jr, on April 18, 1996, CMA executed the CMA Agreement

with UP/SP and BNSF, and Section 7 of the CMA Agreement provided that the URCS
costs comparisons would be made between post-merger years only Accordingly, to the
extent Mr Crowley's testimony can be read to set forth CMA's position, that position
changed, and Mr Crowley's testimony no longer reflected CMA's view of the annual
adjustment process.^
Parties' Intent
UP Ergues that BNSF and CMA submitted no evidence to support the conclusion
that the parties intended to use only post-merger URCS costs in the adjustment
process

On a basic level, UP is ignoring the intent testimony of BNSF's principal

negotiator. Car! R ice, on this subject:
The [BNSF settlement] negotiations occurred aftei UP's
acquisition of SP had been negotiated between those parties
and after the terms of that acquisition had been set By the
^
Thus, UP's labeling of Mr. Crowley's proposal as the "CMA Method" is
significantly misleading since CMA lejected his approach just three weeks later, and
UP's effort to obscure the weaknesses in its proposed methodology by seeking to
legitimize the methodology through Mr Crowley is imaginative, but not credible.

same token, the negotiations under way between BNSF and
UP/SP were on the terms of a possible settlement under
which BNSF would not oppose the merger if it acquired
sufficient conditions of value to BNSF that would address the
competitive impacts of UP's merger with SP. These were
nghts which could oniy be implemented and become
effective if tnat merger was approved and had akeady been
consummated. Clearty, we believed that the GTM mill rates
included any effects of the merger.
BNSF-102, Verified Statement of Cart R Ice. at 4-5 (emphasis added).
Moreover, given the express contractual language, no such evidence is needed,
and UP has ignored that language

First, Section 7 of the CMA Agreement clearty

establishes that post-merger URCS costs should be used in making the annual
adjustment calculations

There is no other way to reasonably read the language of

Section 7, and no evidence of the parties' discussions or negotiations is needed

Cy

companng "the year in question" with "the preceding year", the language provides for a
comparison of post-merger URCS costs since, given that the first adjustment to the
rates would be in the second year of the n erger, the "year in question" was by definition
the second year of the merger. The language means what it says

Secon'-:, Section -12

of the BNSF Settlement Agreement establishes that it is the intent of the parties that the
GTM mill rates should "reflect the same basic relationship to operating costs as upon
execution of this Agreement"

As the testimony cf Chnstopher D Kent in BNSF s

Response shows at pages 4 to 5, UP's proposed methodology causes a greater
deviation in that relationship than does the methodology proposed by BNSF and CMA.^

Oddly, while UP attacks almost every other aspect of Mr Kent's testimony, it
does not even address this portion of his testimony. The leason is obvious UP has no
grounds on which to counter Mr Kent's conclusion.

Rebensdorf Testimony and the Second Supplemental Agreement
UP contends that the language of Section 7 of the CMA Agreement is subject to
multiple interpretations"

UP Reply at 12

However, there is no reasonable

interpretation other than what the straightforward language provides:

The trackage

nghts fees shall be adjusted by the difference in the relevant URCS costs "between the
year in question and the preceding year', both of which, by definition, are post-merger
years as discussed above

UP nonetheless argues that John Rebensdorfs April 29,

1996 rebuttal verified statement set forth how UP interpreted the language and intended
to apply it and that UP and BNSF executed the Second Supplemental Agreement which
incorporated language substantially identical to Mr Rebensdorf s proposed language
UP did not, however, (nor for that matter did BNSF) have the power or authority to
revise the language in Section 7 of the CMA Agreement,' and CMA has explained that
UP advised it that the language change was a technical modification not intended to
alter the substance of Section 7 of the CMA Agreement

CMA-17, Venfied Statement of

Thomas E Schick, at 6 Accordingly, UP s reliance on Mr Rebensdorfs testimony and
the langu?ige in the Second Supplemental Agreement cannot contradict the language of
Section 7 of the CMA Agreeriient

In fact, the CMA Agreement was imposed as a separate independent condition
on the Board s approval of the UP/SP merger (Decision No 44, 1 S T B at 419), and
the language of Section 7 of the Agreement must be given effect as it is wntten.
*
In this regard, UP goes to great lengths to explain the reasons why it booked the
SP purchase premium in the year after its acquisition of SP rather than in 1996, and UP
makes repeated efforts to show that it did not mislead BNSF or CMA about this fact
UP Reply at 23-24 However, UP has created a straw man position for BNSF, which
has not contended that it was intentionally misled or that UP's election was improper
Rather, what BNSF has contended is thai, regardltss of when the purchase premium
was actually booked or whether UP adequately advised parties to the UP/SP merger
proceeding that it might not be booked in 1996, it was the intent of the parties to the

BNSF's Proposed Adjustment Methodology
UP submits several criticisms of the calculations undertaken by Mr Kent in order
to estimate the impact that UP s proposed methodology has on the GTM mill rates

In

so doing, UP disingenuously criticizes Mr. Kent for making a number of assumptions
which UP then proceeds to claim are unjustified

UP criticizes Mr Kent for other alleged

errors in his estimation methodology, and UP further attacks BNSF's and CMAs
position for being internally inconsistent and not providing a rationale for dea'ing .Mdi
the excluded Section 9(c) merger-related capital expenditures
UP has, however, conveniently ignored the fact that Mr Kent was, as reflected in
his verified statement and accompanying workpapers, limited by lack of access Vi UP
data in his ability to propose a definitive methodology to eliminate the impact of the
disputed costs in the adjustment process While UP did produce certain documents and
information in respcnse to BNSF's discovery rec,ijests, Mr Kent's calculations we''e only
: n estimate of the impact of UP's methodology, and access to significantly more
infoririation trom UP concerning exactly how the disputed costb were booked by
accoun*, as well as other relevant data, is needed to accurately determine and eliminate
that impact.
Moreover, UP's cnticisms are misdirected

It is UP that bears responsibility for

property implementing the intent set forth in Section 7 of the CMA Agreement that postmerger URCS costs should be used for the purpose of (he rate adjustment calculations.

BNSF Settlement Agreement that the GTM mill rates were all-inclusive and that iiie
purchase premium should not be double counted through the adjustment process.
Thus, if the fact that UP did not book the premium in 1996 would cause that to occur, an
appropriate adjustment mu-1 be made.
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and it is no defense to UP's failure to do so for it to assert that BNSF and CMA are
unable to do so.
Competitive Justification
UP argues strenuously that there is no competitive justification to alter the
adjustment mechanism because BNSF has been able to compete effectively over the
trackage nghts lines and because the GTM mill rates that BNSF is paying are lower
than they might otherwise be if different rates ani/or methodologies had been adopted
UP has once again totally misconstrued (perhaps intentionally) BNSF's argument
BNSF has not asserted that the base GTM miil rates are too high or were improperly
set

Rather. BNSF has argued that, once the GTM mill rates were set. changes in UP's

costs should not enable UP to gain a competitive advantage

Prior to the parties'

present dispute, Mr Rebensdorf recognized that the two carriers should compete on a
"level playing field' (UP/SP-22 at 301), and the parties expressly stated that the
relationship between UP's costs and BNSF's rates for service over the trackage rights
lines was intended by the parties to remain the same

Now, however, UP proposes a

methodology that undisputedly causes a deviation in that relationship in favor of UP
BNSF has submitted the testimony of Denis J Smith, Vice President of Industi al
Products Marketing to establish that the deviation can and does maKe a diff'irence in
BNSF's ability to compete for traffic

Furthermore, UP itself buttressed this conclusion

by examples it cited in the Confidential Appendices to its annual oversight reports of
situations where rate differentials equivalent to the amount in question here have made
a difference

Tellingly, UP has submitted no evidence from any of its marketing
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personriol io counter that conclusion, and thus its argument that there is no competitive
effect snould not be given weight.^
Moreover, und perhaps more importantly, there is no need for BNSF and CMA to
show that there is a competitive justification for correcting the adjustment mechanism,
when the fundamental purpose of the trackage rights is to provide a vigorous competitor
to a merged UP/SP for the long term, not a mere presence subject to degradation over
time

This is in addition to the fact that the existing language of Section 7 of the CMA

Agreement clearty and expressly provides that post-merger URCS costs are to be
utilized in making the adjustment calculations, and the only question before the Board is
whether UP should be held to the agreement that it made with BNSF and CMA.
Conclusion
As established in BNSF's Response, the relationship between the GTM mill rates
which BNSF pays for its use of the UP/SP trackage nghts lines and UP's costs
associated with those lines is critical to BNSF s ability to provide effective and efficient
competitive service as a long-term replacement fot SP

Section 7 of the CMA

Agreement reflects tho partie«:' clear intent that the comparison of URCS costs should
be made using post-merger years only, and UP's assertion that the revised language of
*
UP contends that Mr Kent's estimate that the impact of UP's position is
approximately 0 2 mills is inaccurate because Mr Kent did not exclude the impact on
the rates caused by the disagreement between UP and BNSF over the manner in which
the adjustment should be taken into account (re_, whether the adjustment should be
made based on the percentage change m the relevant URCS costs or based on the
numencal change in those costs) However. Mr Kent made his estimate as he did in
order to reflect what the impact would be if UP's position was adopted with respect to
both disputed issues, and there is no doubt that there is an impac* caused by UP's
adjustment methodology standing alone. Whether that impact is approximately 0 1 mills
(as UP suggests) or some other amount is irrelevant to the issue before the Board The
issue to be decided is whether the language and intent of the parties as set forth in
Section 7 of the CMA Agreement should be given effect
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Section 12 of the BNSF Settlement Agreement should be applied to allow for the
comparison of pre-merger URCS costs with post-merger URCS costs is clearly contrary
to the language of Section 7 and the parties' intent.
Accordingly, BNSF respectfully requests that the Board clanfy that the SP
purchase premium and the merger-related capital expenditures that UP was to solely
fund may not be included in the Section 12 adjustment process as UP proposes
because doing so would violate the express language of Section 7 of the CMA
Agreement and the parties' intent that the GTM mill rates were to be comprehensive
and all-inclusive.
Respectfully submitted,

Jeffrey R Moreland
Richard E Weicher
Sidney L Strickland, Jr.
Michael E Roper

Erika Z Jones
Adnan L Steel, Jr
Adam C Sloane

The Burlmgton Northern
and Santa Fe Railway Company
2500 Lou Menk Dnve
Third Floor
Ft Worth, Texas 76131-0039
(817) 352-2353 or (817) 352-2368

Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw
1909 K Street, NW
Washington. DC 20006
(202) 263-3000

Attorneys for The Burtington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company
June 28, 2002
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I do hereby certify that copies of The Burlmgton Northern and Santa Fe Railway
Company's Rebuttal to UP's Reply to BNSF'S and CMA's Responses to Ordor to Show
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U'nion Pacific Corporation
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wno had been involved in the September 1995 negotiations and the CMA Agreement
negotiations to ensure that the Second Supplemental Agreement correctly reflected our intent.
In several oniie drafts, UP and BNSF focused specifically on the CMA
Agreement's provision for adjusting the trackage rights fees. We agreed to i;se the CMA
mechanism as Mr. Crowiey had described it To the best of my knowledge, BNSF never
suggested that UP's I K 'S should be modi led to exclude the effects of purchase accounting or
the costs of capacitx impro\ ements I P had .igreed lo pay. BNSF never suggested that the
adjustment should be based only on post-merger URCS costs. BNSF never told UP that they
understood the initial trackage rights fees to include the anticipated effects of purchase
accounting. BNSF ne\ er mentioned purchase accounting, "'merger prei7iiums," or anything of
that iiatuie m connection with the provision lor a«i|ustmg tiackage rights fees. BNSF never
suggested that the Ilnal fomi ofthe fee adjustment provision differed from the CMA
Agreement's fee adjuslPienl process, as BNSl- now claims. If BNSl- had raisetl any of these
issues. I am certain that Mr. Conley would have infomieil me and the others on the Ui- leam.
I belic\e lhal the plain l.ingiu'^-e ot the Second Supplenieiilal Agieement's
pro\ ision for adju.sting trackage rights fees, which u.is liu- l.mguage before the Board when it
approved the UP SP lueiger ami which is the same language in the Restated and Amended BNSlSettlement Agreement that UP and BNSF filed in March 2002. accurately records CMA's, UP's

.\1 the same time I 'P ami BNSF weie negotiating the Second Supplemental .Agreement,
the parties were also negotiating the implementing agreements for each segment ofthe tiackage
nghts granted under the BNSl SettI .-i^ient Agreement. I he implementing agreements all
contained the fee adjuslmeiU pro\ isioii. In th-.- negotiations regarding the implementmg
agreements, as in the iiegoliations regarding the Second Sui)plemental Agreemeni, BNSF never
raised any ofthe claims it is now making. As the negotiations regarding the implementing
agreemc'ils w ere coordinated w ith the negotiations o\er the Second Supplemental Agreement, I
am conlideiit thai 1 would have been infonned had such claims been raised.
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and BNSF's intent as reflected in the CMA .Agreement. I believe that ii also accurately records
UP's and BNSF's intent in their negotiations regarding the Second Supplemental .Agreement. If
BNSF had any beliefs or intentions inconsistert >\ith the plain language, no one ever shared
those beliefs or intentions w ith L P. I am confident that BNSF would not hav e agreed had it
believed the language was inaccurate.
I\ .

BNSF'S COMPETITION CLAIMS
I will not spend much time addressing BNSF's claims that the fee adjustment

places BNSF at a competitive disadvantage, BNSF's stateirents to the Board throughout five
years of oversight and the Board's conclusions in its five years of oversight proceedings refute
BNSl's claims better than 1 ever couKl
I do want lo atldiess. brie'ly, BNSF's misleading argument that it cannot compete
effectively if UP has a S25 to S50 per car advantage in the costs measured by the trackage rights
lees BNSI- 's aigumei.' is completely inaccurale lor sev eral lea.sons. many of which the Board
identified when it rejected similar arguments by parties opposed to the UP/SP merger.
I list. BNSl- has iii) ba. is ior claiming that it cannot compete under the BNSF
Setllemenl .Agieemeiil. because il reL|iiires ' 'P lo pay much higher rales for trackage nghts
designeil lo lemciiy the aiuicompetitive effects ofthe BN/Santa Fe merger. Under BNSanta
Fe's settlement agreement with SP in 1995. the initial rates were established as < (» mills for bulk
traffic and 3.48 mills for all other traffic, and the parties agreed to an annual adjustment based on
75 percent ofthe RCAF(U). As of January 2000, those rates were 3.08 mills for bulk tr;': tic iiui
3.57 mills for all other traffic. By companson. the rates as of January 2000 under the BNSF
Settlement Agreement were 2.9 mills for bulk traffic and 3 (» mills for all other traffic, and those
rates are adjusted based on changes in UP's liRCS costs.
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Second. BNSF has no basis for claiming that UP has an advantage when BNSF
uses the BNSF Settlement Agreement trackage rights. UP pays all of the same costs to operate
its own trains over the trackage rights that BNSF pays through the trackage rights fee. BNSF
complains that the trackage rights fees have increased faster than UP's costs because the fees
reflect costs associated witli the SP acquisition, but I 'P pays those acquisition costs as well. The
same is true ofthe initial capacity costs.
Third. BNSF has no basis for claiming that I'P has an adv antage because the
trackage rights fee represents only a portion of BNSF's total co.sts for any move. In nvny cases,
BNSF utili/es a portion ofits own existing routes in conjunction with the liackage nghts 'inc.
.Hid lhe trackage nghts fee represents a fraction of BNSF's fully allocated costs. BNSF is a very
elficieiu carrier si. ils ivm.iiiiint.' costs iif opcialmg twcr the trackage rights segments arc likely
lo he low in all ca.ses, ami lower than UP's costs in many cases, thus offsetting any alleged
adv antage I P may hav e b.isetl on lhe tiackage rights fee.
1-inally. BNSF has no basis for claiming that UP has an advantage because, even
if BNSl "s costs WLic highe' llum I i s costs ior some slii|ipeis or routes. I ^P coukl never he
ceil.un ofits advantage. I 'P knows BNSF's trackage nghts fees, biil il tloes not know whether
BNSF's lolal costs of nmv mg traffic on any particular route ire higher or lower than UP's costs.
I ;P thus cannoi negotiate with shippers as if u can always undercut BNSF. Moreover, even i f
i P knew ll had a slight advantage, it would be foolish to try to win away all of BNSF's business
by pncing down \o llie level of incremental costs, because UP may then be ur.able to generate a
siuisfaciory return on its investment.
The Board need only look to the past five years to see who is correct. BNSF
promised during the merger proceedings that it would be an effective competitor using the
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trackage rights 'ines BNSF has competed. It has won business. In its final oversight report,
BNSF told the Board that it had exceeded its goals. See BNSF-PR-20 at 4. When it was not
trying to convince the Board that it needed low er trackagerightsto compete, it told the Board
that it "anticipates the continued customer growth and commercial success ofits UP/SP
franchise." Id, at 7. BNSF's doomsday claims are refuted by its own success and own
predictions of future success.
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF NEBRASKA

)
)
COUNTY OF DOUGLAS )

ss:

I, JOHN H REBENSDORF. Vice President - Network & Service Planning, for
Union Pacific Railroad Company, being duly sworn, depose and state that 1 have read
the foregoing Venfied Statement, that ! know its contents, and that those contents are
true as stated to the best of my knowledge, inforn-ation and belief.

JOHN H. REBENSDORF
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ^ ^ ^ d a y of June, 2002.
>4 Gtfi-hAi ,\OIAK>.Slj|oo(N.r:-.iskd
MARYR HOLCWINSKI

Notary f'Liblic
My commission expires: L

Dolan. et al.

VERIFIED STATEMENT
OE
JAMES \ . DOI AN
PAl E A. C O M EY, JR.
AND
JOHN 1. ( ; R A V

Our name*; are James V . Dolan, Paul .A. Conley, Jr , and John T. Gray. We vvere
all deeply involved in the negotiations of the original BNSF Settlement Agreement, the CM.A
.Agreement, and the Second Supplemental Agreement to the BNSF Settlement .Agrecmen;. This
statement addresses claims by BNSF and CMA that the parties to the BNSF Settlement
Agreement and the CM A Agreement mutually agreed to adjust the BNSF Settlement
Agreement's trackage rights fees in order lo excliiile lhe impact of (I) purchase accounting for
the I 'P SP merger and (2) costs of nieruer relaled capacity impiovements that LIP agreed to fund
under Section 9(e)(1) ami (ri) of Ihe I^NSI- Sellleinent Agreement.
OUALIFICAIIONS
Dol.m

! W.I.S I P's \ lee Piesu"enl ! aw when the original BNSl Sellleinent

Agreemeni, lhe CMA Agreement, ami lhe S.eomI Supplemental Agreement vvere negotiated and
ilr.ifted I remam m lh.it position today. I was involved in lhe negt)!iating sc;:sions during the
three days in September 1995. w hen I P and BNSI-" drafied the original BNSF Settlement
Agreeir.ent I also attended sever.il preliminarv meelings between liP and BN.*'- lhal occurred in
late August and September 1995. Durmg the negotiation ofthe CMA Agreemcp'. 1 was in
conslanl eominumcalion with UP s outside counsel, the late .Arvid I:. Roach II. who was
prmianly responsible for communicating vvith CMA's representatives. I participated in all of
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LT's intemal decisions regarding the content of the CMA .Agreement. I reviewed the various
• alts ofthe CMA Agreement, and 1 approved the final CMA Agreement. As Vice PresidentLaw, I also participated in UP s internal discussions regarding the Second Supplemental
Agreement, 1 review :d the various dral\s m order to insure that they reflected the agreements
between and among UP, BNSF, and CMA. and I approved the final fomi of the Second
Supplemental Agreement.
Conley: I was UP's .Assistant \ ice President-Law when the original BNSF
Settlement Agreement, the Ci IA Agreemert. and the Second Supplemental Agreement were
negotiated and drafied. I am now retired from UP. I attended all ofthe negoiiating sessions
during the three days in September 1995, when I !P and BNSl- drafied the onginal BNSF
Settlement .Agreement. I personally draUed much ofthe BNSF Settlement .Agreement's
language

During the negotiation of the CM.A Agreement I was in constant contact vvith UP's

oulskie counsel, lhe I.Ue .Arvid l-. Roach 11, who was pnmanly responsible for comnuimcaling
with CMA's representatives, and 1 participated fully m all of I IP's internal decisions regarding
the conteiM of the CM.A .Agreemeni I w.is also involved iii drafting the language in the CMA
.Agreemeni. including the URCS adju.stmenl provision. Fmally. I was responsible on behalf of
I P SP for iiegoli.ilmu .iiid draflmg llie Second Sii|ipleinenl.il .Agreement, and 1 exchanged many
drafts and phone conversations w ith BNSl's Richard E. Weicher during the negotiating and
drafting process.
Gray: I was SP's Vice President-Network and Corporate Development when
orign al the BNSl- Settlement Agieement, the CMA Agreement, and the Second Supplemental
Agreen em vvere being negotiated. Today I am UP's Executive Director-Interline. I attended all
ofthe September 1995 meetings dunng vvhich the BNSF Settlement Agreement was drafied. I
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was also involved in several preliminary meetings in late .August and September 1995. I signed
the BNSF Settlement Agreement on behalf of SP. Dunng the negotiation ofthe CMA
Agreement, I regularty communicated vvith UP's outside counsel and the other members of the
UP SP team I rev levved the drafis and the final CMA Agreement, and I approved the agreement
on behalf of SP. I afso participated in intemal UP SP discussions regarding the Second
Supplemental Agreement i.nd reviewed all ofthe drafts in order to insure that they reflected the
agreements between and among UP, BNSF, and CMA. I signed the Second Supplemental
Agreement on behalf of SP.
STATEMENT
The plain language ofthe fee adjustment provision in Section 12 ofthe BNSF
SeillcmenI .Agieement. as ameiuleii liy the Second Siipplemeiilal .-Xgieement, .ellects our
intention of how the prov ision for adjusting trackage rights fees would apply, (fhe identical
language is incoiporated in Sectu>n 12 ofthe Restalcd and .Amended BNSl- Selllemciit
.Agreement, vvhich was submitted lo llic Board on March I . 2002.) Ihe lee adjustment provision
was mteiulcil lo implement a procediiie proposcil by CM.A using terms proposed bv a CMA
expert

It letlecls our understanding of I IP's. BNSI- 's. and CM.A's agreement in tiie CM.A

.Agreement. It icllecls our understanding oi l iP s and BNSF s agreemeni in the Second
Supplemental Agreement.
W e do not recall any occasion on vvhich BNSF or CMA ever mentioned pur.tiasc
accounting, "merger premiums." or anything of that nature in connection with the fee adjustment
prov ision. W e do not recall any occasion on which BNSF or CMA ever suggested that SF's
purchase costs should be excluded from the trackage rights fee adjustment. We do not recall any
occasion on vvhich BNSF or CMA ever suggested that the fee adjustment should be based only

on post-merger LIRCS costs. We do not recall any occasion on which BNSF or CMA ever
suggested that the cost of certain merger capacity costs should be excluded from the trackage
rights fee adjustment We do not recall ever being informed by anyone that BNSF or CMA had
ever raised any of these issues during the negouations of the original BNSF Settlement
Agreement, the CM.A .Agreement, or the Second Supplemental .Agreement. And vve do not recal
any occasion on vvhich BNSF or CMA ever suggested that the plain language ofthe BNSF
Settlement Agreemeni did not reflect ihoir intent
If BNSF or CMA made any a-ssuniptions about modifying UP's URCS costs or
excluding SP's purchase cost or certain merger capacity costs from the trackage rights fee
adjustment provision, neither BNSF nor CMA disclosed those assumptions to UP dunng the
.legolialioiis or ilralting ofthe original BN:'>!' SeillcmenI .Agreement, the CM.A Agreemeni, or
the Second Supplemental Agreement. UP's understanding and intention was that the plain
l.iiiguage ol lhe BNSl Selllemeiil .Agreemeni, as amended bv lhe Second Supplemental
Agreemeni. prov ided the procethires for adjusting the trackage rights fees.

VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEBRASKA

)

COUNTY OF DOUGLAS

)

)

ss:

I. JAMES V. DOLAN. Vice President-Law for Union Pacific Railroad Company,
being duly sworn, depose and state that I have read the foregoing Verified Statement,
that I know its contents, and that those contents are true as stated to the best of my
knowledge, information and belief

JAMES ,H DOLAN

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

day of June, 2002
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WARY R HOI.rWINiSKI
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Notary POblic
My commission expires: _
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEBRASKA
COUNTY OF DOUGLAS
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)

ss:

I. PAUL A. CONLEY, JR., being duly sworn, depose and state that I have read
the foregoing Verified Statement, that I know its contents, and that those contents are
true as stated to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.

PAUL A. CONLEY, JR

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before .le this i 4 ^ ^ a \ f of June, 2002
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VARY R HOLtWlNSKI
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Notary ffublic
My commission expires:
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ss:

I. JOHN T GRAY, Executive Director - Intertine, for Union Pacific Railroad
Company, being duly sworn, depose and state that I have read the foregoing Verified
Statement, that I know its contents, and that those contents are true as stated to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief.

JOHN T. G R A V

' C-J

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this /Z___ day of June. 2002

^
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MARY R HOLCWINSKl
My Comm f«p Oc! l i .';i04

Notary Public
My commission expires:/^. f/j^/vA /^j <^(C^

Rhoades

V E R I F I E D STATEMENT
OE
K E I T H A. RHOADES

M V name is Keith .A. Rhoades. I am Director-General Ledgers Financial
Research for I nion Pacific Railroad Company ("UP"). I graduated from Bngham ^'ouiig
L niversity in 1972 w ith a B.S. in .Accounting. 1 have worked in L P s Finance Department for 29
years in a vanety of positions of increasing responsibility, including Intemal Auditor. Internal
.Auditor-Superv isor, Manager-Division Accounting Development. Manager-Ledgers and
Financial Reporting, Assistant Director-Ledgers and Financial Reporting, and Manger-Financial
Research. I was promoted to my present position in 1988.
As Director-General Ledgers Financial Research, I am responsible for research
and .malvsis concerning accounting issues, policies, pnnciples. and procedures. I am also
lesponsible for ensuring UP's accounting and reporting integrity. I have been personally
involvcil in the accounting for UP's acquisitions of Missouri-Kansas-J exas R.iilroad Company.
Chicago &. North W'eslern l iansportation Company, and Southem Pacific Rail C orporation.
I pievioiislv h.ive submiUed iestimony lo Ihe Surface I ransportatioii Bo.inl m the
t-NJi".' w e n . " and WPI ' cases with regard to UPs accounling treatment o f i t s acquisitions. In
each ease, I explained I IP's accounting treatment and how that tieatment was rcquircil by

FMC Wvomint; Com, v. Union Pacific R.R.. STB Docket No. 42022 (STB served May
12. 2000).
W estem Coal Traffic Leauue v. Union Pacific R.R.. STB Finance Docket No. 33726
(S I B served May 12, 2000).
Wisconsin Power & Liaht Co. v. Union Pacific R.R., STB Docket No. 42051 (Sl B
served Sept. 13", 2001).
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generally accepted accounting principles ("G.A.AP") and the Board's own railroad ac xiunting
rules, the Uniform System of Accounts ("USOA").
In this .statement, I address BNSF's allegations that LiP's accounting and reporting
of lhe UP/SP merger was improper and unexpected. In particular, I address BNSF's claims
regarding the purchase accounting adjustments necessary to reflect the fair value ofthe assets
that UP acquired from SP. I show that UP properly accounted for the UP SP merger in its
Annual Report For.n R-l for 1997 and that its plans and proposed liming for its merger
accounting should have been expected.
Afler the FMC, WCTL, and WPL cases. I am suri"»riseil that anyone w ould
question UP's purchase accounting in connection with the UP/SP merger. In each case, the
Board agreed lhal UP's accounting treatment of purchase acciunting adjustments conlonned to
GAAP and the USOA In each case, the Board agreed that UP's 1997 Annual Report R I
properlv relleded the piiieliase aceoimting eiilries in I P's books lor the acqiiislion ol SP I he
results in those cases were not suiprising, because UP had discussed its plans with the Board's
.leci ilmg stall" and had received the staffs appiov.il \'or Us lepvMling

the I P SP meiger.

BNSF is mistaken w hen it suggests that UP should have recorded Ihe effects of
purchase accounting in .Is I99{) R-l report r.itherthaii m Us 1997 K-1 re|H)rt. GAAP did not
'.iictate that purchase accounting should be reflected in the railroads' 199(»financial.statements.
UP followed GAAP and the LISOA in deterniining the manner and liming for recording the
purchase accounting adjustments associated vvith the UP/SP merger.
The UP/SP merger was consummated in September 1996 when Union Pacific
Corporation ("UPC") acquired Southern Pacific Rail Corporation ("SPR"). As a result of the
acquisition, UPC ov. ned six different railroads, all of vvhich were distinct corporate entities with
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separate books and records

Union Pacific Railroad Company ("UP"), Missouri Pacific

Railroad Company ("MP"), Southem Pacific Transportation Company ("SPT"), St. Louis
Southwestern Railway Company ("SSW"). SPCSL Corp. ("SPCSL"). and I he Denver & Rio
Grande Westem Railroad Company ("DRGW").
UPC accounted for the transaction as a purchase at the parent-company lev el in
1996, and its books and SEC reports reflected the effects of purchase accounting in 1996. The
railroads themselves remained separate, direct or indirect subsidiaries of UPC.

Until SPR's

railroad subsidianes were merged or consolidated w ith UP, the effects of purchase accounting
should not have been included in L'P's R-1.
Ihere were two important reasons vvh\ the mergers ofthe various railroad
subsidiaries could not occur in 199(). First. I 'P w as awaiting a ruling from the IKS to ensure thai
lhe SPR railroad subsidiary mergers vvould not jeopardi/c the tax-free status of UPC's initial
purchase of SPR. -X favorable ruling w.is not recei' ed until 1997.'* Second, I 'P needed lo deal
w Ith minority shareholders before the SSW merger couUi be completed Once these i.ssues were
resolved I 'P merged the SPR railroad subsidiaries mio I 'P. .As .i lesull. I PC siiouUI not have
included the purcha.se accounting in I P's K 1 uiiiil 19<)7.'

*
I lad lhe iRS ruling been unfavorable. I P would liave consideied different means of
consolidating the SPR railroad subsidianes into one merged system. See UP/SP-22 at 2
(ilescriF/iiig .lie possibility that "in licu ofsuch mergers .some or all of | the SPR suhsi liaries] will
be merged mio, or their assets leaseil to. MPRR or other means used to accomplish their
con.solidatlon inlo lhe merged system").
'
I he final merger of subsidianes, in w hich UP merged into SPT and SPT changed its
name to Lhnon Pacific Railroad Company, took place m February 1998. but its effects vvere
appropnatelv recorded in I IP's 1997 financial slalcmenls. because I !PC had both the intent and
ability to consummate the nerger before issuing V^P SPf financial .statemenls. See AICP.A AU
Section 560. Subsequent Events. UPC did not have the intent and ability vvith respect to SPT or
the other SPR railroad su'.isidiaries in 1996 because ofthe tax and shareholder issues described
above.
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It was no secret that the railroad-level mergers might not occur until sometime
afler the Board approved the Merger Applicaiion. UP explained on the second page of the
Application that ils "presenl intent is to merge SPT. SSW. SPCSL and DRGW into UPRR,
although these subsidiaries of SPR may retain their separate corporate existence for a period of
time" I P SP-22 at 2. Moreover, the accounting mles goveming this type of transaction are
well established, an\ knowledgeable person reviewing the .Application should have recognized
lhe distinct possibility that purchase accounting might not be reflected in I IP's books until
sometime afler the application was approved and the transaction was consummated.
UP never tned to disguise ils accounting methodology. UP affinnatively asked
the Board's staff to approve its proposal for reflecting the UP SP merger and the associated
purchase .lecoimlmg adjuslmenls in its 199(i and 19M7 R-l reports. See LeMer from UP's Robert
W. Schmidt. Jr, to STB's Ward L. liuinn. Jr.. dated Sept. 26. 1996 (attached as Exhibit A). I he
Board's staff confinned lhal I P and SPI should tile separate R-l repons for 199() leflecting
each railroad's histoncal costs and a combined R 1 lepoil for l'>97 reflecting the revaluation of
the SPR rail subsidiaries' a.ssels as a result t>l purchase aeeounliiig. See LeMer lioin S I B's W aul
1 (iuinii. Jr , to I 'l''s Robert \V. Schnndt. Jr . dated Ocl. 2. I')96 (attached hereto as I xhibil B)
I am suiprised to see this issue raised at such a late ilate. II anyiMie truly thought
that the effects of purchase accounting vvould be reflected in I P's 1996 R-l report and leiied on
that accounting occurring in 1996. that report 's publication should have put any such
misimpressions to rest. UP's 1996 R 1 report revealed tha purchase accounting had not
occurred at the railroad level in 1996. 1 he explanatory notes regarding the UP/SP merger state:
The business combination vvith Southern Pacific has been
accounted for as a purchase, but SP's resu'ts are not cunently
included in UP's results.

.An even more obv ious indication that UP's and SPT's accounts had not been combined in 1996
was the fact that SPT filed a separate 1996 R-l report. Finally, if anyone was still under the
misimpression that the 1996 R-l report reflected UP's purchase accounting for the UP SP
merger, they could not possibly still misunderstand the situation after publication of UP's 1997
R-l. I P's 1997 R-l report contained an extensive discussion of purchase accounting and should
hav e made clear to anyone j recisely how and when UP's books reflected the purchase
accounting adjustment associated vvith the LIP SP merger.

VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEBRASKA
COUNTY OF DOUGLAS
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ss:

I. KEITH RHOADES. Director

Genera! Ledgers - Financial Research, for Union

Pacific Railroad Company, being duly sworn, depose and state that I have read the
foregoing Verified Statement, that I know its contents, and that those contents are true
as stated to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.

KEITH RHOADES
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this
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Chief, Section of Costing and Financial Infonnation
Surface Transportation Board
Office of Economics and Environmental Analysis
Room 3219
Washington. D.C. 20423
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Deai- Mr. Ginn:
In reference torayconversation with Paul Aguiar and JefF Warren, of your stafiE^ regarding
reporting requirements of Souihem Pacific Transponation Company and Union Pacific Railroad for
third and fourth quaxxr 1996 and for ly97 — below is our understanding of the STB requirements.
We win continue to report as separate railroads in 1996, andfileconsolidalcdreportsfor 1997
operations. Thus, for 1996, separate Revenue Expense and Income (RE&I), Condensed Balance
Sheet (CBS). Wage Statistics (Forms A and B) and Quarteriy Commodity Statistics (QCS) will be
filed for each road. A separate 1996 Annual QCS, Forms A&B and FOITO R-l will also bc filed for
each railread on the sarae cost basis as has historically been submitted.
Begmning in 1997 we will file combined UP/SPreportsfor quarterly RE&I and CBS,
quarterly and annual QCS and Forms A and B, and annual R-l. We will include therevaluatioaof
SP assets and liabilities and all appropriate eliminations.
Pleasereviewthis request and provide us confirmation of thereportingrequirementsfor the
acquisition of SP. If you have any questions, please call me al (402)271-4269
•Very truly yours.

Robert W.Schmidt Jr.
Manager. Repotting & Analysis

cc:

Mr. James R. Young. Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, NE
Mr. Fred van Naersscn, Union Pacific Corporation, Bethlehem, PA
Mr. Brian Kane, Southem Pacific Railroad, San Francisco, CA

EXHIBfT B

Surface tlninspnrtaliDn Soarb
Saehington. B.(£. ZD423-DDD1
October 2, 1996
Mr. Robert W. Schmidt, Jr.
Manager, Reporting & Analysis
Finance Department
Union Par-fic Railroad Company
1416 Dodge Street
Omaha, NE 68179
Dear Mr. Schmidt:
Thank you for your letter of September 26, 1996, regarding the post-merger reporting
requirements of Southem Pacific Transportation Company and Union Pacific Railroad.
Your proposal to file separate reports for 1996 and combined reports for 1997 is
approved. Also, use of the same historical cost basis for the separately filed 1996 annual QCS.
Forms A&B, and Form R-l is likewise approved.
With respect to the revaluation of SP assets and liabilities reflected in all reports filed for
1997, we would appreciate that you disclose by separate letter the accounting to be perfonned to
reflect the necessary revaluation. It is also important that UP/SP's Schedule 250 for the year
1997 bc footnoted to disclose any significant adjustments pertaining to the merger.
Your assistance in this matter is greatly appreciated. Please call me at (202) 927-6204 if
vou have any questions.

Ward L. Ginn. Jr.
C
Chief, Section of Costing &. Financial Informa'.on

Kauders

\ KRI FIFO STATEMENT
OF
RICHARD F. K A I DERS

.Viy name is Richard F Kauders. When I retired in September 2001. I was
Manager-Economic Research for Union Pacific Railroad Company ("UP"). I was employed by
UP more than 29 years. My responsibilities included the developmenl of ccst and related
testimony for use before the Surface fransportation Board ("Board") and ils predecessor, the
Interstate Commerce Commission ("Commission"). I hold a B.S. Degree from Cornell
University and the M B A. degree from Northwestern University. My expenence with UP
consisted principally of w ork in the regulatory costing area, including mergers, trackage rights,
rate complaints and investigations, and branch line abandonments.
i participated in cost studies and the calculation of benel'its in a number of merger
pro,.ca!ings before the Commission and the Board, including Finance Docket .^OOOO, Unioi!
Pacilic
Control

Control

Missouri Pacific & Westeni Pacjljc: l-inancc Docket 30S()(), Union Pacific

Mis.souri-Kansas- l e.xas; Finance Docket .^2133, Union Pacific

Common Control

Chicago North Western; ami 1 iii.ince Doi kel .^27()(). I lnion Pacific Control cS;: Mergei^
Southem Pacific.
One of my responsibilities as UP's Manager-Fcononiic Research w as to calculate
the annual adjustment to the trackage nghts fees under the BNSF Settlement Agreement. In this
stateniciit. I .iddress the fee adjustment calculations Mr. Christopher I). Kent presents on behalf
of The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company ("BNSF"). I show that significant
Haws invalidate the BNSl- modifications to URCS costs for 1995 and 1990 and entirely
undemnne BNSF's effort to estimate the difference between UP's and BNSF's calculations.
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BNSF's theory is that fee adjustments were to be based on comparisons of only
post-n:erger URCS costs, beginning w ith a comparison beiween UP's 1996 and 1997 URCS
costs. See BNSF-1(^2 al 8 BNSF purports lo "conect" for the fact that the purchase accounting
for the UP SP merger was first reflected in UP's 1997 R-l. Mr. Kent makes this "conection " not
by canying out the comparison beiw een 1996 and 1997. but by constructing hypothetical I 'RCS
costs for 1995 and 1996.'
He substitutes the investnient and depreciation data from UP's 1997 R-! for the
actual investment and depreciation data used lo calculate UP's and SP's 1995 and 1996 URCS
costs. Specific tlly. he substitutes (i) I P's I9')7 beginning-of-yeai iinestinent data for the actual
ycc r-end investnient data used in calculating 1995 and 1996 URCS costs; (ii) UP's 1997
beginning-of-year accunuilaled depreciation \'or the actual year-ciui accumulated depreciation
data used in calculating 1995 and 1996 URCS costs; and (iii) UP's 1997 full-year depreciation
cliarues lor dcpivcialioii clu'igcs used in cakui.ilmg 1995 and 1990 I RVS costs. BNS1-1()2,
Kciil \ S al

His workpapers rexeal that he retains I IP s and SP's actual 1995 and 1996

iii.unlcnaiicc-of-\vay »iperaling expenses and gross ton-nii'cs.
Mr Kcnl liicii calculaU;s hypothetical, combined UP .SP 1995 and 1996 URCS
ciisls BNSl claims Ihat the results show w hat UP's 1995 and 1990 URCS costs would have
Ixcii if the I P .nui -iP systems had heen merged and the results reflected in combined UP SP
URCS. Id. at 2. BNSF is mistaken.

'
Apparently to be consistent with BNSF's notion that the parties intended to compare
post-merger URCS, Mr. Kent moves the purchase accounting back to 1995. a year before it
could hav e happened. He presumably docs this to give BNSF the benefit of substantial cost
reductions on SP and UP between 1995 and 1996 for the first rate adjustment.
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A.

BNSF's Hypothetical I 'RCS Costs Bear No Relationship to the Costs UP Would
Have Incuned in 1995 and 1996
Mr. Kent substitutes UP 1997 investment and depreciation data for 1995 and 1996

data, but he uses actual SP and UP 1995 and 1996 gross Ion-miles and maintenance-of-way costs
to calculate URCS costs. This creates numerous apples-and-oranges comparisons that
undermine anv effort to provide a meaningful restatement of 1995 and 1996 URCS costs.
Mr. Kent's computations violate the principle of "causality" that underpins URCS
theory. I he causality principle means that operating and maintenance expenses, return on
investment, and depreciation costs must al! derive from the same physical plant in the same
reporting period and should be allocated to relevant service units (such as gross ton-miles)
reported for the same period See Railroad .Accounting Principles Board. Final Report. Vol. 1 ;.t
29. Mr. Kent's modifications to URCS ignores this pnnciple. His calculations do not rellect the
costs of anv railroatl that did exist or could have existed.
A few examples help illustrate this basic Haw in Mr Kent's methodology:
First, Mr. Kent mlioduces .i fuiidanK-nl.il inconsistency when he calculates URCS
co.sts lor return on inveslmenl using 1997 beginning-of-year investment levels and 1995 ami
l')')0 j.;ross ton-miles

This results in a calculation with no connection to the real world. I ^P's

.iiul SP's gross ion miles in |9'>S ami 199o icllccl Ihe railroads' physical structure, actual
operations, and conipclitive relationships in those years. We cannot know how many gross tonmiles UP would have moved in 1995 and 1990 if the UP and SP systems had been configured as
thev were at the beginning of 1997 and the railroads had been merged. We do not know whether
mileage savings from reroutes made possible by the merger (for example. UP rerouted SP's
Central Conidor traffic to UP's Wyoming mainline after the merger) and traffic losses to BNSF
from use ofits trackage rights vvould have offset increa.scs in traffic resulting from new business
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opportunities. We do know, however, that Mr. Kent's compulations have no connection to
reality, because they are based on investments in a post-merger network, on the one hand, and
gross ton-miles produced by two different pre-merger networks, on the other hand.
Second. Mr. Kent introduces another inconsistency into his 1995 and 1996 URCS
calculations by combining 1997 depreciation data vvith actual 1995 and 1996 gross ton-miles to
calculate the URCS unit costs for depreciation. This destroys the link betw een the use ofan
asset and its depreciation expense. UP's 1997 depreciation charges are a function of UP's use of
its depreciable assets in 1997. For the track accounts al is^ue in this proceeding, use is measured
by gross ton-iniles. When Mr. Kent calculates URCS depreciation costs for 1995 and 1996.
howev er, he uses UP's 1997 depreciation expense, vvhich was based on UP's gross ton-miles in
1997. and he divides it by UP's gross ton-miles m 19')5 aiul I99(). I his produces a disconnect
beiween tiepreciation costs and the actual usage. Mr. Kent's URCS cost calculations for
depreciation m 1995 ami 1 t h u s have m> conneclion lo Ihe real world
Third. Mr. Kent fiirther compounds his enors by mixing UP's 1997 investment
ami (.Icprccialioii costs with SP's ami I P's 1995 .md I'J'JO m.imlciiancc-of-wav expense. I his
[iiocciliirc iliiccllv contradicts BNSF's theory lhal the parties agreed to use only post-merger
I Kc S costs. Moreovi'r. it repeats the mistake of improperly combining results based on Iwo
very different sets of circumstances. No one can guess what UP's maintenance-of-way costs
vvould hav e been m 1995 or 1996 if the UP and SP systems were configured as they were al the
beginning of 1997 and the railroads vvere in fact merged. We know, however, that Mr. Kent's
computations, which are based on investment and depreciation costs for one network in one year
and maintenance-of-way costs for Iwo different, pre-merger networks in earlier years, do not
reflect the costs of any railroad that did exist or could have existed.

B.

BNSF's LFRCS Costs Artificiallv Mask Changes in UP's Costs
The provision Ibr adjusting trackage nghts fees is designed to adjust the fees

based on changes in UP's URCS costs. Mr. Kent's calculations are flawed, because they ignore
changes in UP's investment and depreciation costs resulting from increased UP and SP
investment unrelated to the disputed SP purchase cost and merger capacity costs. Mr. Kent's
calculations ignore two significant sources of cost changes by projecting 1997 investment and
dcprecKUion costs back into 1995 and 1990.
First, by projecting the same 1997 beginning-of-year investment level back into
1995 and 1996. .Mr. Kent 's calculation implicitly assumes that UP's and SP's level of investment
did not increase between 1995 and 1990. Mr. Kent's calculations thus ignore changes in UP's
I'RCS costs resulting from all of UP's and SP's capital mv estnieiits in 199(). not just the disputed
merger capacity costs. BNSF accepts that the undisputed investment costs should be included in
UP's I RC S costs, and ihose are the vast majority ofthe investments.
In 1^)9(), UP SP invested approximately S85() million in capilali/ed maintenance
on lis lmcs. none of which involved merger-related expenditures for capacity improvements on
trackage rights lines In addition, in 1990 I P invested some Sl 10 iiiillion as part ofits nnilli
year project to expand capacity on its coal corndor in Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas, and lowa.
By projecting UP's 1997 beginning-of-year inveistnicnt back into 1995 and 1990, however. Mr.
Kent ignores any change in URCS costs resulting from any capital investments, including those
that BNSF accepts should be counted in computing cost changes.
As a result of capital investments in 1990. UP's and SP's 1996 expenses for
return on investment were higher than their 1995 expenses for return on investment

I inder Mr.

Kent's calculations, however, the combined UP/SP expense for retum on investment in both
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1995 and 1990 was based on 1997 investment data, thus ignoring the increase between 1995 and
1990. This m turn vvould have the effect of artificially reducing the trackage rights fees.
Second, by using the same depreciation charge in 1995. 1990. and 1997. Mr Kent
implicitly assumes that UP's depreciation expenses did not change between 1995 and 1996, or
betw een 1990 and 1997. This is an entirely unrealistic assumption, because depreciation is a
function o f a railroad's investment and gross ton-nnles. and both of those factors vvere different
for I T» and SP in 1995 and 1990 than they w ere for the merged I 'P in 1997. In particular, UP's
and SP's investments in 1990 increased their 1990 depreciation expenses above their 1995
levels, and UP's investments m 1997 mcreased its 1997 depreciation expense above its 1990
level. By projecting 1997 depreciation charges back into 1995 and 1996. Mr. Kent does not
simply cancel out increased depreciation resulting trom the disputed items, he wipes out all
increased depreciation expense resulting from all of UP's and SP's investments, including
invcslmenls lhal BNSl- agrees should bc included in the Ice ad|ustnienl. I his in turn woukl have
the effect of artificially reducing the trackage rights fees.
C.

BNSF's Calculations Do Not Atldre.ss Merger Capacity Costs
Mr Kent nev er explains how the parties intended to remove the effects of

dispulcil meiger capacity costs from URCS co.st calculations. As Mr. Kent lei ,igni/es. usmg
only post-merger I RCS costs does iiol address the disputed merger capacity costs, because those
costs occuned in post-merger years. See BNSl -102. Kent V S. al 4.
Relying on Section 9(c) ofthe BNSF Settlement Agreement, BNSF objects to the
inclusion of merger capacity costs in the adju.stment calculation. Mr. Kent claims that his
adjuslmcni pun ides a vv av to address BNSF's objection v\ ith respect to merger capacity costs
incuned in 1997. As even Mr. Kent appears to acknow ledge, however, shifting investment as of
.lanuary 1. 1997 backwards into 1995 and 1996 addresses only those modest merger capacity
-6-

costs incuned in the last three months of 1996. ll fails to address the effect in future years of
merger capacity costs incuned in 1997 and later years, which are the majority ofthe disputed
capacilv costs. Moreover, as I have already explained. Mr. Kent's method of addressing BNSF's
objection affects much more than the disputed costs

il also wipes any impact of all of UP's

additional investment during 1996.
D.

BNSF's Calculations Exaggerate the Si/e of the Dispute
Even setting aside the conceptual problems w uh his efforts to develop combmed

UP/SP 1995 and 1996 URCS and his inability to address the affect ofthe disputed merger
capacity costs, Mr Kent exaggerates the parties' dispute. He exaggerates the parties' dispute by
using yet another apples-and-oranges comparison He compares (i) the fees under UP's
ad)ustments ofthe trackage rights fees each year based ou the difference in the two preceding
vears' URCS costs, wilh (ii) Ihc fees under BNSI's propo.sed approach of adju.sting the fees
h.ised 1)11 lhe percentage change between the two preceding years" URCS costs.' I understand
that UP and BNSl have agreed to arbitrate their dispute over these two approaches; that dispute
should not have been used lo exaggerate the disput-d issues before the Board. In the chart
below. I icslalc ihc comparison ofthe BNSF and I P approaches ba.sed on a consistent
computatioiKil iiielhod.'

If Mr. Kent's calculations w ere consistent with BNSF's theory, they should have ignored
1«)95 l IRCS costs and based the first years' adjustment on the difference between 1990 and 1997
I RCS costs .\ppareiitly Mr Kent wanted lo take ;Klvanlagt ofthe cost decrea.se between 1995
and 1990. vvhich is larger than any other cost decrease, in BNSF's calculation ofthe first rale
adjustment
'
1 li.iv c also prov ided \'ov \ IP's brief a calculation of what the fees would have been had
the RCAl-(U) adjustment provision remained in place.
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Comparison of BNSF and I P Approaches to
.Adjustment of C I M Mill Rates
J UP Approach

BNSF Approach

Year
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

GTM Unit
Costs
$0.00178841
SO.OO 169823
$0.00164835
$0.00164752
$0.0015'770

Adjustment

lee

-0.00009018
-0.00004988
-0.00000083
-0.00006982

3.1
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.9

GTM Umt
Costs
$0.001o6805
$0.00161108
$0.00164835
$0.00164752
$0.00157770

Adjuslmeitt

Fee

Difference
B-'tween j
Parties
1

-0.00005697
0.00003727
-0.00000083
-0.00006982

3.1
3.0
3.1
3.1
3.0

n/a
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1

For purposes of c Waining a constsient companson, I incorporated BNSF's
approach to calculating 1995 and 1996 URCS costs as set forth in the table in Mr. Kent's
statement. See BNSl -102. Kent V S. at 4. I did not incorporate UP's approach as set forth m
Mr Kent's table, because his computations vvere based on inaccurate data. Mr Kent's table does
not conespond lo the basis upon vvhich I P actually billed BNSF; instead, it appears to be
den ved from a letter I P sent to BNSl- as part ofthe parties' efforts to compromise their tlispute.
That letter contained a typographical enor, and possibly other enors.^
The upshot of my comparison between BNSI 's position ni this proceeding aiul
UP's past approach lo billing BNSl- is tluit. even accepting Mr. Kent's flawed calculation of

•*
In its letter. UP attempted to demonstrate what the fee adjustmem vvould bc if the parties
adopted BNSF's proposal to create a combined UP/SP URCS for 1995 arid 1996 rather than a
weighted average of UP's and SP's 1995 and 1990 URCS costs, but not including BNSF's
proposal for excluding the effects of purchase accounling. I IP's calculations vvere only
c.slimates. Implementing BNSl's pi-opo.sal to create a combined URCS requires access to the
Phase II IIRCS model. UP did not have access lo the model, so it estimated the impact of
adopting BNSl's approach. Further research suggests that the trackage rights fees vvould
actually be higher if BNSI 's approach were adopted.
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1995 and 1996 URCS, the difference in trackage rights fees between the parties vvould be only
0.1 mills, not the 0.2 mills that Mr. Kent claims.^
ll is important to stress lhal even the 0.1-mill difference still overstates the
difference between the parties' positions. Mr. Kent's (a) inappropriate sub.stilulion of 1997 data
for actual 1995 and 1990 data, (b) mixing and matching of 1995. 1990. and 1997 data, and
(cl eftbrt to ignore the effect of changes in investment and depreciation costs in 1996 and 1997,
all combine to overstate UP's costs in 1995 as compared to 1996. and ov erstate UP's costs in
1996 as compared to 1997.
Because Mr. Kent's method is invalid. I cannot correct it. The Board can safely
assume, however, that the true difference between the parties' positions vvould bc even less than
mv tabic iiulicales.

I calculate the adjusted fees lo one decimal place because that is how the fees were
presented in the BNSF Settlement Agreement and that is how UP has billed BNSF. except for
the fee fi>r the Keddie-Slocklon trackage rights.
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UP'S RFPl Y TO BNSF'S AND CMA'S RESPONSES TO ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
In Decision No. 96, BNSF gained a second chance to prove that UP and BNSF had
muluallv agreed to remove certain costs from post-merger URCS calculations when performing
the BNSF Settlement Agreement's annual trackage ri^hl: fee adjustmen' ' In its Response, BNSF
abandons that claim Adopting a new theory ofthe parties' intent, BNSF joined by CMA^ now claims that UF ^ i d BNSF mulually agreed lo an entirely diflerent procedure. BNSF now
claims that the true agreement was to adjust fees based only on comparisons of UP's URCS costs
between post-merger years. BNSF no longer says that the disputed costs should be excluded from

See Union Pacific Corp. Control & Merger - Southem Pacific Rail Corp.. STB Finance
Docket 32760. Decision No. 96 (STB served Mar. 21. 2002). slip op. at 6 ("[W]e will allow BNSF
a further opportunity lo demonstrate that the disputed items should be omitted from the URCS
calculations required to create the Section 12 adjustment factor ").
Wc refer to the .Amencan Chemistry Council (formerly the Chemical Manufacturers
Association) by the acronym used throughout these proceedmgs, "CMA."
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lerger URCS. Instead, it says that the parties intended to adjust fees using post-merger
URCS tliat should have included le disputed costs.
In adopting this new theory. BNSF again asks the Board to disregard the BNSF
Settlement .Agreement's plain language, which requires compansons using pre-merger UTICS. Il
asks the Board to find a contrary intent that is inconsistent with the .Agreement, inconsistent w ith
the evidence in the merger proceeding, inconsistent with BNSF's and CMA's behavior, internally
inconsistent, and inconsistent with preserving the competitive balance between BNSF and UP.
The parties never agreed to depart trom the plain language that they carefully
negotiated for the BNSF Settlement Agreement. Nor is there any competitive justification for
altering the agreed-upon fee adjustment process. BNSF pays trackage rights fees (a) lower than
the rates it originally negotiated, and vvhich it swore would make it competitive, (b) lower than
i lies the Board would have presc ibcd under its SSIV Compensation methodology, and (c) much
lower than rates BNSF charges Uf lo remedy the anticompetitive effects ofthe BN/Santa Fc
merger.
While paying these fees. BNSF's trackage rights traffic has grown "to the size and
scale of a new Class I railroad." luid BNSF has "exceeded [its] goal" tor the trackage nghts.
BNSF-PR-20 al 4. BNSF has reported, and the Board has agreed, that the trackagerightshave
effectively preserved rail competition in the West. See Union Pacific Corp. Control & Merger Southem Pacific Rail Corp.. STB Finance Docket 32760 (Sub-No. 21), Decision No. 21 (STB
served Dec. 20, 2001).
The Board should reject BNSF's ever-changing stones regardmg the parties' intent
and dismiss BNSF's Petition with prejudice.

In the following sections, we briefly summarize out arguments and review the
background ofthe BNSF Settlement Agreement and the CMA Agreement negotiations. In Part I
of our Argument, we demonstrate that BNSF and CMA offer no credible evidence that the parties
intended to depart from the BNSF Seniement Agreement's plain language, hi Part 11 w e show lhal
their new theory of intent does not rationally apply to one of the two types the costs that B.N SF
and CMA seek lo disregard in the fee adjustment In Part III we explain why BNSF's proposed
recalculation ofthe fee adjustment is unworkable. Finally, in Part IV we show that the trackage
nghls fees allow^ BNSF to be a vigorous cor-.petitor using its trackage rights and allow UP and
BNSF to compete fairly. This Reply is supported by verified statements from John H.
Rebensdorf, Keith A. Rhoades, and Richard F. Kauders, and by a joint venfied statement ft-om
James V. Dolan. Paul .A. Conley, Jr.. and John T. Gray.
SUMMARV OF ARGUMENT
BNSF and CMA ask lhe Board to ovemde the plain language ofthe BNSF
Settlement .Agreement language that adopts a CMA proposal and that BNSF agreed upon with
UP afier intensive negolialions. Unable lo provide the evidence that the Board invited them to
produce in s'jpport of BNSF's December Petition, LNSF and CMA offer an entirely new theory
never voiced in the six years since L'F and SP merged. They argue for the first time that the BNSF
Settlennent Agreement is wrongly drafted, and thai the parties had a different but unarticulated
mlenl. fhey w alk av.ay from their prior theory that the parties intended to remove some of UP's
costs in adjusting the fees.
The plain language ofthe BNSF CeUlt -nt Agreement's provision for adjusting
trackage nghts fees requires the parties to adjust the fees every year based on the difference in
pertinent UP system-average URCS costs for the prior tw"« years. The language is clear; the

computation is straightforward; and the Agreemeni contemplates no exceptions or modifications.
BNSF and CMA now claim that the true intent was to use the difference between the cunent year
(ai a time when URCS costs would not yet be available) and the year before.
The BNSF Settlement .Agreement's plain language cames out the specifications of
a CMA expert witness. Thomas D. Crowley. CMA's witness specifically urged that the first
adjustment ocjur in 1997, based on a comparison between LT's 1995 and 1996 system-average
URCS costs (hence we will call this comparison the "CMA Method"). BNSF and UP then agreed
to use the CMA Method. BNSF and UP faithfully incorporated the CMA .Method into the BNSF
Settlenent Agreemeni. and UP has en oyed it since. Even though the trackage rights fees were
one of t.ie most contentious and closely watched issues in the UP/SP merger proceeding, no party
ever suggested lhal BNSF and UP got the language wrong

until BNSF and CM.A filed their

Responses last month.
The new BNSF ;md CMA theory is remarkable not only because it lay unexpressed
for half a decade, but also because it points in the opposite directior from the theory that BNSF
advocated onlyfive months ago In its December Petition, BNSF repeatedly asserted that the
railroads intended to modify UP's URCS every year to exclude two elements of UP's costs
associated with the UP/SP merger. (I) the difference betw een SP s book value and the higher
amounl that LIP paid lo acquire SP (the "SP purchase cost") and (2) the costs of certain postmerger capacity improv ements on the trackage nghts lines that UP agreed to fund in Sections
9(c)(i) and 9(c)(iii) of the BNSF Settlement Agreement (the "merger capacity costs"). BNSF-98
at 12-16.
BNSF and CMA now ignore BNSF's previous claims of intent to exclude these
costs from URCS beginning in 1997. They provide none ofthe evidence that the Board requested
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to support these claims. In their Responses, they instead claim thai the parties intended to
compare only post-merger LUCS costs. Tliey now argue that the parties intended to adjust fees
using post-merger URCS costs that should have included the disputed items. They claim that the
BNSF Settlement .Agreement should have expressed that intent. See BNSF-102 at 7-9; CMA-17
at 2.
The Board should reject this new argument for a host of reasons:
•

The BNSF Settlement .Agreement does not restrict fee adjustments to postmerger URCS costs, but instead requires an adjusiment in 1997 based on two
prior years' L'RCS costs.

•

Not a shred of evidence shows that BNSF. CM.A. and UP ever discussed, much
less agreed lo. the alleged intent lo base fee adjustments on only post-merger
URCS costs.

•

The BNSF Settlement Agreement accurately adopts the CMA Method
recommended by CMA wiinccs Thomas Crowley.

•

BNSF and UT jointly adopted the language that implements the CMA Method

•

BNSF and CMA have never be.""*re suggested lhal the BNSF Settlement
Agreement misstates the parties' intent, even though BNSF and CMA were
intensely interested in this issue dunng the merger proceedings.

•

BNSF's and CMA's new allegations leave them with no theory that explains
bow the parties could have intended lo avoid refiecting mei ger capacity costs in
the fee adjustment, l he post-merger LIRCS they want lo use refiected those
cost increases as UP incuned them.

•

As a BNSF witness inadvertently demonstrates, the adjustments BNSF now
wants cannot be pcrfomicd. They would require illegitimate distortions of
URCS costs and pnnciples

Finally, the evidence demonstrates that BNSF has been a fomiidable competitor
using the trackage nghts it obtained in the UP/SP merger, as fhe Board has repeatedly found.
BNSF has repeatedly bragged of competing successfully, despite paying trackage rights fees that it
now claims are too high. The CMA Method has proven highly favorable to BNSF; As we will
show . BNSF's trackage rights fees are 10 percent below ihe fees BNSF would be paying under the
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RC.AF(L^> adjusmfient to vvhich it initially agreed. 19 percent below the fees BNSF charges for
trackage nghts that UP rereived in connection w ith the BN/Santa Fe merger, and 28 percent below
the fees the Board would have established for similar trackage rights." There is no competitive
justification for departing from the BNSF Settlement .Agreement's plain language.

BACKGROUND
BNSF and LT established the initial trackage rights fees in the onginal BNSF
Seniement .Agreement through intense, arms-length negotiations. They agreed on rates of 3.0
mills per gross ton-mile for bulk traffic, 3.1 mills per gioss ion mile for most intermodal and
carload traffic, and 3.48 mills per gross ton-mile for intermodal and carload traffic moving
between Keddie and Stockion, California. They initially agreed to adjust those rates from year to
year to reflect seventy percent of increases or decreases in RCAF(L'). Responding to concems
from other participants in the UP/SP merger proceedings, however. UP and BNSF subsequently
amended the BNSF Settlement .Agreement by agreeing to adjust the trackage nghts tees using
system-average LIRCS costs instead of RCAF(U). That agreement reduced the fees.
A.

The September 1995 Negotiations
In iheir initial settlement negotiations in September 1995, BNSF and UP barj.ained

ov er the rates that they vvould pay each other for the rights they exchanged. Their negotiations
used as benchmarks trackage rights fees m their other recent trackagerightsagreements. See
Rebensdorf V.S. at 2. The parties negol.aled the levels ofthe trackage nghls fees, but they never
discussed costs or exchanged any information about costs, id. As all of UP's negotiators testify.

'
See also Decision No. 96 at 5 n.6 ("We note that BNSF has benefited, and competition
over the trackage rights lines has been enhanced, by the changeft-omthe RCAF-based fee
adiustment (iniTially agreed to by BNSF) to the URCS-based adjustment that we imposed, at the
urging of CMA and other parties, as a condition to our approval ofthe UP'SP merger.").

neither LT nor BNSF ever mentioned the SP purchase cost or the accounling treatment ofthe
purchase. Id. at 2-3; Dolan/Conley/Gray V.S. at 3-4.
If BNSF made any assumptions about whether the initial rates reflected the SP
purchase cost or the timing of UT's accounting for the SP purchase, it never shared them with UT.
Rebensdorf \' .S. at 3. UT did not even consider these issues. Id. UP simply sought to establish
rates that the parties and the Board would a cept and that would cover UT's operating and
maintenance costs while contributing to its investment costs Id. The parties adopted aii
adjustment based on 70 percent of RCAF(U) because it is comnionly used in the industry. Id. at 2.
Under aflat-rateagreement with an RCAF(U) adjustment, the SP purchase cost was inelevant. Id.
at 3.
UP agreed to use flat rales with an RCAF(U) adjustment to avoid the substantial
clencal work and expense associated with traditional joint facility arrangements, id, at 4.
Traditional anangements require annually allocating the actual cost of maintenance and operation
between the parties on the basis jf their relative usage, adding appropnate overheads, and then
add'iig an interest renlal factor to provide a return to capital invested in the trackagerightslines.
Using flat rates with an indexed adjustment eliminates the need to monitor separately the
maintenance expenses and capital inv estments associated with the lines. It also eliminates
uncertainty about what the tenant vvili pay. Id.
In swom testimony. BNSF represented that it could compete effectively using the
onginal trackage rights compensation provisions. In 1995 BNSF's Executive Vice President and
Chief Operations Officer, Carl Ice, testified: "With respect to the level of compensation for
trackage nghts under the agreement, the terms of the agreement were the subject of intense armslength negotiation. From BN/Santa Fe's perspective, they are at a level at which we believe we
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can offer competitive pricing . . . and vvill not place BN'Santa Fe at a disadvantage in competing
with the landlord railroad UP/SP." BN/SF-l, Ice V.S. at 12. BNSF's latest position m this
proceeding, and Mr. Ice's new testimony, cannot be reconciled with Mr. Ice's swom testimony in
BN/SF-l.
B.

The Revised .Adjustment Mechanism
BNSF s confidence in 1995 notwithstanding, other participants in the merger

proceeding raised concems that the RCAF(Lr) fee adjustment mechanism might eventually place
BNSF at a competitive disadvantage. CMA, among others, argued that RCAF(U) reflected
changes in prices but not changes in prod'-'-tivity. If UP's productivity improved, they worried,
UP's costs associated with maintaining and operating the trackage nghts lines might fall even as
RCAF(U) increased, leaving BNSF at a competitive disadvantage. See, e.g., CMA-7 at 14.
Although UT disagreed with those concems. UP agreed to adopt the URCS
adiustment mechanism proposed by ils cntics. Rebensdorf V S. at 5-6. In fact, UP agreed to
adopt the URCS adjustment mechanism exactly as proposed by Thomas D. Crowley, a witness for
CMA. On behalf c*"CMA, Mr. Crowley argued that "the proper measure for the adju.stment
mechanism is cost changes," and he supplied an exhibit showing w hich system-average URCS
components should be included in the adjustment calculation. CMA-7, Crowley V.S. al 57 & Ex.
(TDC 11). Crowley also slated lhal the adjustment "should reflect a ! -year lag so that the 1997
adjustment would be based on the change in costs between 1995 and 1996." I d , Crow ley V S. at
57.
BNSF and L T adopted CMA's formula as Mr. Crowley had proposed it. UP
specifically agreed that the fee aiin!:.tment would reflect a one-year lag, so that the 1997
adjustment would be based on the difference between 1995 and 1996 URCS costs, as Mr. Crowley
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had recommended. Rebensdorf \'.S. at 6. The parties recognized that the Board's LTICS
calculations were typically not available until several months after the end ofthe yea: in question,
so the annual adjustment had to include a lag period to be workable, exactly as Mr. Crow ley had
suggested. Id. at 6-7. This is the mechanism BNSF and CMA now attack.
In its negotiations with UP. CMA never suggested that UT's URCS ccsts should be
modified lo exclude the SP purchase cost or the merger capacity costs, or that the CM.A Method
required the use of only post-merger URCS costs. Id. at 7; Dolan'C^nley/Gray V.S. at 3-4.
BNSF, also a party to the CMA Agreemeni, never raised these issues with LT either. Rebensdorf
V.S. at 7: Dolan Conley/Gray V.S. at 3-4. Neither CMA nor BNSF ever told UP that they
understood that the initial trackagerightsrales already included the anticipated elTects of the SP
purchase cost Rebensdorf V.S. al 7; Dolai Conley/Gray V.S. at 3-4.
The URCS adjustmentfirstappeared in section 7 of the CMA Agreement, w hich
provided that "BN Santa Fe's trackage nghts fees shall be adjusted upw ard or downward each
year by the difference between the year in question and the preceding year in UP/SP's system
average URCS costs for the categones of maintenance and operating costs covered by the fee."
LiP/SP-219. CMA Agreement. § 7 Although this language is subject lo multiple interpretations,
UP promptly announced that it had agreed to the CM.A Method as specified m Mr. Crowley's
statement. Just eleven days after the CMA Agreement was signed, on April 29, 1996, UP's John
Rebensdorf testified:
[W]e have decided to address the concems lev eled at the adjustment
provision by amending Section 12 to provide that trackage rights
fees shall be adjusted upw ard or downw ard July 1 of each year by
the difference for the two preceding years in UP/SP's system
average URCS costs for the categories of maintenance and operating
costs (including depreciation and return on investment) covered by
the trackage nghts fee.
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UP'SP-231, Rebensdorf R V S . at 10. Mr. Rebensdorfs testimony reinforced three points that
vvere clear fi'om the parties' discussions and Mr. Crowley's testimony for CMA: (i) the
adjustment would be made on July 1 of each year based on the difference between the two prior
years' URCS costs; (li) the adjustment would necessarily include a lag period, so the "year in
question" vvould be the full calendar year before each year's annual adjustment; and (iii) the
relevant maintenance and operating costs included depreciation and retum on investment. Id,, see
also Rebensdorf V.S. at 7. Neither CMA nor BNSF ever suggested (until their May 22, 2002
Responses) that Mr. Rebensdorfs testimony inconectly reflected the parties' agreement ofa few
days before.
On June 27, 1996, some two months after Mr. Rebensdorf s testimony and after
extensive negotiations between BNSF and UP, the fwo railroads filed the Second Supplemental
Agreement to the onginal BNSF Settlement Agreement. This filing incorporated the CMA
Method Section 9 ofthe Second Supplemental Agreement amended the onginal fee adjustmem
provision to reflect the CMA Agreement It provided:
All trackage rights charges under this .Agreement shall be subject lo
adjustment upw ard or dow nward July 1 of each year by the
difference in the two preceding years in UP/SP's system average
URCS costs for the categories of maintenance and operating co.sts
covered by the trackage nghts fee. "URCS costs" shall mean costs
developed using the Uniform Rail Costing System.
UP/SP-266. Second Supplemental Agreement. § 9 This \s the language that was before the Board
when it approved the UP/SP merger.^ It calls for adjustments based on URCS costs for two pnor
vears.

*
The identical lar.guage is incorporated in Section 12 ofthe Restated and Amended BNSF
Settlement Agreemeni. which was submiUed to the Board on March 1. 2002. See UP'SP-393;
BNSF-100. Jomt Submission of Restated and .Amended BNSF Settlement Agreemen', § 12.
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UT and BNSF exchanged multiple drafts of the Second Supplemental .Agreement.
In several of those drafts, they focused specifically on the fee adjustment provision. Rebensdorf
V.S. at 8-9. BNSF never suggested that UP's system-average URCS costs should be modified to
exclude the SP purchase cost or the merger capacity costs (BNSF's and CMA's original theory).
Id, at 9; Dolan/Conley/Gray V S. at 3-4. Nor did BNSF ever suggest that the parties would use
only post-merger URCS in the fee adjustment process or that the Second Supplemental Agreement
inconectly reflected the CMA Agreement's fee adjustment process (BNSF's and CMA's new
theory). Rebensdorf V.S. at 9; Dolaa'Conley/Gray V.S. at 3-4. If BNSF harbored any such
beliefs or intentions, it withheld them trom UP.
BNSF considered the L'RCS adjustment provision an improvement lo already
acceptable trackage nghts fees. BNSF's Carl Ice told the Board: " I testified in my firsi Venfied
Statement that the trackagerightscompensation levels included in the Onginal Agreement were
established at a level at vvhich BN/Santa Fe believes it can offer competitive pncing. . . . To the
extent that shippers have expressed concem about the effect ofthe negotiated compensation level
on BN Simla Fe's ability lo compete, the CMA Agreement's favorable revision ofthe rate
escalator clause should alleviate much of that concem." BN/SF-54. Ice \'.S. at 7-S.
C.

The Effect ot Adopting CMA's URCS .Adiustment Mechanism
BNSF implies that the trackage nghls fees exceed the amounl il was willing to pay

if lhe LIRCS adjustment includes the SP purchase cost and the merger capacity costs. See BNSF102 at 4; i d . Ice V.S. at 10. As the Board has already recognized, however, this impression is
false The URCS adjustment using the CMA Method reduced the fees that BNSF said would let il
compete. See Decision No. 96 at 5 n.6. BNSF now seeks further advantage.
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In order to appreciate how much BNSF has already benefited, one need only
compare the changes in trackage nghts fees that would have occuned using the ongmal RCAF(U)
adjustment with the changes using the CMA Method. Chart 1 provides this companson using the
3.1 mills per gross ton-mile fee for intermodal and carload traffic. As Chart I shows, the rates
BNSF pays have never increased above their initial levels, and they are now below the original
rales. In contrast, under the RCAF(U) adjustment, the rates would have increased above their
original lev els beginning with the very first adjustment, and they would have climbed even higher
in recent years.''
The benefits BNSF has obtainedfi-omthe CMA Method are also apparent from the
higher fees that BNSF charges l.T. Chart 2 compares the fees that BNSF pays under the CMA
Method w Ith the fees that I T pays to BNSF forrightsov er BNSF between Pueblo and Fl. Worth.
BNSF granted SP nghts belAvci Pueblo and Ft Worth in order to remedy competitive los.ses
caused by the BN/Santa Fe merger. As Chart 2 show s. the rates BNSF pays UP under the BNSF
Seniement Agreement are far below the rates that LT pays BNSF for its nghls between Pueblo
and I t W orth .Moreover, the rates BNSF pays under the BNSF Settlement Agreenient actually
decreased between 1996 and 2000. while the rates I T pays to use BNSF's lines between Pueblo
and Ft. Worth increased by 3 percent between 1990 and 2000. It the UP SP trackage nghts fees
compromise BNSF's ability to compete, UP is at an even greater disadvantage.

The UT data do not reflect the parties' recent agreement to calculate 1995 and 1 996 URCS
by creat-ng combined I T SP URCS rather than weighting each railroad's separate 19^5 and 1996
URCS. See Kauders V.S al 8 BNSF had argued that the parties should use a combined URCS.
and UP agreed as part of a compromise of several other outstanding issues. Ironically. UP's
preliminary calculations suggest that BNSF's proposal will actually result in higher fees in certain
years. If that tums out to be the case, UP remains willing lo use the weighted average URCS
methodology it onginally proposed
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As a final means of placing BNSF's claims in perspective, we note the Board's
conclusion that under its SSiV Compensation capitalized eamings methodology, the trackage rights
fees would have been at least 3.84 mills per gross ton-mile - much higher than the rates BNSF
pays. See Union Pacific Corp. - Control & Merger - Southem Pacific Rail Com., 1 S.T.B. 233,
415 (1996). The Board concluded that "because the agreed levels are lower than [the Board]
would set under 5SH' Compensation, they are reasonable." Id. at 414. BNSF's rates six years
later remain far below the levels that would be reasonable under the Board's SSW Compensation
methodology. We provide this comparison in Chart 3.
ARGUMENT
I.

BNSF AND CMA OFFER NO CREDIBLE EVIDENCE THAT THE PARTIES
INTENDED TO DEPART FROM THE BNSF SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT'S
PLAIN LANGUAGE
The BNSF Settlement Agreement's plain language requires an armual fee

adiustment based cn the difference in the two preceding years m UP's system-average costs
developed usmg the Boa»d's URCS. In this proceedmg, however, BNSF has offered twc
different, inconsistent theories for calculating the fee adjustment using a modified URCS. BNSF
initially claimed that the parties intended to calculate the fee adjustment by deducting costs from
URCS. BNSF and CMA now claim that the parties intended lo calculate the fee adjustment using
post-merger URCS costs only and assume that all the disputed costs were included in URCS costs
before 1997
Without providing any contemporary evidence tc support their new theory, BNSF
and CM.A try lo explain how this supposed intent was defeated BNSF and CMA argue that (i) UP
misled BNSF aid CMA by altering the CMA Agreement's language in the BNSF Settlement
Agreemeni, see BNSF-102 at 9; CMA 17 at 2-3; and (li) in "a development that was not and could
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not have been anticipated." LT's recorded the SP purchase cost in 1997 rather thari 1996, see
BNSF-102 at S. Both claims are demonstrably wrong.
BNSF never explains its sudden shift in its position. Neither BNSF nor CMA
credibly accounts for its failure to menlion its new theory^ for more than half a decade. Neither
BNSF or CMA provides any evidence that the parties mutually intf nded to do anything other than
adjust the trackage nghts fees based on system-average URCS costs for two prior years as
specified by BNSF Settlement .Agreement's plain language. Neither BNSF nor CMA provides
any evidence thai UP's accounting for the SP purchase cost was inconect or unexj ected.
A.

BNSF Altered Its Claims .About the Parties' hilent
In its December Petition. BNSF claimed that UP and BNSF had agreed lo deduct

the SP purchase cost and merger capacity costs from URCS when calculating the BNSF
Settlement Agreement's annual trackage nghts fee adjustment BNSF-98 at 16.*^ CMAfileda
statement supporting BNSF. CMA-15 at 2 3. The Board was not persuaded, but it gave BNSF
and others who supported it.; December Petition a second chance "to demonstrate that the disputed
Items should bc omitted from the URCS calculations." Decision No. 96 at 6.
BNSF failed to do w hat the Board authorized. It presented no evidence of any
mtent to exclude costsft-omURCS. Instead, its Response offers a new, inconsistent version ofthe
parties' intent, adopted by CMA as well Rather than argue that the parties intended to exclude the
disputed Items from post-merger URCS, tt now argues that '.he parties intended to adjust the fees
^
In its December Petition. BNSF asked the Board to clanfy that "(i) in the app'^cafion of the
adjustment metnod ^logy. the combmed LT/SP 1997 URCS costs must exclude any <x.nounts
attributable to the purchase premium paid by UP for SP; and (ii) the separate 1996 UP and SP
URCS costs as well as the combined UP SP URCS costs for 1997. 1998, and any applicable
subsequent years must exclude any merger-related capital expenditures relating to the trackage
nghts lines for which LT has sole responsibility under Section 9c ofthe BNSF Seniement
Agreement." BNSF-98 at 16.
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based on post-merger LTICS costs only, using 1996 and 1997 URCS costs that included the
disputed items. BNSF never even acknow ledges this abmpt reversal in position.
B.

The Parties Never Agreed lo Use Onlv Post-Merger URCS Costs
BNSF an'^ CMA provide absolutely no evidence that the parties to the CMA

Agreement or the BNSF Settlement Agreement ever discussed using - much less agreed to use only post-merger URCS costs to calculate trackage rights fee adjustments.
1.

CMA Proposed .Adjustments Based on Companng Pre-Merger and
Post-Merger URCS Costs

As we explained above, the URCS adjustment provision iiicorporates CMA's
demand in the merger proceedings. CMA s witness, Mr. Crow ley, called for an URCS adjustment
provision that would include "a 1-year lag so that the 1997 adjustment would be based on the
change in costs betw een 1995 and i996." CMA-7, Crowley V.S. at 57. In .March 1996, when
CMA made its submission, it surely understood that the SP purchase cost could not be reflected in
lT*'s pre-merger 1995 URCS. BNSF and UP then agreed on K-uiguage for the BNSF Settlement
Agreement that closely tracks Mr Crowley's language. See pp. I.V 14, above.
Neither CMA nor BNSF provides any evidence that, despite Mr. Crow ley's
recommendations and the earners' adoption ofthe CMA Method, the parties to the CMA
.Agreement mutually agreed to adjust the trackage rights fees based only on post-merger URCS
costs. CMA admits lhal its negolialions were "(blai>ed on Mr. Crow ley's recommendations." See

'
See BNSF-102 at 8 ("the CMA Agreement provided for an annual adjustment mechiuiism
in which URCS costs from one post-merger year would be compared with URCS costs from
another post-merger year"); id, al 9 n.6 ("it was BNSF's expectation and understanding that the
language [ofthe Second Supplemental Agreement] would be interpreted and applied in such a
manner that all comparisons of LIRCS costs would be between post-merger years"); id, at 9
('Accordingly, if pie-merger years are lo be used . . . appropnate adjustments must be made to the
URCS costs in such years . . . .").
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CMA-17, Schick V.S. at 3. None of CMA's or BNSF's witnesses claims to have discussed the
alleged intent with UP. LT's witnesses did not discuss the issue with CMA or BNSF. Rebensdorf
\ .S. at 7; Dolan'Conley'Gray V.S. at 3-4. Neither CMA nor BNSr produced a smgle document
reflecting the parties' discussion of or supposed intention to use only post-merger URCS coais,
and LT's documents lack any such evidence.
The CM.A Method is consistent not only with Mr. Crow ley's specific testimony,
but also with the thru.st of CMA's concems. CMA was concemed that the original mechanism for
adjusting the trackage nghts fees would "not include the cost savings projected by UP/SP as one
of the benefits of the merger." CMA-17, Schick V.S. at 3." An adjusttnent provision that begins
by companng pre-merger and post-merger URCS is consistent with CMA's effort to capture cost
savings resulting from the merger; an adjustment thai takes only post-merger years inlo account
would violate CMA's intent by failing to reflect any initial cost savings.*^ An adjustment provision
that begins by companng 1995 costs lo 1996 costs is also consistent w ith the adjustment
mechanism in the onginal BNSF Settlement Agreement, which used 1995 as the base year for the
RCAF(l') adjustment."'

*
BNSF had the same concem. See BNSF-102, Ice V.S. at 2 ("UP/SP had projected
substantial improvements in efficiency, and it was important to BNSF that reductions in the costs
ofthe merged eniily should be passed on to BNSF in the (bmi of lower rales for trackage nghts").
"
1 'P and SP costs declined substantially from 1995 to 1996. thereby reducing the trackage
nghls fee under the CM/\ Method. If UP had based the adjustment on post-merger years only, one
suspects that BNSF and CMA might be before the Board pointing to Mr. Crowley's testimony and
the BNSF Settlement Agreement's plam language and arguing that UP was violafing the parties'
clearly expressed intent.
'°
The ongmal adjustment mechanism provided: "All trackage nglits charges . . . shall be
subject to adjustment annually beginning as ofthe effective dale of this Agreement . . . " LP'SP22 at 337, BNSF Settlement Agreement. § 12 (emphasis added). The Agreement was made
"effective upon execution." m September W95 Id, at 336, BNSF Settlement Agreemeni, § 11.
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The CMA .Agreement's fee adjustment language provides that the fees shall be
adjusted upward or downward "each year by the difference between the year in question and the
preceding year in UP/SP's system average URCS costs." The CMA Agreement does not state that
the "year in question" and the "preceding year" are the two years preceding the yearly adjustment,
but that is the only reasonable reading. Moreover, CMA's witness specifically proposed that the
two preceding years be compared, and that was certainly UP's intent. See CMA-7, Crowley V.S.
at 57; Rebensdorf V.S at 6-7. UP accepted a one-year lag because it was unavoidable: Based on
past practice, everyone recognized that the Board could not pubbsh the 1997 URCS costs until
1998. If there was to be an annual adjustment dunng 1997, it would have to be made using a
companson of 1996 (the "year in question") and 1995 (the "preceding year") Rebensdorf V.S. al
7.
If there were ever any doubt about the CMA Agreement's nieaning, UP resolv ed il
just eleven days after the CMA Agreement was signed. On April 29 1990, John Rebensdorf
testified that "that trackage nghts fees shall be adjusted upward or downward July 1 of ear'i year
by the difference for the tw o preceding years in LT SP's system average URCS costs for the
categories of maintenance and operating costs (including depreciation and retum on investment)
covered by the trackage nghts fee." UP/SP-231. Rebensdorf R.V.S. at 10. Neither BNSF nor
CMA suggested at that time, or at any time before their May 22, 2002filings,that Mr.
Rebensdorfs statements misrepresented the intent ofthe parties to the CMA Agreement."

"
CMA misleadingly suggests that it did not have lime to catch to the alleged misstatement
of the CMA Agreement in the BNSF Settlement Agreement, because the Second Supplemental
Agreement was filed on the last business day before oral argument in the I T SP merger
proceeding. CMA-17 al 2. Mr. Rebensdorfs testimony, vvhich tracks the langi age of the fee
adjustment provision contained m the Second Supplement Agreement, was served on CMA more
than one month before CMA filed its Biief in the UT SP merger proceedings on June 3, 1996, see
(continued.,.)
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2.

BNSF .Agreed to .Adjustm.ents Comparing Pre-Merger and Post-Merger
URCS Costs

Less than two months after Mr. Rebensdorf s testimony, and after meticulous
negotiations, BNSF and UP adopted the CMA Method in the Second Supplemental Agreement lo
the onginal BNSF Settlement Agreement. Section 9 ofthe Second Supplemental Agreemeni
provided for an adjustment upward or downward "each year by the difference in the two preceding
years in LT/SP's system average URCS costs for the categories of maintenance and operating
costs covered by the trackage rights fee." UT/SP-266, Second Supplemental Agreement, § 9.
That language, still in effect, reflects both Mr. Crowley's method and Mr. Rebensdorfs
endorsement of that method of adjusting fees. BNSF never even hinted at a concem that the
Second Supplemental Agreement had altered the CMA Agreement's terms, as BNSF and CMA
now claim. Rebensdorf V.S. al 9; Dolan/Conley/Gray V.S. at 3-4.'^
3.

BNSF's and CMA's Past Actions and Inaction Belie Their Cuneni Claims

Both BNSF and CMA now claim that they believed in 1996 that the language of
the BNSF ScltleiTient Agreemeni

vvhich BNSF jointly proposed with UP

departed from the

intent ofthe CMA Agreement These assertions are inconceivable and should not be credited

(footnote cont'd)
CM A-12, and almost two nionth.s before the Second Supplemental Agreement w as filed with tbe
Board on June 28, 1996.
Moreover, while UP and BNSF were negotiating the Second Supplemental Agreement,
they w ere also negotiating individual implementing agreements f or each segment of trackage
nghls granted under the BNSF Settlement Agreement. Each ofthe implementing agreements
contained the fee adjustment provision. The implementing agreements provide lhal the first fee
adjustment would take place in July 1997. based on "the difference in the two (2) preceding years
in l!P SP s system average URCS costs." thus confimiing that a comparison between pre-merger
and post-merger URCS would bc required See, e.g.. lT'SP-266, Denver, CO to Stockton and
San Jose. CA Trackage Rights Agreement, § 3(c); id,, Houston, TX to Valley Junction, IL
Trackage Rights Agreement, § 3(c). Again, no one suggested that this language was inconect.
Rebensdorf V.S. at 9 n.3.
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CMA admits that it never mentioned the alleged misinterpretation to UP or the
Board. CMA says that it understood the perceived difference between the CMA Agreetnent and
the BNSF Settlement Agreement to be a "technical amendment" that would have no practical
effect. CMA-17, Schick V.S. at 6.'" Yet CMA protected its interests in the LT/SP merger
proceeding with fer\'ent intensity, raising serious questions about whether it would have accepted
any "technical amendment." In any event, CMA provides no proof whatsoever of any agreement
with UP to depart fi-om the BNSF Settlement Agreement's plain language, which tracks the
testimony of CM.A's own witness.
BNSF itself negotiated and adopted the revised language ofthe BNSF Settlement
Agreement. BNSF considered the initial fee and the fee adjustment provisions to be among the
most important aspects ofthe September 1995 negotiations. See BNSF-102, Ice V S. at 2. The
new fee adjustment provision was one of the most significant changes in the Second Supplemental
Agreement The language BNSF and UP negotiated faithfully implemented the recommendation
of CM.A's expert. The Board can only conclude that the Second Supplemental Agree, 'ent and
implementing agreements accurately reflected the intent ofthe parties lo the CMA Agieement.
Until its Response. BNSF never raised the claim that tbe BNSF Settlement
Agreement failed to cany out the CMA Agr>

cnl. BNSl- did not raise this claim in its final

progress report to the Board. See BNSF-PR-20. BNSF did not raise this claim in the recently
concluded proceeding lo develop a final v ersion of the BNSF Settlement Agreemeni, which BNSF
and UP worked on for months. See LT/SP-393; BNSF-100 BNSF did not raise any claims at all

Mr. Schick coneclly descnbes the reasons for the one-year lag, but inconectly suggests
that LT and not CMA's own witness was the source of the one-year lag in the fee adjustment
provision. See id.
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about the fee adjusiment provision until 2000. \\Tien it then brought its claims to the Board, it
made a different argument. See BNSF-98 at 16. BNSF's newest argument about the parties'
intent in 1996 is imaginative, but it is not credible.
C.

The Purchase Accounting Was Properly Reported in 1997 and Its Timing
Was No Secret
Even if the BNSF Settlement Agreement's fee adjustment provision had departed

fi'om the CMA Agreement's language. BNSF and CMA could not prevail. BNSF and CMA argue
that they expected to compare 1996 URCS costs with 1997 URCS costs. Even under that theory,
though, the first annual fee adjustment would still have involved a comparison between premerger (1996) and post-merger (1997) URCS costs.
BNSF dances around this problem by asserting that UP caught BNSF off guard.
BNSF mistakenly asserts that UP's purchase accounting in 1997 "could not have been
anticipated," and that the parties understood that 1996 and 1997 would both be post-merger years
BNSF-102 al 8. The second page of lhe UP/SP Merger Application proves that BNSF is
mistaken.
UP had explained on the second page ofthe Merger Application that ils "present
intent [was] to merge SPT. SSW. SPCSl. and DRGW inlo ITRR. although these subsidianes of
SPR may retain their separate corporate existence for a penod of time." UP/SP-22 at 2 (emphasis
added). Due to the uncertainties --egarding the IRS mlings and SSW shareholder issues, UT did
not know when the legal mergers al the railroad level would occur. Rhoades V.S. at 3-4.'" UP

Union Pacific Corporation ("UPC") acquired Southern Pacific Rail Corporauon ("SPR")
on September 12. 1996, following STB approval ofthe UP/SP merger. The railroads themselves
remained separate direct and indirect subsidiaries of UPC. The railroad-level mergers did not
begin until 1997. Before the railroad-level mergers could cccur, UP needed to obtain certain tax
ralings from the IRS. and it needed to deal with minority shareholders of SSW. Id. al 3-4. The
(continued...)
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never told BNSF or CNLA that the raih'oad mergers and the consequent purchase accounting would
occur in 1996 as opposed to 1997. Rebensdorf V S. at 7, 9. Neither BNSF nor CiMA ever asked
when the mergers would occur. Id. at 7, 9. BNSF and CMA cannot claim to have been misled, as
the .Application put them on notice that the railroad-level mergers might not occur until some time
after the UP/SP merger was approved.
UP's accounting for the SP merger was dictated by tax and shareholder
considerations and by STB accounting mles, not ulterior morives. Rhoades V.S. at 2-3. LT did
not "elect" to make the purchase cost adjusnnent in 1997 rather than 1996, as BNSF claims. See
BNSF-102 at 3. It followed well-established accounting mles. Its recounting was reviewed and
approved by the STB staff UP's accounling w as proper and public. Rhoades V.S. at 4-5.
Moreover. BNSF recognized in subsequent years that the purchase accounting for
the UP/SP merger had occuned in 1997 yet said nothing. LT's accounting for the SP merger in its
1997 R-l was the subject of a hard-fought Board proceeding brought by Westeni Coal l raffic
League. I his challenge w as common knowledge. AAR participated as an amicus, and BNSF's
witness Weicher appeared on the pleadings in support of UP s purchase accounting. If BNSF or
CMA had been surpnsed that the purchase accounting occuned in 1997 rather than 1996 and if
the liming mattered lo them

one vvould have expected them to object years ago.
^

*

*

BNSF and CMA provide no evidence lo support their claims that the BNSF
Settlement Agreement's plain language fails to reflect the parties' intent when they agreed upon

(footnote cont'd)
timing of I T ' s purchase accounling followed from the timing of the railroad level mergers. Id_ at
3 Until the railroad subsidiaries themselves could be merged or consolidated, UPC could not
allocate the SPR purchase accountmg lo UP's property accounts. Id.
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the LT^CS adjustment provision. Nor do they provide any support for their complicated
explanation of how LP defeated the parties' supposed intent by altering the CMA Agreement's
language and engaging in undisclosed accounling tticks.
II.

BNSF'S AND CMA'S NEW \ ERSION OF THE P.ARTIES' INTENT CONTRADICTS
THEIR POSITION ON MERGER CAPACITY COSTS
BNSF's and CM.A's new claim that the parties intended to compare only post-

merger UT^CS costs creates a logical inconsistency in their position. LT's post-merger URCS cost
reflected UP's increasing merger capacity costs as LT incuned them. If trackage nghts fees are to
be adjusted based on changes in post-merger L'RCS costs, as BNSF and CMA now claim, the
adjusted fees would increase to reflect the merger capacity costs, as UP invested the money in
1996. 1997. into 1998. and beyond. BNSF and CMA cannot have it both ways: they cannoi claim
an intent to use post-merger URCS costs but deny that UP's post-merger URCS costs mcreased
over time as LT incuned merger capacity costs
BNSF and CMA have no theory whatsoever to explain how the parties intended to
use post-merger URCS costs but disregard the merger capacity costs in performing the fee
adjustment. BNSF and CM.A offer no explanation of how the BNSF Settlement Agreement
language can be reconciled with any intent lo modify LT's post-merger URCS costs. They know
well that the parties never agreed to disregard the merger capacity costs in the aimual fee
adjustment.
In the BNSF Settlement Agreement, the parties agreed that BNSF would not have
to pay its own funds for capacity improvements on the trackage nghts lines lhal were necessary to
achieve the benefits ofthe merger. BNSF Settlement Agreement, § 9(c)(i). In order to minimize
disputes about which capacity improvements were necessary to achieve the merger's benefits, UP
agreed that il would ftind any capacity improvements on the trackage nghts lines for 18 months
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following the merger. Id,, § 9(c)(iii). After the 18-month period, the parties would determine on a
case-by-case basis whether a particular capacity impro\ ement on a trackagerightsline was
necessary to achieve the merger's benefits or whether BNSF vvould fund the improvements in
accordance with its relative usage. Idi> § 9(c)(ii). UT and BNSF agreed that BNSF would not be
required to pay the initial merger capacity costs, but they never agreed to try to modify the impaci
of those costs on the fee adjustment when they adopted the CMA Method. Rebensdorf \'.S. at 5.
BNSF and CMA are unable to supply either a theory or a shred of evidence for the
assertion that the parties mutually agreed to disregard these merger capacity costs in the annual fee
adjustment Under BNSF's and CMA's own theory lhal the fee adjustment should be based on
post-merger URCS costs, merger capacity costs would be reflected in the fee adjustment. BNSF's
argument reveals an explicit but enoneous assumption. BNSF assumes thai every UP URCS
beginning in 1990 vvould have included the merger capacity costs. BNSF-102 at 9.' ^ This
assumption is demonstrably wrong. By definition, the merger capacity costs could only be
incuned over lime at\er the merger.'" As UP incuned merger capacity costs in post-merger years.
UP's URCS costs for those years vvould increase lo reflect the new inveslmenl. and the trackage
rights fee would rise.
UP could not have included all the merger capacity costs in ils early post-merger
URCS even if it had wanted to. UP had made few ofthe investments bv 1997 when the first fee

BNSF inconectly assumed that both the SP purchase cost and the merger capacity costs
"would be included in all post-merger years." Id,
BNSF and CMA were on notice that merger capacity costs would be incuned over a fourvear period LT said so m th** 'Application, where il anticipated that merger investments would
occur over four years. See UP/SP-24 at 114.
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adjustment occuned. The amount and timing of the fiitt re investments was then unknowable.
The Board cannot conclude that the parties agreed to perfcrm an impossible adjustment.
This glaring defect alone destroys the new BNSF and CMA argument, because it
demonstrates that BNSF and CM.A cannot offer a consistent theory to support the result they seek.
Ill

BNSF'S PROPOSED METHOD OF PERFORMING THE ^EE ADJUSTMENT
VIOL.ATES LTICS PRINCIPLES AND IS L^WORKABLE
BNSF presents Christopher D. Kent's testimony to quantify the difference between

the CMA Method and BNSF s approach to the fee adjustment and to suggest how the fees could
be recalculated in accordance with BNSF's theory of the parties' intent. He does so using a
method that departs from the newly alleged intent ofthe parties lo use post-merger URCS.'^ A
review of Mr. Kent's calculations demonstrates that there is no practicable way to recalculate the
fees. Mr. Kent's efforts sutler from three major conceptual flaws. They also exaggerate the
amount in dispute.
First, Mr. Kent's URCS costs bear no relationship to the actual costs UP and SP
would have incuned in 1995 and 1996 had the railroads been merged. In order lo calculate fee
adjustments under BNSF's theory, Mr Kcnl purports lo "conect" for the fact UP's purchase
accounting occuned in 1997 by shifting UP's 1997 investment and depreciation data into UP's
and SP's actual 1995 and 1996 diua. and then calculating hypothetical, combined UP/SP 1995 and
1990 URCS costs. BNSF claims that the results show what UP's 1995 and 1990 URCS costs

BNSF (Ungues that the first annual fee adjustment w as supposed to be based on a
companson of 1996 and 1997 URCS costs. See BNSF-102 al 8. Mr. Kent compared 1995 and
1996 UTCS costs. See id., Kent V.S. at 4. Mr. Kent apparently generated a modified 1995 URCS
because UP's costs decreased sharply beiween 1995 and 1996. He therefore departed from
BNSF's theory and based the first annual fee adjustment on a comparison of 1995 and 1996
URCS costs. Kauders V S. at 7 n.2.
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would have been if the UP and SP systems had combined and the results reflected in a combined
UP/SP LIRCS. BNSF-102, Kem V.S. at 2-3. BNSF is mistaken.
VMiile .Mr. Kent substitutes UT 1997 investtnent and depret ation data for 1995 and
1996 data, he still uses actual LT and SP 1995 and 1996 grcss ton-miles and mainlenance-of-way
costs lo calculate URCS costs. He thus creates several apples-and-oranges comparisons that
undermine any effort to provide a meaningful restatement of 1995 and 1996 URCS costs.
For example, when .Mr. Kent calculates UT^CS costs for rettmi-on-investment using
1997 beginning-of-year investment levels and 1995 and 1995 gross ton-miles, he disconnects the
physical network from the ton-miles it produced. LT's and SP's gross ton-miles in 1995 and 1996
reflect the railroads' physical stmcture. actual operations, and competitive relationships in those
years. We cannoi know how many gross ton-miles UP would have moved in 1995 and 1996 if the
UP and SP systems had been co.figuredas they were at the beginning of 1997 and the railroads
had been merged. We do not kiu w whether mileage sav ings from reroutes made possible by the
merger (fbr example, UP rerouted SP's Central Comdor traffic to UP's Wyoming mainline after
the merger) and traffic losses lo BNSF from its use ofits trackage nghts wouid have offset
increases in traffic resulting from new business opportunities. We do know, however, that Mr.
Kent's computations have no connection to reality, because they are based on investment in a
post-merger network and gross ton-miles produced by two different, pre-merger networks.
Kauders V S. at 3-4.
Mr. Kent creates a similar inconsistency by combining UP's 1997 investment and
depreciation costs with SP's and UP's mamtenance-of-way costs for 1995 and 1996.''* Once
is

This procedure directly contradicts BNSF's theory that the parties agreed to use only postmerger URCS costs.
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agam, no one can guess what I T ' s maintenance-of way costs would have been in 1995 and 1996
had the UP and SP systems been configured as they were at the beginning of 1997 and had the
railroads been merged. We know, however, that Mr. Kent's computations are based on investment
and depreciation costs for one netw ork in one year and mainienance-of-w ay costs for tw o
different, pre-merger networks in different years. Id. at 4.
Mr. Kent creates yet another inconsistency by combining 1997 depreciation data
with actual 1995 and 1996 gross ton-miles to calculate the URCS unit costs for retum on
investment and depreciation. UP's 1997 depreciation expense is a function of UP's gross tonmiles in 1997. vvhich are used to measure use of the track assets in question. When Mr. Kent
calculates URCS depreciation costs for 1995 and 1996, however, he uses UP's 1997 depreciation
expense and divides it by UP's and SP's gross ton miles in 1995 and 1996. This produces a
disconnect between depreciation costs and lhe assets used. Id,
Mr Kent's computations violate die pnnciple of "causality" that underpins URCS
theory. The causality principle means lhal operating and maintenance expenses, retum on
investment, and depreciation costs must all denve from the same physical plant m the same
reporting penod. Sec Railroad Accounling Pnnciples Board, Final Report, Vol. 1 al 29. Mr.
Kent's modifications to URCS ignoie this pnnciple. His railroad and its costs are developed using
data from vanous different penods Kauders V.S. al 3-4. Mr. Kent's calculations cannoi be used
lo provide a meaningful companson of costs.
Second, Mr. Kent's calculat'ons artificially mask changes in UP's costs. The
prov ision for adjusting the trackage nghts fees is designed to adjust the fees based on changes in
UP's URCS costs. Mr. Kent's calculations are flawed because they ignore changes in UP's
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investment and depreciation costs resuUing from increased UP and SP investment unrelated to the
disputed SP purchase cost and merger capacity costs.
By projecting the same 1997 beginning-of year investment level back into 1995
and 1996, Mr. Kent's calculauon implicitly assumes that UP's and SP's level of investment did
not increase berween 1995 and 1996. Mr. Kent's calculations tnus ignore changes in LT's URCS
costs resulung from all of LT s and SP's capital investments in 1996, not just the disputed merger
capacity costs. Id. al 5."'* In 1996, UP invested hundreds of millions of dollars in capital projects,
such as the triple mainline beiween Gibbon and North Platte, Nebraska. As a resuh of capital
investments in 1996. UT's and SP's 1996 expenses for retum on investment were higher than their
1995 expenses for retum on investment. Under Mr. Kent's calculations, however, the combined
LT/SP expense for retum on investment in both 1995 and 1990 was based on 1997 inv estment
data, thus eliminating the increase beiween 1995 and 1996. This m tum has the ef fect of
artificially reducing the trackage nghts fees. Id, at 5-6.
Similariy, by using the same depreciation charge in 1995, 1996, and 1997, Mr.
Kent implicitly assumes that I P's depreciation expense did not change between 1995 and 1990. or
beiween 1990 and 1997, This is a false assumption, because depreciation is a function of a
railroad's investment and gross ton-miles, and both ol those factors were different for I T and SP
in 1995 and 1990 than they vvere for UP in 1997 In particular, UP's and SP's investments in 1996
increased their 1996 depreciation expenses above their 1995 levels, and UP's investments in 1997
increased its 1997 depreciation expenses above its 1996 levels. By projecting 1997 depreciation

BNSF claims that capital expenditures for capacity improvements on trackage rights lines
necessary to achieve the merger's benefits should be excluded from URCS cost calculattons. but it
accepts lhal LT's other capital expenditures should be mcluded m URCS costs.
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charges back into 1995 and 1996, Mr. Kent wipes out all increased depreciation resulting from all
of LT's and SP's investments, including investments that BNSF agrees should be included in the
fee adjustment. This in tum has the effect of artificially reducing the trackage rights fees. Id, at 6.
Third, Mr Kent did not even tr^, to address merger capacity costs. As Mr. Kent
recognizes, BNSF theory that the parties intended to use post-merger URCS costs does not address
the merger capacity costs issue, because those costs occuned in post-merger years.'° Mr. Kent
claims that his calculations provide a way to address BNSF's claims vvith respect to merger
capacity costs incuned in 1997. BNSF-102, Kent V.S. at 4 n.4. As even Mr. Kent appears to
acknowledge, however, shifting 1997 beginning-of-year investment back into 1995 and 1996
addresses only those modest merger capacity costs that were incuned in the last four months of
1996. It fails to address merger capacity costs incuned in 1997 and later years. Moreover, it also
w ipes out any impact of all of LT's additional inv estments in 1^96, even though BNSF has
accepted that such investments should be considered in perfomiing the fee adjustment. Kauders
V.S. at 6-7.
Finallv, Mr. Kent's calculations exaggerate and distort ihc amounl in dispute by
using an unrelated dispute between the parties to accentuate the app.irent magnitude ofthe issues
before the Board. BNS; and UP disagree about w hether one calculates the tee adjustment by
calculating the difference or computing a percentage change betw een two years of URCS costs.
The financial impact is significant. UP and BNSF agreed to arbitrate their disagreement between
'°
As Mr. Kent recognizes, trying to untangle the accounting for each ofthe merger capacity
projects in order to exclude those costs from URCS calculations, which was BNSF's original
theory, would be exceedingly difficult. BNSF 102, Kent V.S. at 4. BNSF requested and received
discovery from LT on this issue, and it sought and received thirty additional thirty days from the
Board to analyze the matenal UP provided, but it apparently concluded that il could not make
significant inroads on this problem See Union Pacific Corp. - Control & Merger Sou.hem
Pacific Rail Com., STB Finance Docket 32760. Decision No. 97 (STB served Apr. 16, 2oo2).
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the "difference" and "percentage change" approaches. BNSF specifically disclaimed any intent to
submit this issue to the Board. See BNSF-98 al 2 n.3.
Mr. Kent compares (i) the fees under LT's adjusttnents each year based on the
difference in the two preceding years' URCS costs with (ii) the fees under BNSF's proposed
approach of adjusting the fees each year based on the percentage change betw een the two
preceding years' URCS costs. However one views the merits of the parties' dispute between the
"difference" and "percentage change" approaches. Mr. Kent's use of two different computational
methods is misleading."' I f M r Kent's calculations are conected lo use a consistent method, the
apparent difference betu een the parties' position on URCS costs is cut in half to 0.1 mills per
gross ton-mile. See Kauders \' S. at 7-9."
I\ .

I HE ADJUSTED FEES HAVE FOSTERED VIGOROUS COMPETITION
BNSF devotes a substantial portion ofits Response to arguing that the CMA

Method places BNSF at a compeiitive disadvantage The short answer to BNSF's complaints is
the one the Board already idemified: BNSF pays lower fees under the URCS adjustment than it
vvould have paid under the RCAF(U) adjustment, wh-ch it initially told the Board would allow it
to compete successfully See Decision No. 96 at 5 n.6. BNSF also pays lower fees under the
BNSF Settlement Agreement than UP pays for trackagerightsbetween Pueblo and Fl. Worth,
even though both sets of rights were designed lo preserve pre-merger competition. See p. 15.
above.

This issue is not before the Board for resolution because it is being arbitrated. UP expects
to introduce extensive evidence on this issue, and vve expect BNSF to do the saine
UT calculates the adjusted fees lo one decimal place The fees were presented in the BNSF
Settlement Agreement using one decimal place, and UT has billed BNSF using fees calculated lo
one decimal place, except for the fee for the Keddic-Stockton trackagerigh.ts,which was initially
presented using two decimal places. Id, at v n.5.
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BNSF tries to show that a 0.2-mill d'fference in its fee provides LT with a $25-toS50-per-car advantage, and that this advantage could meaningfully effect competition. See BNSF102, Smith V.S. at 4. Even ignoring the manyflawsin Mr. Kent's calculations, the actual
difference is only 0.1 mill. More importantly, BNSF's arguments are based on several false
claims regarding BNSF's ability to compete with UT.
A.

UP Has No Cost Advantage over BNSF
UP has no cost advantage over BNSF. because it pays all ofthe disputed costs,

UP's costs encompass the same operating and maintenance costs that BNSF pays Ihrough the
trackage nghls fee. LT thus pays the SP purchase cost and the merger capacity costs. BNF.F pays
a fixed fee while LT's actual costs vary based on the specific lines involved, but neither railroad is
systematically advantaged or disadvantaged.
BNSF and CMA claim that the CMA Method tilts the competitive playing field in
UP's favor. I hey claim that the CMA Method creates a double count and thus deprives BNSF of
a level playing field on which lo compete BNSF's and CMA's new approach, however, is the
one thai would tilt the playing field, but in BNSF's favor. The CMA Method does not create a
double count, and unless the fee adjustment mechanistn reflects UP's increased costs as a result of
the SP purchase cost and the merger capacity costs, BNSF w ill gain an unfair compelilive
advantage over UP.
BNSF and CMA inconecUy claim lhal including SP purchase costs in the fee
adjustment produces a double count. BNSF-102 at 3; CMA-17 at 3. There is no double count
because the initial trackagerightsfee could not have included the purchase costs. Evidence
presented during the merger proceeding demonstrates that the initial rates did not reflect purchase
costs, and the Board agreed. During the merger proceeding, the Board found that including the
purchase costs would have increased the initial trackagerightscompensation to at least 3 84 mills
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per gross-ton mile. See Union Pacific Com. - Control & Merger - Souihem Pacific Rail Corp., 1
S.T B. at 415. The initial trackage nghts rates of 3.0, 3.1, and 3.48 mills per gross-ton mile were
thus 28 percent, 24 percent, and 10 percent, respectively, lower than they would have been had the
fees been derived based on UP's fiill costs, including the cost of acquiring SP. The rates remain
far below the 3.84 rate today."^
Because the initial trackage rights fees did not reflect the SP purchase cost, the
annual fee adjustment mast be calculated using pre-merger and post-merger URCS in order to
preserv e a level playing field between LT and BNSF. BNSF repeatedly asserts that comparing
pre-merger and post-merger URCS is inconsistent with the parties' statement in Section 12 ofthe
BNSF Settlement Agreement that "[i]t is the intention of the parties that the rales and charges for
trackage nghts and services under this .Agreement reflect the same basic relationship to operating
costs as upon execution ofthis Agreement." See, e.g.. BNSF-102 at 6-7, id,. Ice V.S. at 5; id,,
Weicher V.S at 3. 8 & 10. BNSF's approach, however, is the one that would distort the parties'
intentions, because it would disregard real changes in UP's URCS costs after the September 1995
execution ofthe BNSF Settlement .Agreement 'hat resulted from the SP purcha.se cost. The BNSF
BNSF and CMA argue that tne SP purchase cost was included in the ongmal fee because
UP descnhed the trackage nghts fee as "comprehensive " Sec BNSF-102 at 5; id,. Ice V.S. at 4;
CMA-1 7, Schick \ S. at 0 n.3. As Mr Reben.sdorf explained at the time, the rates were
"comprehensive" in the sense that BNSl- would not have lo pay additional fees to conduct routine
trackage nghls operations there were no separate fees for maintenance and operations,
overheads, or retum to capital. Sec I T SP-22. Rebensdorf V.S. at 308; sec also Rebensdorf V S .
at 4. A'l annual adjustment calculated using UP's ; 'tual system average costs is not an additional
type of .*"ce. Rcben.sdorf V S. at 4.
BNSF also argues that an adjustment based on RCAF(U) would not have included tbe SP
purchase cost, so the LIRCS adjustment should not include the purchase price adjustment either.
See BNSF-102. Weicher V S. at 9 This argument is a red hemng. The two adjustment
provisions rely on entirely different approaches lo approximating changes in UP's costs, and thus
they rely on different underlying data. If BNSF vvould prefer lo retum to the RCAF(U) adjustment
and pay LT millions of dollars in higher fees to avoid the supposed double count introduced by the
URCS adjustment. UP vvill agree.
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Settlement .Agreement as written therefore preserves the basic relationship ofthe fees to UP's
operating costs, as the Agreemeni specifies. BNSF suggests lhal the SP purchase cost does not
represent acttial costs, see BNSF-102, Weicher V.S. at 6, but the Board has already rejected that
argument: "URCS costs, when calculated in the required manner, reflect actual costs; that, in fact,
is what mCS is all iboul." Decision No. 96 at 5.
B-

BNSF Does Not Have to Match LT's Costs lo Provide Meaningfiil Competition
Even if UP had a slight cost advantage, it w ould be inelevant. BNSF does not have

to match LP's costs lo provide the competition the Board expected it to provide. The Board did
not expect BNSF lo replicate UP's costs. The Board expected BNSF lo step inlo SF^ shoes and
thus to match or belter SP's costs. See Union Pacific Corp. - Control & Merger - Southem
Pacific Rail Corp.. 1 S T.B. at 423. BNSF once recognized this It understood that the BNSF
Settlement .Agreement was designed to allow it to replace the competition SP provided, not to
match UPs costs. In ils December Petition, BNSF noted lhal "the purpose ofthe t.ackage nghts
conditions was. in effect to put BNSF in the ' hoes of SP' as a competitor so that BNSF could
replace the competitive service that would otherwise have been lost w hen SP w as absorbed into
UP." BNSF-98 at 6-7.
BNSF does not have lo match LT's costs to step into SP's shoes As BNSF has
told the Board, comparisons between BNSF and UP costs "are misguided, because they focus on
UP - rather than SP. the less efficient earner." BN/SF-54 al 7. BNSF's experts, including Mr
Kent, testified dunng the merger proceeding that the relevant issue was whether BNSF's costs
would be lower than SP's costs, not whether they would be lower than UP's costs. See BN/SF-55,
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Klick & K'-nl \ ' S. at 43-44.'"' In fact, Messrs. Klick and Kent presented data showing that BNSF
expected its vanable costs for traffic moving ov er the trackage nghts hnes to be far more than S25
to S50 above LT's costs. See id, at 50 (Table 6).-- Yet BNSF argued that it would be highly
conipetitiv e using the trackage nghls. and the Board agreed. See Union Pacific Corp. - Control &
Merger - Souihem Pacific Rail Corp.. I S.T.B. at 417.
C.

BNSF Has Proven It Can Compete Vigorouslv
The ev idence shows that the Boa.-d and BNSF w ere conect in their belief that

BNSF vvould be a vigorous compelilor BNSF is highly competitive using the trackage nghts
lines. The trackage rights fees have allowed BNSF to compete vigorously for the traffic opened
up to it by the merger, as the Board has found m five consecutive oversight decisions.'" In its final
annual oversight decision, the Board concluded lhal "BNSF has competed vigorously for the
traffic opened up to it by the BNSF Agreemeni and has become an effective competitive
replacement for the competition that would otherw ise have been lost or reduced when UP and SP

Seeajso BN/SF-55. Kalt V S . at 42 ("A proper analytic framework asks whether BN Santa
Fe can come to the post-merger marketplace with al least as much competitive vigor as SP would
possess in the non-merger environment").
For example. BNSF's w itness Smith claims that the 0.2-mill rate puts BNSF at a S46.26
disadvantage for traffic moving between Denver .ind Stockton Sec BNSF-102. Smith V S. at 4.
Messrs Klick ant' Kent show ed that BNSl expected its variable costs between Denver and
Sacramento, whic.i is near Stockton, to be S135 higher than UP's vanable costs. Sec BN,'SF-55,
Klick (<t Kent V J al 50 (Table 6). A few other examples further illustrate the basic point:
between Houston and Chicago, BNSF expected its vanable '^osts lo be S92 higher than IT's;
between Chicago and Salt Lake City, the difference was S137; between Chicago and Oakland, the
difference was $225. See id, BNSF thus appears to be much better off than it expected.
See Union Pacific Com Control & Merger - Southem Pacific Rail Corp.. STB Finance
Docket 32760 (Sub-No. 21), Decision No. 16 (STB served Dec 15. 2000);"Union Pacific Corp. Control & Merger Souihem Pacific Rail Corp.. STB Finance Docket 32760 (Sub-No~ 21).
Decision No. 15 (STB served Nov. 30, 1999); Union Pacific Com. - Control & Merger - Southem
Pacific Rail Corp.. 3 S.T.B. 987 (1998); Union Pacific Com. - Control & Merger - Souihem
Pacific Rail Corp.. 2 S.T.B. 703 (1997).
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merged " Union Pacific Coip. - Control & Merger - Southem Pacific Rail Corp.. STB Finance
Docket 32760 (Sub-No. 21), Decision No. 21 (STB served Dec. 20, 2001), slip op. at 4.
The Board's conclusion endorsed BNSF's OWTI pride in its competitive success. In
Its final oversight report, BNSF told the Board that it "has been and continues to be an aggressive
and effective competitor utilizing therightsit obtained pursuant to the BNSF Settlement
.Agreement and the conditions imposed by the Board." See, e.g., BNSF-PR-20 at 2. Before the
merger, BNSF told the Board "that it would grow the traffic associated with its rights . . . to the
size and scale of a new Class i railroad." Id, at 4. Five years later, BNSF reported that il had met
that commitment and, in fact, "has exceeded that goal." Id, Even though it had already exceeded
its goal, BNSF said lhal il "anticipates the continued cu.>tomer growlh and commercial success of
ils UP/SP franchise." Id al 7.
Nonetheless, BNSF warns that it may not be compelilive in the future. Its concems
are not credible. BNSF claims that I T will take away all of BNSF s traffic because UP will
always be able to underbid BNSF by $25.00 to S50.()0 per car. BNSF-102, Smith V.S. at 3. If
BNSF's theory vvere accurate, UP would already uandle all ofthe compelilive business over the
trackage nghls lines, because UP has had this cost advantage for years. \ et BNSF has captured
substantial amounts of competitive business using its trackage nghls. See UP/SP-384,
Confidential App. B. BNSF has "exceeded" its own ambitious goals. BNSF-PR-20 al 4.
BNSF must disavow five years of its ow n oversight reports m order lo argue that
the fees are too high to permit it to compete or that BNSF will be unable to compete in the future
The Board would have lo ignore five years of oversight decisions in order to agree. The fees
BNSF has paid in the past have not hindered its ability to compete, and there is no prospect that
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BNSF's position will worsen in the future. Public policy concems do not justify Govemment
assistance to promote BNSF's interests.
CONCLUSION
BNSF has had two opportunities to show that UP and BNSF mulually agreed in
some way to depart from the BNSF Settlement Agreement's plain language. BNSF has failed
both times, lhe Board should dismiss BNSF's petition with prejudice.
Respectfully submitted.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this I9th day of June, 2002, 1 caused a copy ofthe
foregoing "UP's Reply lo BNSF s and CMA's Responses to Order to Show Cause" lo be served
b,first-classmail, postage prepaid, or by a more expeditious manner of delivery on all parties of
record in Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21).

Michael L. Rosenthal
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Rebensdorf

\ FRIFIFD STATEMENT
OF
.lOHN H. RFBFNSDORF

Mv name is John H. Rebensdorf I am \ icc President-Network and Service
Planning Ibr Union Pacific Railroad Company. 1 hold a Bachelor's Degree in Civil Engineering
from the University of Nebraska and a Master's Degree in Business Administration from
Harvard L niversily. Before coming lo UP. 1 was employed as a management consultant by
1 cniple. Barker and Sloane. 1 have worked in the Mechanical Department ofthe Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy Railroad and in the Operating and Engineering Departments ofthe
("hicago. Rock Island .md Pacific Railroad Ijoined UP in 1971 as Manager of Budget Research.
I became Assistant Controller in 1976, Assistant Vice President-Planning and Analysis in 1980,
Assistant Vice President-Finance in 1984. and \'icc President-Strategic Planning in 19S7, and 1
was appointed to iiiv picsciil position in 1998.
I

THE ORIGINAL BNSF SETTLEMEN f A(iREl .MENT
When I !P and SP decided lo merge. IIP charged mc with responsibility for

neg»>liating an agicciiieiil thai would preserve rail compelilioii loi .ill of oui cusloiners who liaii
been :.ci v ed by 1 !P and SP and no other railroad ("2-to-1" customers). I descnbed this
assignmem and the resulting agreement with BNSl iii the I P SP .Merger .Applicaiion. See
UP/SP-22. Rebensdorf V.S. al 292-31() 1 was involved in every ineeliiig in which tbe original
BNSl- SeillcmenI .Agreement was negotiated and ilrafled. 1 presented the BNSl- Settlement
Agreement as an attachment to my verified statement in LT SP-22.
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In order to preserv e competition for "2-lo-l" customers, UP negotiated trackage
nghts and line sales vvith BNSF that vvould provide serv ice lo most of those customers. We also
negotiated the fees that BNSF vvould pay for its trackage rights.
I he lee negotiations between L P and BNSF focused on other recent trackage
rights agreements between the parties. In particular, we considered BNSF's agreement vvith SP
that addressed compeiitive concems arising from the BN/Sanla Fe merger, vvhich the Interstate
Commerce Commission had approved just three months earlier. The rates under that agreement
were initially 3.0 mills per gross ton-mile for bulk traffic and 3.48 mills per gross ton-mile for all
other traffic. I'hesc rates were subject to an annual adjustment mechanism based on 75 percent
of lhe RCAF(U).
Afier extensive, amis-length iicgiiliations. we agreed on rales of 3.0 mills per
gross ton-mile for bulk traffic and 3.1 mills per gross ton-mile for most carload and intemiodal
traffic. Wc .ilso agrceil to atijust the rates annually by applying 70 percent ofthe RCAI(U) to
the ri'.lcs We agreed to u.se an RCAF(U) adjustment because it was used m the BN/Sanla Fe
merger, il is comnionly used in the industry, and il prov idcs a simple, siraighllorw aiil mellunl for
.idjusting Ihc rales
1 he parties negotiated the rate levels for the trackage rights. We never discussed
assumptions about the parties' costs, and vve never exchanged infomiation about costs.' We
never discus.sed purchase accounting or whether the rates reflected the SP purchase pnce. We
never discussed the timing of UP's accounting for the UP/SP merger Almost all of BNSF's
'
Our only di.scussions about costs involved (i) our agreement that the trackage nghts fee
included capitalized Hack maintenance costs (costs for replacing rails, ties, and other track
material), so UP would not charge BNSF separately for program track maintenance on the
trackage rights lines, and (ii) our agreement to u.se a mechanism in addition to the RCAF(U)
adjustment designed lo ensure that costs do not gel out of line w ith the trackage rights charges.
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arguments

all ofits claims about double counts and manipulations

assume that the initial fees

reflected purchase accounting costs, but the parties did not negotiate or agree about costs or costbased fees: our goal was to agree upon trackage rights fees that we and the Board could accept.
1 have reviewed Carl Ice's and Richard Weicher's venfied statements descnbing
the September 1995 negotiations Messrs lee and Weicher discuss their view s and assumptions
about how the initial fees related to BNSF's costs and whether the rates covered UP's costs. As
M r Ice admits, however, the parties never exchanged any cost data. Sec BNSF-102, Ice V S. al
6. Dunng the negotiations, BNSF never shared any view s or assumptions about costs. If they
had. wc could have conected any misimpressions and resolved any differences.
Messrs. Ice and Weicher also make assertions about their own intent and their
assumptions rci^arding I'P's intent with respect to purchase accountmg lor the U P SP merger.
During the negotiations, however, they never described their intent or asked about I T ' s intent.
1 hey never iiiciilioiicd piiichasc .iccounliiig. "merger prciiiiums." or anything of that iialure in
connection with the trackage nghts fees. If BNSl made any assumptions about whether the
inili.ii rale icllcclcd purciuisc .iccountiiu', or the tinimg ul I iP's accounting tor the I iP SP meiger,
they never sliarcil llum wilii I P I P iliil iiol consider these issues, .iiul I would be suqirised if
BNSl .iclu.illy coiisidcicil them, since under aflat-rateagreement with an RCAI (U) adjuslmcni.
purchase accounling was inelevant.
UP had no secret intent. iJP .sought simply to establish rates that the parties and
the Board would accept and that would cover operating and maintenance costs while
contnbuting to inveslmenl and other fixed costs. UP intended to agree to the initial rates and the
adjustment mechanism as set forth in the BNSF Settlement Agreement's plain language.
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Messrs. Ice and Weicher misleadingly argue that the BNSF Settlement .Agreement
reflects the parties' mutual intent to include purchase accounling in the initial rales. They point
to the provision allowing the parties to revisit the adjustment mechanism every five years to
insure lhal the rates and costs retain the "same basic relationship as upon execution ofthe
Agreemeni." This "truing" provision reflects the parties' understanding that the RCAF(U)
adjustment might not accurately track changes in operating costs. It does not say that the initial
rale included or excluded purcbase accounting.
Messrs. Ice and Weicher also make misleading references to my eailier statements
that the trackage rights fees are "comprehensive." I descnbed the Hat rates as comprehensive
because they combine into one fee the sev eral elements included in traditional joint facility
anauL-cmenls I iilikc Iniililional |oml facililv arrangcmciils. Ihe panics arc not required lo
calculate and pay separate charges for operations, maintenance, .iiul rent. We agreed vvith BNSF
lo use ll.il rales lo eliminate the subslanli.il clerical work and cxpi.-nse associated with traditional
|oml facility arrangements. Including in the rales the effects ofan annual fee adjustnicnl.
whether b.iscil on Kl'Al i l ' ) or based on I RCS. ilocs noi make ihc lee anv less comprehensive:
'iNSI- still only pays one li-c lo engage in routine trackage ligh.ls operations; Since Ihe parties
ncvc. discussed purchase accounting. 1 did not miend to include il within lhe tenn
"conipreh:"nsive."
Messrs. Ice and Weicher also discuss UP's agreement to pay for capacity
improvement', on trackage nghts lhal were neces.sary to achieve the benefits ofthe UP SP

^
I refer to "routine" trackage rights operations because the BNSF Settlement Agreemeni
contains .separate provisions regarding funding for capital improvements other than track
programs, em iloyee protection benefits, and liability for loss and daniage elements that arc not
included m the flat fee. See BNSF Settlement Agreement 9(c». (e) & (f).
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merger LT and BNSF agreed in the September 1995 negotiations that BNSF would not have to
pay fbr such improvements. BNSF was required, however, io pay its share of capital
expenditures on trackage rights lines other than those related to capacity improvements necessary
lo achieve the merger's benefits. The costs of these capital expenditures vvere not included in the
trackage rights fee. In order to minimize disputes about which capital expenditures were
capacity improvements necessary lo achieve the merger's benefits, vve agreed lo a simple
procedure under which I T vvould pay for any capacity improvements on trackage nghts lines for
18 months following the merger. We had no reason in September 1995 to engage in detailed
discu.ssions about whether these costs vvould affect the fee adjustnicnl. because they vvould have
no impaci under Ihe RCAF(U) adjustment provision. I he particv' intent was lo detennine how
10 liaiidlc c\pciKlituics icquiicil for the cap.R Uy i-'.p.'-ov cinenis; vve dm not iiileiid to address
future aftecls on LT's system-average costs associated with the improvements. In the Merger
.Applic.itioii, 1 described these prov isioiis as prov idmg "relief from capital expenditures at the
inception of trackage nghts operations." See UP/SP-22, Reben.sdorf V S. al 309 A'e never
discussed Ihc effects on I iRCS. bccau.'^c Ihc BNSl Selllenieni Agieement did not include an
URCS ad|ustmciil provision .it llic Iune,
11

L U i J MA AtiRLEMENT
In respon.se to several concems about the BNSF Setllemenl Agreenient, I IP

further expandeil the nghls granted to BNS1- . Many of these enhancements were embodied in an
agreemeni wilh the Chemical Manufacturers Association ("CMA"). BNSF was also a party lo
this agreenient. 1 was part ofthe team that developed UP's position m the negotiations with
CMA. and I described the changes and clarifications to the BNSF Settlement Agreement and
other matters that vve agreed on with CMA and BNSF in my rebuttal verified statement in the
merger proceedings. See UP/SP-231. Rebensdorf R V S . al 5-11. Although ino.st ofthe face-lo-5-

face negotiations between UP and CMA were handled by the late Ar\ id E. Roach II, UT's
outside counsel, M r Roach was in constant coni.nunication with the rest ofthe UP team and
apprised us of all developments.
One concem the CMA Agreement addressed involved the method for adjusting
the trackage rights fees. CMA and others argued that the RCAF(U) method would, over time,
result in BNSF's paying fees that were greater than UP's actual costs of maintaining and
operating the trackage rights lines. 1 did not agree, because the "truing" provision described
above was designed to ensure that costs do not gel out of line wilh the trackage rights fees, and
because BNSF had already concluded that it could compete under the BNSF Setllemenl
Agreement's tenns. Al.so. UP must pay BNSl- a highei fee thai is also escalated al a higher
percentage uf the RC/\1-(U) loi the tr.ick.ige rights granted lu SP tu solv e the cumpetiliv e
problems ofthe BN'Santa Fe merger Nonetheless, in order tu eliminate the issue. UP agreed to
ailupt the fee .uljuslmenl piuvisiun prupuscd by CMA.
l he URCS adju.stment mechanism was CM.A's idea <"MA's expert witness in
tlK- mcr:.'vr proceedings, I humas I) ( unv lcy, argued fur an .idjustincnl mechanism based un
changes in I 'P's I IRCS costs He tlcsci ibed which URCS cost categories should be included
IK- alsu cvpl.iiiicd how lhe |irucciliirc wiiiikl Wi)ik. using a une-ycar lag "so that the 1997
adiustment vvould be based on the change in costs between 1995 and 1996." CMA-7. Crowley
V.S. at 57 & l - \ . ( f l X -11).
UP agreed to adopt Mr Crowley's proposal and his procedure. We agreed to use
the URCS components lhal Mr. Crowley had identified. We also agreed that the adjustment
should reflect a one-year lag so that the 1997 adjustment vvould bc based on the difference in
UP's 1995 and 1996 system average URCS costs. We recognized that the one-year lag made

sense, because the Board's LJRCS calculations were typically not available until several months
afler the end ofthe year in question. By using a one-year lag, we could adjust the rate and apply
it immediately. This provided certainty lo the tenant and avoided the extra work that retroactive
adjustments would have required. It w as also important lo us that, like the RCAF(U/ adjustment,
the I IRCS adjustment would be a straight fonvard process that relied on a neutral source of data
and that avoided complex computations and adjustments.
To the best uf my knowledge, in the negotiations regarding the CMA Agreement,
neither CMA nor BNSF ever suggested that LT's UR(^S should be modified to exclude the
effects of purchase accounting or the costs of capacity improvements UP had agreed to pay.
Neither CMA nor BNSF ever suggested that the adjustment should be based only on post-merger
[ 'R( S Neither CM.A nur BNSF ever tuld UP that ihcy uiiderstuud the iiiilial trackage rights
fees already included the anticipated effects ofpurcha.se acuunting Neither CMA nor BNSF
ever nicniioiied purchase .iccuiinliiig. "merger premiums." ur anything uf ih.il nature in
cuniiccliun w iih lhe punisiuii fur adjusting trackage righls fees. If CMA or BNSl- had raised
anv ut these issues, I am cerlaiii that Mr Ku.icli wuukl h.ivc mlurmcd nic .iiul the rest ul Ihc UP
leam.
I described UP's understanding uf lhe Ice adjustment provision in my rebuttal
testimony in the nvrger proceeding on Aiinl 29, 1990, less than two weeks afler the parties had
signed the CM/\ Agreemeni. My testiniuny reinforced three points that were clear from the
parties' discussions and Mr. Crowley's testimony: (i) the adjustment vvould be made on July I
of each year; (ii) the adjustment would include a lag period, so the comparison each year would
involve the two preceding years; and (iii) the URCS costs used to calculate the adjustment would
include depreciation and retum on investment.

I believe I accurately reflected the parties' intent in the CMA Agreement. Once
again, UP had. no secret intent. V\ e iniended lo replace the original RCAF(U) adjustment vvith a
new but equally simple means of calculating an annual adjusiment to the already agreed-upon
rates. We intended lo do this by adopting CMA's proposal as reflected in M r Crowley's
statement. Until BNSF began this latest proceeding, no one ever suggested to me that my
statement ofthe parties' agreenient was inaccurate in any respect. 1 am certain that BNSF and
CMA would have objected in 1990 had 1 erred in any way.
111.

THE SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT TO THE BNSF SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT
UP and BNSF signed the Second Supplemental Agreenient to the BNSF

Settlement .Agreement on June 27, |99()

1 he Second Supplemental Agreemeni was designed lo

place mto one dt cum .•nl the atldilions and revisions lo the original BNSF Settlement Agreenient
necessary to implement the ( ' M / \ Agreement, as well as additional changes unilaterally utieivtl
by UP lu adilicss CUIKCIIIS uf shippeis and clanfications negotiated between I IP and BNSl- lu
address issues tint had aiiscn in developing viclailcd implementing agicemcnis fur ihc trackage
rights.
I he iiegutiatiuiis regarding llic Scctuul Supplenieiilal Agreemeni ()ccurivil largely
through the exchange of drafls and telephone calls between Paul A. Conley. Jr.. UP's Assislanl
\ icc i'lcsidcnt-l aw. .UKI Kichaid L Weicher. unc uf BNSI's in-huusc lawyers. I hroughuut the
negotiating piocess, Mr Conley was in cuiiiaci with me and the rest ofthe UP team, and he
appnscd us of all ilevelopments. I review ed every drafi UP provided lo BNSF or vice ver-sa, and
Mr. Conley relayed any comments from his BNSl" counterpart lo me and the rest of lhe UP leam.
l he parties' negutiatiuns were ilelail-oriented and intense, and Mr. Conley called on the people
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BNSF-102

BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD^

Finance Docket No. 32760
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION. UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
- CONTROL AND MERGER SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION. SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY, SPCSL CORP. AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY

BNSF S RESPONSE TO ORDER TO SHOW
CAUSE WHY BNSF-98 PETITION FOR CLARIFICATION
SHOULD NOT BE DISMISSED

The Budington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company ("BNSF") submits this
Response to the Surface Transportation Boaid's directive in Decision No. 96 in this
proceeding that BNSF show cause why its Petition for Clarification of the Trackage
Rights Fee Adjustment Provision (BNSF-98) should not be dismissed.

In its Petition,

BNSF sought a clarification as to whether, as part of the process of the annual
adjustment of the trackage rights fees under Section 12 of the BNSF Settlement
Agreement, BNSF (and denvatively its customers on the UP/SP trackage nghts lines)
should be required to pay trackage nghts fees that are inflated to reflect the purchase
premium that UP paid when it acquired SP and/or to reflect certain merger-related
capital expenditures that were to be solely funded by UP under Section 9(c) of the

Settlement Agreement.

UP filed a Motion t*^ Dismiss the Petition for failure to state a

claim (UP/SP-392).
In its decision, the Board concluded that BNSF had noi submitted evidence that
the two disputed items should be excluded ftom the Section 12 adjustment process.
However, because the Board recognized that "it is important that the trackage rights fee
adjustment mechanism work as intended, so that any increases or decreases in UP's
costs are properly-rrflected in the agreed-upon adjustments to the trackage rights fee",^
the Board afforded BNSF the opportunity to demonstrate that the disputed items should
not be reflected in the Section 12 adjustment factor

Decision No. 96 at 6.

Accofdingly. in this response to the Board's directive and in the attached Verified
Statements of Carl R Ice and Richard E. Weicher who negotiated the BNSF Settlement
Agreement on BNSF's behalf, BNSF shows that the parties to the Settlement
Agreement intended the trackage rights rates to be comprehensive and all-inclusive
reflections of UP's costs, including the SP purchase premium and the merger-related
capital expenditures vvhich UP was to fund

Because these costs were fully accounted

for within the gross ton-mile ("GTM") mill rates set forth in the Settlemeru Agreement,
subsequent adjustments of those rates were not to be based on those items
Further, the CMA Agreement establlshf d a mechanism for adju.sting the GTM
mill rates in accordance with changes in UP's actual maintenance and operating costs
associated with the trackage rights lines. All parties to the CMA Agreement indicated
^
Union Pacific Corporation. Union Pacific Railroad Company, and Missouri Pacific
Railroad Companv—Control and Merger—Southern Pacific '^ail Corporation, Southern
Pacific Transportation Company, St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. SPCSL
Corp.. and The Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company [General
Oversight]. STB Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21), Decision No 21 (STB served
Dec. 20, 2001) (General Oversight Dec. No. 21). slip op at 6.

their concurrence that posf-merger years were to be compared when calculating the
annual changes in UP's URCS costs. It is because UP elected to book the purchase
premium in 1997, rather than 1996 when the acquisition occurred, that this cost is
counted twice in the GTM mill rates.
As shown in the attached Verified Statement of Christopher D. Kent, UP's
proposed methodology for calculating the Section 12 adjusiment factor results in the
comparison of URCS costs from a pre-merger year with URCS costs from a posfmerger year, thereby causing a one-time artificial increase in the GTM mill rates of
approximately 0.2 mills. This comparison of pre-merger costs with post-merger costs
constitutes an impermissible double-counting of the SP purchase premium and the
merger-related capite' expenditures, contrary to the terms and inient of both the BNSF
Settlement Agreement and the CMA Agreement.

Finally, as described the attached

Verified Statement of Denis J. Smith, BNSF s Vice President. Industnal Products
Marketing, this differential between BNSF's and UP s adjustment methodologies can
affect BNSF s competitive presence on the trackage rights lines not only in the nearlerm but also over the 99-year torm of tho BNSF Settlement Agreement
1.

THE BNSF SETTLEMENT AGREEIVIENT: THE PARTIES' INTENT TO ADOPT
COMPREHENSIVE GTM MILL RATES THAT ACCOUNT FOR ALL OF UP S
KNOWN OR ANTICIPATED C O S T S , INCLUDING THE SP MERGER
PREMIUM AND THE M E R G E R - R E L A T E D IMPLEMENTATION C O S T S
The terms for the trackage rights compensation under the BNSF Settlement

Agreement were a critical part of the negotiations between UP/SP and BNSF which took
place in September of 1995
2.

Verified Statement of Carl R. Ice (hereinafter "Ice V S.") at

The purpose of those negotiations was to address and seek to resolve BNSF's

Of position to the UP/SP merger and to reach agreement on the terms under which

BNSF would provide service to preserve the pre-merger competition between UP and
SP that would otherwise be lost as a result of their merger.

Ice V.S. at 1-2, Verified

Statement of Richard E. Weicher (hereinafter "Weicher V S.") at 1.
tt was important to BNSF in the negotiations that BNSF be able, after the UP/SP
merger, to of^er competitive pricing and that the rates of compensation for BNSF
operations on trackage rights lines would not place BNSF at a competitive disadvantage
with UP/SP as the landlord railroad. Ice V.S. at 2; Weicher V S. at 2. In turn, it was
important to UP that the trackage rights

s should reimburse it for all costs associated

with BNSF's trackage rights operations, plus a factor for a reasonable rate of retum on
the capital in the trackage rights lines that BNSF would be using. Ice V S. at 2 And, it
was also important to both parties that, once rates had been agreed upon tl.at would
allow BNSF to provide competitive service and UP to cover its costs associated with
BNSF's operations, their respective interebts would continue to be protected over the
term of the Settlement Agreement

Ice V S at 2-3.*^

As Mr Ice states, the rates agreed to were very close to the upper limit of what
BNSF could accept and still offer competitive service. Ice V S. at 2. Thus, BNSF was
concerned that changes in UP/SP's costs would not enaL.e UP/SP to gam a competitive
advantage and make BNSF noncompetitive for particular movements -

i ^ , the

reductions in costs which UP/SP projected as a result of the merger should be passed

In this regard, John H Rebensdorf, one of UP's principal negotiators in the
settlemei ' discussions, stated in his Verified Statement submitted with the UP/SP
Applicat;
that it was "the intent that tiie trackage nghts rate place both carriers on a
level p i ' , i n g field with neither subsidizing the other," UP/SP-22 at 301. (Copies of
excerpts from pleadings cited herein are attached.)

on to BNSF in tho form of lower GTM mill rates.^ Ice V S. at 2. UP wPS concerned that
it should be able to adjust the rates to account for increases in its costb. Ice V.S. at 2-3.
Aftei €x .,-3ive negotiation, UP/SP and BNSF agreed on GTM mill rates
comparable to other then-currei.. tr-^ckage rights agreements, ice V.S. at 3.'*

Both

UP/SP and BNSF intended that the GTM mill rates vvould be comprehensive and allinclusive. Thus, as Mr. Ice explains, "It was my ur erstand' j of both sides intent that
the GTM mill rales that had been agreed to were comprehensive, and that BNSF would
not be expected to pay increased rates based on costs that were already known and
taken into account in the negotiations." Ice V S. at 4 M r . Ice goes on to explain that
[w]hen BNSF entered negotiations with UP/S'^ concerning
the GTM mill rates, BNSF was aware that UP had agreed to
pay a substantial '•emium above book vaiue to purchase
SP, and we knew that the premium would be an expense
that UP would bear to effect the merger. * * * Nothing in the
negotiations indicated that either party contemplated that the
GTM mill rates would not take account of the purchase
premiu' ^ To the contrary, it was my fundamental belief that
negotiators for both BNSF and UP/SP always intended that
the rates agreed to in the September 1995 negotiations were
inclusive of all of UP's c-3Sts and return on investment in the
In this regard, it was BNSF s position that changes in UP/SP's costs should not
enable UP/SP to gain a competitive rate advantage UP/SP had projected substantial
improvements in efficiency, and it was impoitanf to BNSF that reductions in costs of the
merged entitv should be passed on to BNSF in the form of lower rates for trackage
rights. Ice V S. at 2; Weicher V.S. at 4.
"*
The parties agreed that tne rate for most carload and intermodal traffic would be
3 1 mills per GTM and that the rate for bulk traffic would be 3.0 mills per GTM. The
parties also agreed that the rates would be based on ton-miles rather than car-miles
because it vjas their belief that this would more accurately reflect the actual use made of
the trackage rights lines and thus the resulting expense to UP/SP. This conclusion was
based on the great variation in size and types of cars and their capacity and BNSF's
belief that ton-miles is a more meaningful measure of use. Ice V.S at 3-4.
'
This intent also was expre^^sed by UP s own Mr. Rebensdorf who stated in his
Verified Statement that the "rate is comprehensive." UP/SP-22 at 308.

merged UP/SP, including UP's purchase price for acquiring
SP and those mill rates would no( be .>ubject tc adjustment
in a subsequent year to take account of iheso costs.
Ice V S. at 4-5 (emphasis added). See also Ice V S. .^t 6 (stating that "UP/SP shared
our understanding that UP would be compensated in the GTM mill rates for all of its
costs of any nature").
Mr. Weiche. s Verified Statement also sheds light on the parties' intent with
respect to the "comprehensive" nature of the GTM mill rates:
We viewed the GTM mill rates as covenng
UP/SP's
merger-r( 'ated costs, including merger-related capital
expenditures. I oelieved that the parties agreed that the
GTM mill rates covered all merger-related costs. In other
words. It was intended by BNSF and UP/SP that the GTM
mill rates were comprohensive and were intended to be
inclusive of all the costs of UP/SP associated with the
trackage nghts operations and the UP/SP merger for which
BNSF had any responsibility. There was no basis for adding
an element to reflect additional compensation to UP for the
SP purchase premium or any merger implementation costs.
Weicher V S. at 2-:^.
Thus. BNSF was not to be required to pay any additional amounts nor were the
GTM mill rates to be increased as a result of either the purchase premium or UP/SP's
Hierger-related expenditures.

See Ice V.S. at 7 ("It was BNSF's position dunng our

negotiations that UP/SP shculd bear the full responsibility for these anticipated capita!
expenditures and that the GTM mill rates should not be increased as a result of those
expenditures").
When the parties agreed to the comprehensive GTM mill rates, they specifically
agreed that the initial relationship between GTM mill rates and UP's costs related to the
trackage nghts be maintained throughout the term of the Settlement Agreement:

It is the intention of the parties that rates and charges for
trackage rights and services under this Agreement reflect the
same basic relationship to operating costs as upon
execution of this Agreement.
Section 12 of the Settlement Agreement.
The parties also recognized that the initial GTM mill rates would need to be
subject to adjustment to reflect changes in UP/SP s costs. It was agreed to use 70% of
RCAF-U to enable BNSF to share in UP/SP productivity gains. Ice V.S. at 9; Weicher
V.S. at 4. The parties also recognized the possibility that unforeseen developments
couH cause the adjustment mechanism to be ineffective in achieving the intent of the
parties, and language was included in the Settlement Agreement which piovided either
party with the right to request a review and renegotiation of the adjustment mechanism
every five years. Ice V S. at 9; Weicher V S at 4.
II.

THE CMA AGREEMENT: THE PARTIES'INTENT TO B A S E THE
ADJUSTMENT OF THE RATES ON COMPARISONS OF POST-MERGER
COSTS
In response to cnticism from the Chemical Manufacturers Association (now, the

Amencan Chemistry Council) and others concerning the level of the GTM mill rates as
well as tho use of 70% of RCAF-U as fhe t)asis for the annual adjustments to those
rates, UP/SP, CMA and BNSF negotiated ^nd executed the CMA Agreement in Apnl of
1996. Weicher V.S. at 5. The annual adjustment mechanism was revised by Section 7
of the CMA Agreement which provides:
Section 12 of the BN/Santa Fe Settlement Agreement shall
be amended to provide that BN/Sanla Fe's trackage nghts
fees shall be adjusted upward or downward each year by the
difference between the year in guestion and the preceding
year in UP/SP's system average URCS costs for the
categones of maintenance and operating costs covered by
the fee. CMA or its designee shall have the right to audit the
escalation calculations. (Emphasis added.)

The intent of this revision was to reflect changes in UP/SP's c m maintenance
and operating cosfc. more accurately than was possible using RCAF-U rail industry data.
Weicher V S. at 5-6. i\ was nof the parties' intent that, by using URCS data, UP would
be able to increase the trackage rights rates based on costs that had already been
taken into account in agreeing cn the level of rates, such as the premium that UP was
paying to acquire SP and the merger-related costs covered in the BNSF Settlement
Agreement, Sections 9(c)(i) and 9(c)(iii) See Weicher V S. at 6.
To this end, as the language set forth above reflects. Section 7 of the CMA
Agreement provided for an annual adjustment mechanism in which URCS costs from
one posf-merger year vvould be compared with URCS costs from another posf-merger
year.

However, the methodology which UP uses results in the companson of URCS

costs from what UP has, in effect, booked as a pre-merger year (1996) with URCS
costs from a posf-merger year (1997). See Verified Statement of Christopher D. Kent
^hereinafter "Kent V S.") at 2; see also Weicher V S. at 10-11.
UP's flawed annual adjustment appiooch results from at least two different
factors.

First UP apparently did not book the purchase premium in its 1996 URCS

costs even though UF^ acquired control of S^^ In 1996. This effectively made 1996 a
pre-merger year for purposes of the comparii

i of URCS costs - a development that

was not and could not have been anticipated by BNSF and is contrary to the parties'
clear intent in Section 7 of the CMA Agreement. See Weicher V.S. at 6

Second, UP

modified tne language of the Section 7 revision of the adjustment mechanism in the
Second Supplemental Agreement to alter the practical application of the revised
mechanism

UP's language provided that the GTM miil rates wouid be adjusted on July

10

1 of each year by the difference in the relevant URCS costs for the preceding two years
While BNSF agreed to this change, there was no reason for BNSF to anticipate that UP
would disregard the clear intent and concurrence of the parties that the GTM mill rates
already included the effects of the purchase premium and merger-related costs tor
which UP took sole responsiDility in Section 9(c).^
Accordingly, if pre-merger years are to be used for purposes of the annual
adjustments to the GTM mill rates, appropriate adjustments must be made to the URCS
costs in such years in order to account for the fact that the SP purchase pre.iium and
•he Section 9(c) implementation expenditures which UP was to fund (both of which
would be included in all post-merger years) are not reflected in pre-merger years.
III.

IMPACT OF DISPUTED ITEMS ON GTM MILL RATES
In order to ootermine the impact of the disputed items on the GTM mill rates,

BNSF requested Christopher D. Kent of FTI Consulting, Inc. (i) to identify the
differences between the BNSF-proposed approach to adjusting ihe GTM mill rales and
the approach proposed by UP, and (ii) to quantify the impact of UP s proposal to include
the premium above book value which UP paid for SP in its adjustment of the trackage
6

It should be noted in this regard that, while BNSF executed the Second
Supplemental Agreemeni and has agreed to the continued inclusion of UP s language
in the Restatea and Amended BNSF Settlement Agreement, it was BNSF's expectation
and understanding that the language would be interpreted and applied in such a
manner that all compansons of URCS costs would be between post-merger years See
Weicher V.S at 6-7. This understanding was based on the express language in Section
7 of the CMA Agreement and on the fact that BNSF reasonably understood that UP
would book the purchase premium in 1996, thus making i'. a post-merger yccir. '.-ideed.
It was not until BNSF audited UP's annual rate adjustment calculations in late 2000 that
BNSF first had any indication that UP was interpreting the language in a manner
inconsistent with Section 7 of the CMA Agreement.
Throughout the parties'
negctiations concerning the GTM rate adjustment, BNSF has consistently expressed its
understanding that only URCS costs from post-merger years should be used to make
the annual rate adjustment calculations.
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lights rates effective July 1, 1998. BNSF also requested Mr. Kent to determine whether
UP's approach affects the "basic relationship ' between the trackage rates and UP s
costs.
As shuwr in his Venfied Statement, Mr. Kent estimates that including the SP
purchase premium in the adjustment calculation, in the manner UP proposes, would
increase the GTM mill rates by approximately 0.2 mills. Kent V S. at 3-4. Further, Mr.
Kent has concluded that the UP approach to adjusting the GTM mil! rates results in a
greater deviation from the "basic relationship between the trackage rights rates and
UP's operating costs that existed in September 1995 at the time of the execution of the
BNSF Settlement Agreement than does the use of BNSF s approach Id at 5.
IV.

IMPACT OF DISPUTED ITEMS ON BNSF S COMPETITIVENESS
In Decision No. 96, the Board questioned whether the amount in dispute here

has any significant impact on BNSF s ability to maintain its success in establishing a
competitive presence over the trackage nghts lines. Specifically, the Board noted that
the disputed costs amount to approximately 5.7 to 6.7 percent of tho GTM mill rates and
that, while such increases were not by themselves insignificant, they were misleading in
assessing BNSF's competitiveness with UP since BNSF's trackage righls fees are only
a small part of its overall total costs. Decision No. 96 at b. I iowever. as set forth in the
attached Verified Statement of Denis J. Smith, BNSF s Vice President. Industnal
Products Marketing (hereinafter "Smith V S."), the amounts represented by the disputed
items can readily affect BNSF's competitive presence. As Mr. Smith explains, much of
the traffic ovpr the trackage rights lines is highly sensitive to price and, therefore, even
though many factors ultimately influence competition on the trackage rights lines, pncing
is the most critical in the end. Smith V S. at 2-3. "Over the long-run, an unfavorable
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cost structure (resulting, for instance, from inflated trackage ngnts fees) can (and likely
will) erode BNSF's ability to compete " Id, at 3.
Thus, as Mr. Smith explains, the rate differential caused by the disputed items
can indeed be determinative in BNSF's efforts to compete for traffic. The likelihood that
the disputed rates will affect BNSF s competitiveness has increased with UP's ability to
predict the rates that BNSF can offer over the trackage rights lines. At the beginning of
BNSF's operations over the trackage rights lines, there was a fairly wide range between
the rates offered by BNSF and UP as each earner was feeling out the market and
adjusting its pnce. service and routing offerings to compete with the other carrier. Smith
V S. at 3. Now. however. UP is able to determine the rates which BNSF can offer over
the trackage nghts lines with some accuracy because it knows the GTM mill rates which
BNSF will be required to pay. Accordingly, the range of competitive rate offerings has
narrowed to $25.00 to $50.00 per car. Ibid, This knowledge allows UP to exploit the
cost advantage that it has obtained from the artificially inflated trackage rights rates. As
Mr. Smith explains. "UP essentially knows how low BNSF can take the pnce it offers for
a movement over the trackage rights liries, and it can then simply underbid that price by
S25.0G to $50.00." Ibid.
Moreover, as Mr Smith further explains, the rale differential caused by the
amount in dispute (approximately 0.2 mills or 5 to 6 percent of the rates) can cause rate
quotation differentials in the $25 00 to $50 00 per car range where the parties currently
compete and can be expected to compete in the long run

Smith V S. at 3-4.

For

instance, a move over the Central Corridor between Stockton, CA and Denver, CO
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would result in a reduction of about S46.00 per car.^

Similarly, for a move from

Houston, TX to East St. Louis, IL, the disputed amount would result .n a reduction of
cbout 330.00 per car

On moves from Denver, CO to Fernley, NV and Ogden, UT, the

disputed amount would result in reductions of approximately $38.00 and $21.00,
respectively

Id. at 4.

UP has itself recognized in the Confidential Appendice«^ attached to its July 2,
2001 Fifth Annual Report in the general oversight proceeding (UP/SP-384) that rate
differentials in the range of $25.00 to $50.00 per car can in fact be determinative. For
instance, in Appendices B and C to its Report, UP has identified numerous movements
where either BNSF or UP red .iced its rates by amounts in the range of $25.00 to $75.00
to secure or retain traffic which the other carrier was competing to carry

Similarly, UP

cited other instances where it was forced to reeze its rates in order to prevent BNSF
from successfully gaming the traffic.

In those situations, any rate differential can be

determinative of which carrier will win the business

Copies of UP's Confidential

Appendices B and C from its July 2, 2001 Fifth Annual Report are included in the
Confidential Appendix filed herewith
Thus, the rate differential at issue here can have a significant effect on BNSF's
competitiveness.
V.

CONCLUSION
As established above and in the Verified Statements of Messrs. Ice and Weicher.

the relationship between the GTM mill rates which BNSF pays for its use of the UP/SP

The rates cited in the text include both the movement of a loaded 286,000 pound
car as well as the empty return move. In this regard, for most carload commodities, the
trend is to larger and heavier shipments
14
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trackage ights lines and UP's costs associated with those lines is critical to BNSF's
ability to provide effective and efficient competitive service as a replacement for SP.
The GTM mill lates were intended by both UP and BNSF to be comprehensive and allinclusive, and the parties set forth their intent that the relationship between the rates
and UP's costs was to be maintained

While the mechanism for the adjustment of the

rates was revised to better track UP's costs associated with the trackage rights in
response to criticism from CMA and others, the adoption of an adjustment mechanism
based on the comparison of UP URCS maintenance and operating costs was not
intended to enable UP to incorporate the purchase premium it paid for SP and the
Section 9(c) merger-related capital expenditures it was to solely fund into the
adjustment process in such a manner that there would be a double-counting of those
costs. Indeed, the parties clearly intended that the companson of URCS costs would be
made using post-merger years only, and. to the extent UP reads the revised language
of Section 12 of the BNSF Settlement Agreement to allow for the comparison of premerger URCS costs with post-merger URCS costs, such a reading is clearly contrary to
the language of Section 7 of tho CMA Agreement and the parties' intent.
The resolution of the issue presented by BNSF's Petition for Clanfication is
important to BNSF's competitive presence on the trackage rights lines. The differential
between BNSF's and UP s adjustment methodologies is significant in terms of lhe
current competition between the two carriers on the trackage rights lines as it has
developed, and it will be significant over the 99-year term of the BNSF Settlement
Agreement as well.
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Accordingly, BNSF respectfully requests that the Board clarify that the SP
purchase premium and the merger-related capital expenditures that UP was to solely
fund may not be included in the Section ' 2 adjustment process as UP proposes
because doing so would violate the express language of Section 7 of the CMA
Agreement and the parties' intent that the GTM mill rates were to be comprehensive
and all-inclusive.
Respectfully submitted.
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VERIFIED STATEMENT
OF
JOHN H. REBENSDORF
My name is John H. Rebensdorf. I am Vice President-Strategic Planning for
Union Pacific Railroad Company. I hold a Bachelor's Degree in Civil Engineering from the
University of Nebraska and a Master's Degree in Business Administration from Harvard
University. Before coming to Union Pacific, I was employed as a management consultant
by Temple, Barker and Sloane. I have worked in the Mechanical Department of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Raiiroad and in the Operating and Engineering Department
of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad. I joined Union Pacific in 1971 as
Manager cf Budget Research

I became Assistant Controller in 1976, Assistant Vice

President-Planning & Analysis in 1980, Assislanl Vice President-Finance in 1984 and was
appointed to my present position in 1987.
The purpose of my statement is to describe the settlement agreement that
was reached between UP and SP, on the one hand, and BN/Santa Fe, on the other hand,
on Septemt>er 25, 1995. I will review the background of the settlement agreement and the
underlying negotiations and describe the key previsions of the agreement, including the
rights granted and the compensation terms.
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overhead trackage nghts on BN'Santa Fe's line between West Memphis and Presley
Junction in Arkansas.
Finally, some provisions of the Agreement resolved outstanding issues of
concern that have no connection with the merger - also adding to competition in the
process. These included operating rights in Northern Wisconsin for UP/SP to resolve
access to the MERC dock at Superior as well as direct access to the DWP and DMIR ?t
Pokegama, Wisconsin. BNLSanta Fe, on the other hand, was granted ti.? right to purchc.
UP's line between Dallas and Waxahachie, Texas, in order to consolidate maintenance
and operating responsibility on this track which is part of BN/Santa Fe's main iine between
Houston and Dallas.
Ill-

Compensation Terms
My objective in negotiating the trackage rights compensation terms was to

ensure that Union Pacific would be fairly reimbursed for the maintenance and operating
expense associated with BN/Santa Fe's trackage rights operations, and would receive a
reasonable return on the capital tied up in the lines whose capacity BN/Santa Fe would
be partially using

It was my intent that the trackage nghts rate place both carriers on a

level playing field with neither subsidizing the other. I am confident these goals were
reached.
The rates ultimately agreed to were the result of arm's-length negotiation with
a considerable give and take between the parties There were several possible starting
points for the rate negotiation.
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One starting point, which until recently has been traditional in joint facility
arrangements, would have been to allocate the actual cost of maintenance and operation
between the parties on the basis of their relative usage together with an appropnate
"interest rental" factor to provide a return to capital. The Commission has found that, to
cover full economic costs, the interest rental factor must be based on the replacement cost
of the property times the current cost of capital.
\nother starting point was to establish a flat rate. Clerical work and expense
associated with traditional joint facility arrangements are substantial, and railroads are
increasingly moving to flat rate compensation for these facilities. We and EN/Santa Fe
were in agreement that a flat rate was the best altemative.
I began my consideration of an appropriate fiat rate by reviewing flat rates
in other agreements that the parties had recently negotiated. The most recent flat rates,
and ones that were before the Commission when it approved the BN'Santa Fe merger,
were the rates included in the settlement agreement reached between SP and BN/Santa
Fe in connection with the BN'Santa Fe merger

In fact, the rater we ultimately negotiated

were, for intermodal and carload business, lower than the rates in the SP-BN Santa Fe
agreements.
The most impc ,ani consideration from our standpoint was to recover
UP/SP's cost of maintaining and operating the joint UP/SP-BN'Santa Fe track. I believe
that the rates negotiated wilh BN/'Sanla Fe vwll cover the relevant costs. However, UP/SP
is still exposed to significant risk. The risk results from the fact that the rates apply
systemwide and reflect systemwide average costs.

In some instances, the cost of
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nr^intaining a particular line segment will be greater than systemwide costs, and in other
cases if may be lower. However, several of tlie line segments in question involve some
of the highest-maintenance portions of UP's and SP's systems. These include the UP and
SP lines along the Gulf Coast, SP's line through the Rocky Mountains between Denver
and Salt Lake City, SP's line through the Sierra Nevada Mountains over Donner Pass, and
the former WP line through the Feather River Canyon in California.
The Gulf Coast lines are prone to flooding from hurricanes and other tropical
storms. The terrain they cover is low lying and wet, requiring numerous bridges and
shortening the life of wooden cross ties. In the Rockies and Sierra Nevadas, the grades
and curvature inherent to mountain railroading increase wear and tear on the track
structure. Tunnels, snowsheds, cuts and fills must also be maintained
leads to higher costs.

Weather also

For example, 24-hour-a-day snow removal is occasionally a

necessity on Donner Pass. The Feather River Canyon is also subject to floods and slides.
In fact, at certain times hi-rail vehicles must precede all trains in the Feather Ri/er Canyon
to check .

ock slides.
The settlement agreement does not restrict the traffic BN/Santa Fe can

handle over these nghts. BN'Santa Fe can - and likely will - choose to route quite a bit of
east-west traffic over the Central Corndor rights. For example, the rights will shorten
BN/Santa Fe's mileages in numerous corndors as described in Mr. Peterson's statement.
These mileage savings

387 miles between Oakland and Denver; 664 miles between

Oakland and the Tvi^n Cities) will likely lead to the rerouting over these lines of substantial
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traffic that is unrelated to the " 2 - t o - r situations at which the rights were principally
focused.
The rates in the settlement agreement are shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1
Trackage Rights Compensation
(mills per ton-mile)
Keddie-Stockton/Richmond

All Other Lines

3.48
3.0

3.1
3.0

Intermodal and Carload
Bulk (67 cars or more of
one commodity in one
car type)

I want to address three likely questions about these rates before discussing
them in more detail. First, why is the rate different for intermodal and carload traffic as
compared to bulk traffic? Second, why is the intermodal and carload rate higher for the
Keddie-Stocktoa/Richnx)nd segment than tor other lines? Third, why is the rate based on
lon-miles rather than car-miies?
1.

The rate is different for intermodal and carload traffic as compared to bulk

traffic. Certain expenses of maimer ance and operation such as dispatching and signal
operation are traditionally costed on a train mile basis Spreading these expenses over
all traffic on the basis of gross ton-miles will lead to bulk commodities beanng a
disproportionately high share of these expenses The extra one-tenth of a mill charged to
intermodal and carload business more properly allocates expenses between the two
categories of traffic.
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2.

The intermodal and carload rate is higher for the Keddie-Stocktor.'Richmond

segment than for other lines. The rate for the rights between Keddie-Stockton/Richmond
were set at 3.48 mills per ton-mile because this l.ne segment is unquestionably a very high
maintenance area and will handle BN/Santa Fe's north-south traffic in the so-called "1-5
Corridor" as well as some transcontinental business of both railroads. Accordingly, in this
one instance, we negotiated a higher rate for a territory we felt would clearly incur high
levels of traffic requiring correspondingly high levels of maintenance and expense.
3.

The rate is based on ton-miles rather than car-miles. We used gross ton-

miles as the basis for assessing the charges tiecause it most accurately reflects the actual
use made of the facility, and therefore the resulting expense.
Turning back to the rates themselves, they are not only cost-based, but
reflect rates recently negotiated between SP and BN/Santa Fe as well as rates found in
other recently negotiated joint facility agreements between UP and parties other than
BN/Santa Fe.
Table 2 lists recent flat rate agreements involving UP, SP and BN/Santa Fe.
Included in italics in Table 2 is the 3.0-3.1 mill per ton-mile rate applicable to the
settlement agreement, which has been converted to a car-mile rate for ease of
companson.^ Also converted to a car-mile rate is the mill-per-gross-ton-mile charge from

^
The conversii n was based on a 100-ton load and 100% empty return. The
actual rate will depend on tne lading weight and the empty return associated with a given
move. The 3.48 mill per ton-mile rate applicable to the Keddie-Stockton/Richmond line
segment produces a higher car-mile rate, in the $0.i?8 range. It applies to only a small
percentage of the overall trackage .'•ights. Even this rate is not out of line with the recent
agreements.
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the 1995 agreement between BN/Santa Fe and SP.
Table 2
Rates In Other Recent Trackage Rights Agreements

Date

Landlord

Tenant

Location

Miles

1994 Rate
Per Car Mile

1990
1990
1986
1990
1990
1990
1992
1986
1995
1995
1995

IC
UP
UP
BN
NS
UP
SP
UP
Bf^Santa Fe
UP/SP
BN/Santa Fe

SP
CP
DME
SP
SP
SP
SO
CP
SP
BNISanta Fe
UP

IL
MN
IA
KC-Chi
MO
TX
TX
MN
Various
Various
KS

48
25
48
465
25
96
10
10
2,108
3.968
139

$0.45
$0.36
0.34
0.28
0.27
0.27
0.27
0 24
0.24-0.28
0.24-0.25
0.20

As can be seen, the rates of $0.22 to $0.25 per car mile applicable to the settlement
agreement are at the low end of rates found in other recent joint facility agreements.
Thp lates can also be viewed in comparison to costs developed using the
Uniform Rail Costing System ("URCS"). A weighted average ot UP and SP costs was used
because 56 percent of the BN/Santa Fe trackage nghts mileage will be over SP lines and
44 percent will be over UP lines. On a weighted average basis, the rates will cover
between 143% (at the 3.0 mill rate) and 148% (at the 3.1 mill rate)^ of what URCS defines
as the system average variable cost of the so-called "M&O" (maintenance and operations)
functions

that

a

trackage

nghts

landlord

must

perform

(ajj,,

track

maintenance/dispatching).

At the 3.48 mill per ton-mile rate the coverage of variable cost is 166%
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URCS variable cost includes only a percentage of all the costs associated
with maintaining and operating the track. The balance of these costs is treated by URCS
as fixed in the short term. However, given the permanent nature of these rights, i believe
the coverage of full costs is important because over the long-run, as will be the case with
these rights, ali costs become variable.

UP/SP must recover these costs to avoid

subsidizing BN/Santa Fe's operations. Moreover, the URCS variable cost computation
includes only 50% of the book value of the assets involved, and reflects nfl return on the
other half of the book value, or on the difference between the book value and the current
value of the assets. An economic retum on the current value of assets must ultimately be
earned if a railroad is to continue replacing its plant and stay in business and even URCS
fully allocated cost includes only retum to capital on the basis of 100% of the book value
of the assets, not replacement cost. Looking at these rates on the basis of URCS fully
allocated ccsts, again on a weighted average basis, the ratio of the trackage rights fee to
our expense drops to 75% (at the 3.0 mill rate) and 77% (at the 3.1 mill rate).* I believe
these rates wil! be sufficient, but only marginally so, for UP/SP to receive a sufficient return
from BN/Santa Fe's trackage nghts fees to ensure that UP/SP is not investing its capital
to subsidize BN/Santa Fe's operations.
The rates are also subject to adjustment, upward or downward.

The

adjustment will be undertaken annually by applying 70% of the Unadjusted Rail Cost
Adjustment Factor (RCAF-U) to the rates

RCAF-U is the most commonly utilized index

for measuring railroad inflation. The RCAF-U Index is developed by the Association of

A; the 3.48 mill per ton-mile rate the coverage of fully allocated costs is 87%.
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American Railroads from audited data that is supplied by the Class I railroads, and is
approved by the Commission. The use of RCAF-U is appropriate because productivity has
been driven more by initiatives in areas such as crew consist and fuel conservation than
in the area of maintenance of way. To use a productivity-adjusted RCAF would, among
numerous other serious deficiencies, reflect productivity gains that would not reduce
maintenance of way costs -- which are the pr ncipal costs covered by the trackage rights
fees. Using a percentage of RCAF-U as the adjustment mechanism is also common in
long term agreements.

Here, the 70% factor shares some productivity gams

with

BN/Sa.ita Fe without disincenting UP/SP from making investments (such as tc purchase
high production maintenance o' way equipment) that will improve maintenance of way
efficiency -- investments which must earn an adeauate return.
In looking at the relationship between this fee and the cost structures of the
two earners, one must aiso bear in mind three pomts. First, the fee is comprehensive
Second, the fee represents only one component of total operating expense, the balance
being equipment, fuel, labor, switching and related overheads. Third, because very few
moves will involve solely the trackage rights lines, the fee will be further diminished as a
fraction of BN/Santa Fe's total cost.
1.

The rate is comprehensive. It includes all day-to-day maintenance of the

right-of-way, track, ties, bridges, turnouts, subgrade, signals, and communication systems.
Replacement of the existing plant including rail relays, tie replacements and bridge
replacements is also included. All dispatching expense and the overhead associated with
maintenance and operation is also included.
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Blsl^Santa Fe's responsibility for capacity-related improvements is also quite
limited. However, there is no limitation on BN/Santa Fe's nght to use capacity-related
improvements for which it bears no financial responsibility. Specifically, BN/Santa Fe has
no responsibility for capacity improvements related to the merger, or for aoy capacity
improvemenL whether merger-related or not, mad 3 during the first 18 months of operation
Finally, BN/Santa Fe will have no responsibility for the first $25 million worth of capital
expenditures for which it would otherwise have shared responsibility. The settlement
agreement calls for establishing a capacity-related capital reserve fund to be drawn down
to cover those first $25 million of capacity-related capital expenditures. Accordingly, it will
not be until 18 months after BN'Santa Fe has begun trackage rights operations that it will
tiegin to fund any capacity-related improvements and even the first $25 million of those will
be funded out of a capital reserve fund. This total relief from capital expenditures at the
inception of trackage rights operations will be a real advantage to BN/Santa Fe in building
its trackage rights traffic base.
The sorts of capital projects that BN/Santa Fe ultimately will be responsible
for will include its usage share of projects such as upgrading a signal system from
automatic block signals to centralized traffic control, adding CTC and universal crossovers
to double track; constructing new sidings; and lengthening existing sidings. However, as
I have stated above, BN/Santa Fe will only b i responsible for these expenses if they
(a) are not merger-related, (b) take place more than 18 months after implementation of
trackage rights operations and (c) exceed the $25 million capital reserve fund.
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2.

The trackage rights fee is only one element of cosL but a cost both earners

must incur in competing. The balance of operating costs are up to each individual carrier.
These costs include locomotives, equipment crews, fuel and terminal support services.
3.

Finally, the trackage rights fee is important, but from BN/Santa Fe's

perspective, it will only represent a sn^all portion of total costs for most moves. Few moves
will involve a haul solely over the trackage rights lines. In most cases, BN/Santa Fe will
utilize its own existing routes -- often for the great majonty of the overall haul - in
conjunction with the trackage rights lines.

A good example is the Keddie-Stockton

segment which will give BN/Santa Fe single-line routes in the 1-5 Corridor. Betv;een
Spokane and Los Angeles, this segment at 183 miles, will be only 12.4% of BN/Santa Fe's
total mileage (1,478 miles). On this move, only 4.2% of BN Santa Fe's URCS vanable cost
would be attributable to the trackage rights fee. The trackage rights fee as a percentage
of total variable and fully allocated cost is shown in Table 3 for Spokane-Los Angeles and
several other representative moves;
Table 3
Trackage Rights Fee as a
Percentage of Total Cost

MQ^
Spokane-LA
Chicago-Eagle Pass
Denver-Oakland
PRB-LCRA*

Total
Miles
1,478
1,487
1,383
1,468

Trackage
Ri5Hl5_Miifis
183
357
1,383
115

Trackage Rights Fees
as a % of Total Variable/
Fully Allocated Costs
4.2/3.1
7.1/5.5
33.b/27.2
4.0/3.0

• Powder River Basin to Lower Colorado River Authority Power Plant at Halsted, TX.
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In conclusion, the trackagerightscharges are fair. They are cost-based and
also reflective of rates in similar agreements. They will ensure that UP/SP can cover the
costs attributable to BN/Santa Fe's operations and will not result in either carrier's
subsidizing the other.
IV.

Line Sale Purchase Prices
The Settlement Agreement calls for three line sales. They are: (1) UP's line

between Keddie and Bieber, California; (2) UP's line between Dallas and Waxahachie,
Texas; and (3) SP's line between lowa Junction and Avondale, Louisiana, including
terminal facilities in the New Orleans area. The purchase prices for these segments are
$30 million, $20 million, and $100 million, respectively.

As with the trackage nghts

compensation, these purchase prices were the subject of arm's-length negotiation. They
simply reflect what a willing buyer, BN'Santa Fe, would pay a willing seller, UP/SP, for
these properties.
In the case of the Dallas-Waxahachie and Avondale-lowa Junction sales,
UP/SP reta.'-ed trackage rights over those lines. The trackage nghts will be subject to the
same terms as applied to BN/Santa Fe operations over the rights it was granted by UP/SP.
BN'Santa Fe can also elect not to purchase these lines and operate instead via trackage
rights. In the case of lhe Avondale-lowa Junction and Dallas-Waxahachie segments,
trackage rights would tie covered by tho compensation terms applicable to other trackage
rights line segments. The Keddie-Bieber trackage rights charges would, however, be
allocated "on a typical joint facility basis." Since BN/Santa Fe will become the sole user
of this line should it choose not to purchase the line, we felt it reasonable that BN/Santa
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VERIFIED STATEMENT OF CARL R. ICE
I.

BACKGROUND
I am Executive Vice President and Chief Operations Officer for The Buriington

Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company ("SNSF"). I was appointed to this position in
December 2000.
t began my career in the railroad industry with The Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railway Company ("Santa Fe") in the industnal engineenng department in 1979. I
later held positions in operations, finance and information systems.

In 1992, I was

named Vice Preside.it - Administration. I became Vice President - Carioad Business
Unit in January 1994 and was named Vice President - Executive in July of the same
year.

In January 1996 after the merger of Buriington Northern and Santa Fe, I was

appointed Vice President and Chief Mechanical Officer of BNSF
President Operations NortI

I became Vice

in January 1999 and was promoted to Senior Vice

President Operations in June 1999.
I received a Bachelor of Science degree in industnal engineering from Kansas
State University. I am a member of the Institute of Industrial Engineers.
II.

THE BNSF SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
I was

BNSF's

principal

negotiator, assisted

by Richard

E

Weicher,

in

negotiations for the settlement agreement executed between BNSF and Union Pacific
on September 25, 1995 ("BNSF Settlement Agreemeni"), in connection with the
proposed merger of UP and SP. The purpose of the negotiations, which took place
over several weeks in September 1995, was to attempt to resolve BNSF's opposition to
the UP/SP merger and to reach agreement with UP on the role BNSF would play if the
parties vvere to agree that BNSF would be the carrier to address the competitive issues
33

raised by the merger.

This would include the terms by which BNSF would provide

service to preserve the pre-merger competition between UP and SP that would
otherwise be lost as a result of their merger.
A.

The Gross Ton Mile Mill Rates

The terms of compensation for the trackage rights under the BNSF Settlement
Agreement were a critical part of those negotiations and were the subject of intense
arms-length discussions.

UP/SP's position was that the trackage rights fee should

reimburse UP/SP for ail the costs associated with BNSF's trackage rights operations,
not just iirect out-of-pocket costs for operation and maintenance of the trackage rights
lines that BNSF would be using. BNSF's position was that the rates should be at levels
that would enable BNSF to offer competitive pricing, taking into account all of ou. costs,
and would be comparable to other then-curreni trackage rights agreements.

We

emphasized that the rates of compensation should not place BNSF at a disadvantage in
competing with UP/SP as the landlord railroad.
In addition to the rates of compensation, the parties also agreed thaf their
respective interests should continue to be protected over the term of the Settlement
Agreement.

As with any riegotiation, we had to find a rale that would work for both

parties. In my view, the agreed upon GTM mill rates were very close to the upper limit
that BNSF could accept and still offer competitive service. Consequently, any increases
later could make us noncompetitive for particular moves.

UP/SP had projected

substantial improvements in efficiency, and it was important to BNSF that reductions in
costs of the merged entity should be passed on to BNSF in the form of lower rates for
trackage rights.

UP/SP took the position that, once it had agreed on rates to cover
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costs associated with BNSF's operations, it should be able to adjust the rates to
account for increases in its costs. At the time, it was apparent that BNSF s primary
concern was that the trackage rights rates should, over time, reflect reductions in
UP/SP's costs, and UP/SP was more concerned that the rates should take account of
increases in its costs.
Although our specific interests differed, we were able to agree in principle on all
major issues in the negotiations. In this recard, I agree with the sta*3ment made in the
Verified Statement of John H. Rebensdorf. one of UP's principal negotiators in our
settlement discussions, which was submitted with the UP/SP Application, when he said
that it was "the intent that the trackage rights rate place both carriers on a level playing
field with neither subsidizing the other." UP/SP-22 at 301.
With respect to the form of compensation for trackage rights use, it was agreed
between UP/SP and BNSF that a defined, flat rate would be used. This is distinguished
from compensation based on periodic shanng of expenses, as is common in some joint
facilities and other methods. To determine tho appropriate flat rate, we reviewed flat
rates in other recent trackage rights agreemc nts that the parties had entered. These
included the flat rates in fhe then-rocent settlement agreement reached between SP
and BN/Santa Fe in connection with the BN/Santa Fe merger.

After significant

discussion and negotiation, the parties agreed that the rate, expressed in mills per gross
ton-mile ("OTM"), for most carioad and intermodal traffic would be 3.1 mills per GTM
and that the rate for bulk traffic would be 3.0 mills per GTM.
The parties alsc agreed that the rates would be based on ton-miles rather than
car-miles because it was our belief that this would more accurately reflect the actual use
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made of the trackage rights lines and thus the resulting expense to UP/SP.

This

conclusion was based on the great variation in size and types of cars and their capacity
and our belief that ton-miles is a more meaningful measure of use.
It was my understanding of both sides' intent that the GTM mill rates that had
been agreed to were comprehensive, and that BNSF would not be expected to pay
increased rates based on costs that were already known and taken into account in the
negotiation.

UP's intent in this regard is reflected in Mr Rebensdorfs Verified

Statement where he stated that the "rate is comprehensive.' UP/SP-22 at 308.
BNSF agreed with this because, through the GTM mill rates, it was paying for its
use of UP s capital in the trackage rights lines. It was my conviction and understanding
that these GTM mill rates specifically included all of UP's costs - both short-term as well
as long-term costs - that had anything to do with capital maintenance, near-term
capacity improvements, or consummation and implementation of its merger ~ re,, all
costs of any kind whatsoever.
B.

The Parties' Intent

When BNSF entered negotiations with UP/SP concerning the GTM mill rates,
BNSF was aware that UP had agreed to pay a substantial premium above book value to
purchase SP, and we knew that the premium would be an expense that UP would bear
to effe t the merger.

UP's August 3, 1995 press release announcing the merger had

valued the transaction at $5,4 billion, and SP s 1994 Annual Report reflected a book
value of approximately $4.15 billion.
The negotiations occurred after UP's acquisition of SP had been negotiated
between those parties and after the terms of that acquisition had been set. By the same
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token the negotiations under way between BNSF and UP/SP were on the terms of a
possible settlement under which BNSF would not oppose the merger if it acquired
sufficient conditions of value to BNSF that would address the competitive impacts of
UP's merger with SP. These were rights which could only be implemented and become
effective if that merger was approved and had already been consummated. Cleariy, we
believed that the GTM mill rates included any effect of the merger.
Nothing in the negotiations indicated that either party contemplated that the GTM
mill rates would not take account of the purchase premium

To the contrary, it was my

fundamental belief that nrgotiators for both BNSF and UP/SP always intended that the
rates agreed to in the September 1995 negotiations were inclusive of atl of UP's costs
and return on investment in the merged UP/SP, including UP's purchase pnce for
acquiring SP, and those mill rates would not be subject to adjustment in a subsequent
year to take account of these costs
This intent is reflected in our agreement that the GTM mill rates would stay in the
"same basic relationship" to "operating costs" throughout the life of the BNSF
Settlement Agreement Section 12 of the Agreement states: "It is the intention of the
parties that the rates and charges for trackage rights and service under this Agreement
shall reflect the same basic relationship to operating costs as upon execution of this
Agreement."

This provision was in the very first draft of the Settlement Agreement,

which was prepared by BNSF on September 19, 1995, and provided to UP

The

provision identifies a relationship between the GTM mill rates and UP s operating costs,
and provides that it is the parties intent that the relationship should remain the same
throughout the term as it was at execution.
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During the negotiations, both sides had cost experts available and were
considering their costs in relation to the levels of GTM mill rates.

BNSF made an

evaluation of the impact of the GTM mill rates cn our cost structure and whether BNSF
could be competitive at those rates. It is my belief that UP/SP s representatives were
making comparable analyses of their costs, although we did not share the results with
each other.
We knew the 3.1 mill rate per GTM was higher than UP/SP's direct operating
costs because it covered all their costs of every nature.

It thus cleariy was BNSF's

intent and belief that the GTM rate included more than UP's operating costs and
covered items such as return on investment, capita! maintenance and merger
implementation. Since we did not exchange the cost data used in these compansons
with UP/SP, I do not know UP/SP s precise internal calculus for understanding that
relationship, but I <irn confident from the course of negotiation and the language agreed
upon in the final sentence of Section 12. quoted above, that UP/SP shared our
understanding that UP would be compensated in the GTM mill rates for all of its costs of
any nature.
It IS my understanding that LJP now takes the position that the premium above
book value that it paid to acquire SP should be taken into account in the annual
adjustment to the trackage nghts rates, effective July 1, 1998. I believe that both sides
intended in September 1995 that the return and depreciation on all UP/SP assets
including this purchase premium were fully taken into account when we negotiated and
agreed on the rates. Inclusion of the purchase premium in UP's URCS costs used in
the annual adjustment mechanism would disrupt the basic relationship between the
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GTM mill rates and operating costs because, at the time of execution of the Settlement
Agreement, the purchase premium was already encompassed in tho amount of the
GTM mill rates. In other words, UP's adjustment of the GTM mill rates, effective July
1998, would result in a form of double-counting of the purchase premium paid for SP
since the premium has been in the GTM mill rates since the execution of the BNSF
Settlement Agreement.

The inevitable result of such an adjustment of the GTM mill

rates is to disrupt their relationship to the "operating costs",

and defeat the guiding

principle of the adjustment process that the same basic relationship" be maintained.
We also knew in September 1995 that UP/ SP planned to undertake numerous
capital expenditures necessary to imptement the proposed merger

11 was BNSF s

position during our negotiations that UP/SP should bear the full responsibility for these
anticipated capital expenditures and that the GTM mill rates should not be increased as
a result of those expenditures

Accordingly, BNSF negotiated for and received a

commitment from UP/SP that UP/SP would Dear the cost of atl capacity improvements
necessary to implement the merger as outlined in the Operating Plan submitted with the
Application

BNSF Settlement Agreement, § 9(c)(i).

In addition, while the Settlement Agreement provided in Section 9(c)(ii) that any
capacity improvements to the trackage rights lines other than those covered by Section
9(c)(1) would be shared by the parties based on their respective usage of the trackage
nghts line in question, the Agreement provided in Section 9(c)(iii) that BNSF would not
be required lo share in the cost of any capital improvements for 18 months following
UP's acquisition of control of SP.
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In addition, UP/SP agreed in Section 9(c)(iv) of the Settlement Agreement to set
up a capital reserve fund which was to be used to pay for the first $25 million worth of
capital expenditures for which BNSF would otherwise have had shared responsibility.
At the time the BNSF Settlement Agreement was negotiated and executed, we
knew that UP/SP contemplated and would spell out their capital improvements related
to the merger, and it was very important to me that BNSF not pay for those expenses
beyond the agreed level of GTM mitt rates.

We could not have '.ny additional

responsibility for expenses to facilitate the merger and. at the same time, step into the
shoes of SP as an effective competitor to a merged UP/SP.
These provisions which decreed that BNSF was not to be required to contribute
to merger implementation costs and that adjustments to the GTM mill rates were not to
disrupt the relationship of these rates to operating costs were crucial to us

Both parties

wanted something to make it clear that this relationship was tc be maintained, but this
was probably even more fundamental to BNSF. For UP, it was a matter of dollars. For
BNSF, it was a matter of maintaining our competitive capabilities. In the end, we knew
that we had to have trackage nghts rates that worked to keep us an effective
competitor.

Without such rates, the trackage rights were meaningless to us.

The

overarching concept was that we needed to stay competitive, and by ils nature this was
more important to us than to UP. We took the obligation to be an effective competitor
very seriously. We knew we were near the upper limit of what would be an acceptable
trackage rights fee, and we had to make it clear that we could not be charged for other
elements and that there should be enough capacity on these lines, at UP's expense, for
BNSF to operate effectively.
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C.

The Adjustment Mechanism

The parties recognized that the initial GTM mill rates should be subject to
adjustment, upward or downward, for changes in UP's costs that were not known or
contemplated at the time of the negotiations. We negotiated at length over the proper
adjustment of the GTM rates. Initially, we discussed the various types of indices used in
the industry for measuring railroad inflation. We agreed upon annually applying 70% of
the Unadjusted Rail Cost Adjustment Factor ("RCAF-U"). By using 70% of the RCAF-U
(rather than the fully productivity-adjusted RCAF ( RCAF-A")). the parties agreed to
share some of any productivity gains UP achieved.
As discussed above, both UP/SP and BNSF had determined, after i.iternal
review and analysis, that the agreed-upon GTM mill rates would enable UP/SP to
recover its costs, including a return on its capital or contribution to fixed costs, and
would enable BNSF to compete effectively. Nevertheless, we recognized the possibility
that unforeseen developments could cause the adjustment mechanism, as written, to be
ineffective in achieving the intent of the parties

Thus, we agreed to include language in

the Settlement Agreement which provided either party with the nght, which could be
exercised every fifth year, to request a joint review of the operation of the adjustment
mechanism and to renegotiate its application.

The purpose of this review and

renegotiation process was not to overiap or interfere with the annual adjustment
process but, rather, to provide an agreed mechanism for renegotiating the terms of the
Settlement Agreement. As Mr. Rebensdorf stated in his Rebuttal Verified Statement,
this "truing mechanism" was "designed to ensure that costs do not get out of line with
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the trackage rights charges." UP/SP-231, Vol, 2, Part C at 9-10. Again, protecting this
relationship was fundamental to protecting our ability to compete.
Thus, in my view, the above language in Section 12 providing for periodic review
of the adjustment mechanism, the provisions of Section 9(c) dealing with capital
improvements, and the whole basis of negotiation cf the GTM mill rates themselves all
demonstrate the clear intention of the parties that the GTM mill rates were to reflect ail
costs of any kind of associated with the trackage rights operations and the UP system,
including UP's acquisition of and merger with SP.
In summary, the GTM mill rates were intended to be crmprehensive. They were
at the maximum of what we could afford to pay and still be competitive. The clauses
that reflect ihe importance of the adjustment mechanism maintaining the same
relationship of the GTM mill rates to operating costs and that specifically exclude any
contnbution by BNSF to capital improvements to implement the UP/SP merger were to
keep us from becoming less competitive.
relationship not be denigrated

Philosophically, it was important that this

It would be a distortion of that entire intent to use an

adjustment mechanism that would make BNSF any less competitive by reftecting any
form of the costs of UP's merger implementation, whether to reflect a purchase
accounting premium, specific capital investments to implement the UP/ SP merger or
otherwise.
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VERIFICATION

I, Cari R. Ice, verify under penally oi perjury under the laws of the United
States that the foregoing is true and correct. Further, I certify that I am qualified
and authorized to file this Verified Statement.
Executed on M

--'-^ . '^002.

Carl R. Ice
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VERIFIED STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. WEICHER
I.

BACKGROUND
I am Vice President and Senior Regulatory Counsel ^or The Buriington Northern

and Santa Fe Railway Company ("BNSF"), and have held this position since June 1999.
I joined the Law Department of The Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company
("Santa Fe") in 1974 and was named General Counsel for Santa Fe in 1989,

I

subsequently became Vice President and General Counsel of BNSF in October 1995,
I have worked in the areas of regulatory practice, administrative litigation and
transactions in the railroad business throughout my career, including the merger of
Buriington Nortt ern and Santa Fe in 1995, and BNSF s participation in the settlement
agreements botween BNSF and Union Pacific imposed as conditions to the merger of
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific in 1996,
I received a bachelor of arts degree from Holy Cross College in 1971, a J.D. cum
laude from Loyola University of Chicago School of Law in 1974, and an M B A. from the
University of Chicago in 1986.
II.

THF BNSF SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
I was a negotiator tor BNSF willi respect to the settlement agreement executed

between BNSF and UP on September 25, 1995 ("BNSF Settlement Agreement") ar, well
as the CMA Settlement Agreement, dated Apnl l b . 1996
the BNSF Settlement Agreemeni

I worked with Cari R. Ice on

Throughout the negotiations, I also served dS legal

counse', Mr Ice s and my purpose was to seek a settlement with UP/SP with respect to
BNSF's concerns about the proposed meiger between UP and SP and o negotiate the
terms under which BNSF would provide service to preserve the pre-merger competition
between UP ar d SP that would otherwise be lost as a result ot the merger. As Mr, Ice
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describes in further detail in his Verified Statement, the terms for the nature and level of
compensation for the trackage rights under the BNSF Settlement Agreement were the
subject of extended and substantial, arms-length negotiations.
From the eariiesl point at which BNSF considered the opportunity to provide this
competitive service, we intended that the rates charged for rights over UP/SP trackage
must be at levels that encou'ciged competition, and there must be contractual
assurances that the rates would decline in line with UP's anticipated merger-related
efficiencies.

Mr, Ice and I emphasized these objectives to UP/SP s representatives

throughout the negotiations, and we further affirmed the importance to BNSF by
bringing to the first negotiating session draft language that would accomplish our
intentions,

UP/SP s representatives advised that they understood the importance we

attached to the role of trackage rights fees in providing competitive service and were
receptive to our draft contractual lancuage.
The BNSF Settlement Agreement that was executed on September 25, 1995.
contained virtually all of the contractual provisions in broad structural terms that we
deemed essential to offering competitive pncing.
The level of charges for our trackage nghts was expressed in mills per gross tonmile ("GTM ") and, as discussed in Mr Ice s Verified Statement, the rates were at levels
that BNSF considered at the high end of what we could accept and still competitively
price our proposed services. We viewed the GTM miil ratas as covering all UP/SP's
merger-related costs, including merger-related capital expenditures. I believe that the
parties agreed that the GTM mill rates covered all merger-related costs. In other words,
il was iniended by BNSF and UP/SP lhal the GTM mill rales were comprehensive and
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were .ntended to be inclusive of all the costs of UP/SP associated wilh the trackage
righls operations and the UP/SP merger for which BNSF had any responsibility. There
was no basis for adding an element tc reflect additional compensation to UP for the SP
purchase premium or any merger implementation costs.
The guiding principle for any changes to the level of the GTM mill rates was
expressed in the final sentence of Section 12 of the BNSF Settlement Agreement. The
sentence stales, "It is the intention of the parties that the rates and charges for trackage
ric:hts and service under this Agreement shall reffect the same basic relationship to
operating costs as upon execution of this Agreement."
We had agreed on the amounl of "the rates and charges for trackage righls and
service" as expressed in the GTM mill rates. In the course of negotiations, each side
had consulted its cost experts, and both BNSF and UP/SP had understandings of the
level of "operating costs" based on their own definitions of the term

The guiding

principle would be achieved by comparing the relationship of the GTM mill rates to
"operating costs " at the time of execution to whatever relationship existed at a later time
by comparing the GTM mill rales and the amount of "operating costs" under the same
definition. In other words, the "same basic relationship " could be compared so long as
the definitions of "the rates and charges for trackage rights" and for "operating costs"
were consistent from one period to the next.
BNSF also negotiated for and obtained provisions that were intended lo assure
that it would not be responsible for any of UP/SP's costs necessary lo achieve the
benefits anticipated from the merger, as provided in Section 9(c) of the BNSF
Settlement Agreemeni.
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The parties recognized that UP's costs associated with the trackage rights lines
could change and, indeed, il was expected by BNSF that these costs would decline as
the merged entity achieved the substantial improvements in productivity and efficiencies
that were expected from the merger.

In tine wilh the guiding principle cited above,

BNSF and UP/SP agreed lo a mechanism in Section 12 that we intended to serve as an
indication of the merged company's costs, based on 70% of annual increases or
decreases in the RCAF-U

This mechanism would serve as a surrogate for changes in

the merged entity's costs lo reffect productivity improvements. The GTM mill rale would
be adjusted accordingly, in relation to changes in 70% ofthe RCAF-U.
The parties further recognized the possibility that the adjustment provisions we
had agreed to might not achieve our intentions

Therefore, we included a provision in

Seciion 12 of the BNSF Settlement Agreement that, on each fifth anniversary of the
effective date of the Agreement, the parties would revie,v the operation of the
adjustment mechanism and renegotiate ils terms, subject to arbitration if necessary
The guiding principle of maintaining the "same basic relationship" of GTM mill rates to
costs, quoted above, applied lo all of these provisions in Section 12.
There were numerous additional negotiations and resulting amendments to the
BNSF Settlement Agreement, but none of the provisions discussed above was
changed, with the exception of the basis used in the annual adjustment process. The
provisions of the guiding principle of mai-'itaining the basic relationship of rates tr :;osts,
the lerms of Seciion 9(c) defining UP's sole responsibility

for

merger-related

implementation costs, and the five year review process all remained intact, reftecting the
same intentions as when they were agreed lo in the September 1995 negolialions.
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III.

THE CMA AGREEMENT
Afler the Application was filed, a number c* shippers and other parties lo the

merger proceeding questioned the level of the GTM mil! rates and the use of 70% of
RCAF-U as the basis for the annual adjustments to the rales, as well as other issues
concerning competitive service and access. As to all of these matters, their concerns
centered around the need for effective competition to the merged UP'SP entity.
As to RCAF-U and the annual adjustments to the GTM mill rates, these shippers
and their representatives were concerned that the differential in the rates BNSF would
have to pay would, compared to UP/SPs costs, increase substantially over time
because the BNSF rates would not be fully adjusted for the substantial productivity
gains that UP/SP was likely to achieve and because any adjustment would be based on
industry data rather than UP/SP s own costs. According to these parties, this increased
differential would adversely affect BNSF s competitiveness. These parties also objected
to the use 01 70% of RCAF-U as the adjustmert factor because the proper adjustment
measure should be based on costs, not pnces.
As a result of these concerns. UP/SP, BNSF and the Chemical Mc nufacturers
Association (now, American Chemistry Council) entered into negotiations to revise the
Section 12 adjustment mechanism. On Apnl 18, 1996, atl three parties executed the
CMA Agreement which provided, in Seciion 7, lhal the trackage rights fees would be
adjusted annually by the difference "between the year in question and the preceding
vear in UP/SP's system average URCS costs for the categories of maintenance and
operating costs covered by the fee," (Emphasis added )
A key purpose of these negotiations was lo address shippers" concerns and
amend the mechanism to better reffect changes in UP/SP s maintenance and operating
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costs associated with the trackage rights lines so that the relative relationship between
UP s costs and BNSF s costs over the trackage rights tines would be more accurately
measured than was possible using industry-based RCAF-U data.

The focus of

negotiations leading lo the CMA Agreement was lo protect BNSF s ability lo compete
with UP from year to year during the li*e of the trackage rights. The mutual decision to
rely on UP s URCS costs was based on the parties' agreement, conffrmed by their
statements in negotiations, that a more reliable indicator of UPs operating costs,
including the achievement of improved efficiencies, would be achieved by relying on
"the categories of [UP/SP system average] maintenance and operating costs covered
by the [trackage rights] fee." rather than RCAF-U data.
In light of the unanimous intent of the parties in agreeing lo these changes, as
well as the language that they used in the CMA Agreemeni, il was never intended or
contemplated that the purchase premium UP paid to acquire SP would be used lo
increase the costs that would be used lo adjust the GTM mill rates.

All parties

understood that BNSF's trackage righls, and related GTM mill rales, would not become
effeciive until after the UP/SP merger was effected. In such a transaction, the purchase
premium would be paid al the time the merger was approved and consummated and
not in a subsequent year. Nor would the purchase premium be an actual maintenance
and operating cost

Therefore, it was not foreseeable that the purchase premium could

be used by UP in the annual adjustment mechanism to increase the GTM mill rates,
I submit that this intent is so clear that it should not require contractual language
to be self-evident.
intent.

But the language used in the CMA Agreemeni further affirms this

By comparing the year in question" with the "preceding year", there was no
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opportunity for UP to base the annual adjustment mechanism on a year that did not
include the purchase premium since the first year was by definition the year in which the
merger occurred,
UP's election to book the premium in 1997 rather than the year of the merger
contradicted the foreseeable payment of the purchase premium at the time of
acquisition.

The parties" inient in the CMA Agreement was so clear that il never

seemed plausible that UP would use this change in language as a -eason to double
count the purchase premium,
IV.

THE PURPOSE OF THE RATE ADJUSTMENT PROVISIONS
Since BNSF and UP/SP had agreed in September 1995 on the terms they

considered necessary to preserve rait competition as it existed between UP and SP
prior to the merger, our main concern in negotiating and executing the CMA Agreement
was to protect the essence of our existing agreement and satisfy the concerns of CMA
(including its allied interests)

Mr, Ice has described in his Verified Statement the issues

that concerned BNSF and UP/SP in negotiating the level of trackage nghts fees and
rotated provisions that concerned adjustments lo those fees and preserving the same
basic relationship between rates and costs.

The CMA negotiations and resulting

Agreemeni did not result in changes to those provisions, except as lo the basis for
annual adjustments.
I believe all parties intended lhal the use of UP URCS data in the annual
adjustment mechanism, in lieu of RCAF-U data, was lo achieve more reliable measures
of UP s actual operating and maintenance costs associated with the trackage rights
operations and, thereby, link the level of GTM mill rales more directly to the expected
declines in UP's costs. There was no indent, expressed by any party, that this use of
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URCS data would enable UP to offset these declining costs by double counting the
purchase premium and ignoring the provisions of Section 9(c).
The bases of this belief are, first, the self-evident advantages that CMA saw in
using URCS custb, which were based on UP s own experience, versus the RCAF-U
index, which is based on industry prices.

My second reason is the inconsistency

between the intent of the CMA negotiations and CMA Agreemeni, on the one hand, and
the result of UP's efforts to base the annual adjustment on a double counting of the
purchase premium and merger-related capital expenditures il had agreed were not
BNSF s responsibility,

Fnally. I base this belief on the intent of the parties as

manifested in our negotiations and the language of the agreements that we executed,
including the portions of Seciion 12 that remained unchanged following the CMA
Agreemeni and are in effect today
A.

I will discuss each of these in sequence,

UP's Costs Versus Industry Prices

In support of their merger application, UP/SP relied heavily on operating
efficiencies that they claimed would result in greater productivity and reduced oporating
costs, CMA, as well as BNSF, accepted UP/SP s basic premise that the merger would
produce efficiencies

That acceptance is at the heart ot our negotiations with UP/SP in

the settlement process,

CMA wanted the preservaiion of competing rail service after

the UP.'SP merger, and it was willing to rely on BNSF s proposed service, with certain
conditions, including annual adjustment of the trackage rights rates that would give full
eff€'Cl lo UP s improved productivity

BNSF also knew that its competition over UP/SP

lines could not be effeciive over the long term unless its rales reffecled reductions in
UP s costs.
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In the September 1995 negotiations, BNSF had been satisfied that the annual
application of RCAF-U, reduced to 70 percent, was an adequate surrogate for the
anticipated improvements in UP's productivity, UP also agreed to these provisions and
accepted the methodology as a satisfactory way lo adjust the GTM mill rales. CMA,
however, insisted that a much more reliable measure was UP s costs, rather than a
modified industry price index, and insisted on the use of UP's annual URCS costs. UP
and BNSF were agreeable to this change.

Therefore, the driving force behind the

decision to rely on URCS costs was lhal they would reflect declining expenses due lO
increased efficiencies.
It should be noted that there was no way that the RCAF-U mechanism which is
based on industry data would have enabled UP lo adjust the GTM mill rates for the SP
purchase premium or merger-related capital improvements, further demonstrating that
the adjustment was not to be affected by those factors. There was no intention in the
CMA Agreemeni negotiations to adopt an adjustment mechanism that allowed UP lo
apply costs that were already agreed lo be embraced in the GTM mill rates,
B.

UP's Result Is Inconsistent With The CMA Negotiations and
Agreement

When UP booked the purchase premium in 1997 rather than 1996 when the
acquisition occurred, il effectively made the purchase premium a factor in the July 1,
1998 annual adjusiment

CMA or BNSF could hardly have anticipated this. We could

not know what was in the corporate mind of UP/SP, but UP/SP never suggested that it
was thinking of adding the purchase premium in some year after the first year used the
annual adjustment comparisons.
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Throughout the negotiation of the CMA Agreement, 1 am not aware that any party
ever contemplated that the use of URCS would provide UP wilh an argument for basing
the annual adjustment on the SP purchase premium and merger-related costs that were
ils responsibility under Section 9(c) of the Settlement Agreemeni, This result is wholly
counter to the purpose of the ameridment proposed by CMA and accepted by BNSF
and UP/SP.

Instead of providing a more accurate measure of UP s operating and

maintenance costs that reflected improved efficiency and productivity, UP's application
ot URCS has the incredibly perverse result of offsetting cost reductions arid double
counting the substantial costs that had already been taken into account in setting the
trackage righls fees
C.

The Parties' Intent Is Confirmed by the Contractual Language

The ftnal sentence of Section ^^ of the BNSF Settlement Agreement, unchanged
by the CMA Agreement, sets forth tf e fundamental intent of the parties that "the rates
and charges for trackage rights and services under this Agreement reflect the same
basic relationship lo operating costs as upon execution of this Agreement, "

The

meaning of this guiding principle was well understood by BNSF and UP/SP in our
negotiations, and there was no suggestion lhal it required further definition,
I understand that UP's adjustment of the GTM mill rates effective July 1, 1998,
was based on including merger-related costo in ils 1997 URCS costs that the parties
intended to be included in the GTM milt rates agreed to in 1995, This has distorted the
relationship of rates to costs and disregards the intent expressed in Section 12.
The effect of including these costs in 1997 and subsequent years is that the
annual adjustments effeciive on July 1, 1998, . iid thereafter, are distorted by higher
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costs and are not comparable to costs used in 1996.

There is no justificatiori for

including these costs in 1997 URCS costs, or in any subsequent year, because UP
agreed that the GTM mill rates set in September 1995 took full account of atl costs,
which would include any purchase premium and the Section 9(c) implementation costs.
These costs lhal UP has improperiy included in the annual adjustment effeciive
July 1, 1998. and in subsequent years need to be identified and removed from URCS
data for those years. Alternatively, the error of basing the adjustment on use of these
costs in 1997 and subsequent years couto be corrected by adding those costs in the
years 1995 and 1996 and any succeeding years in which such costs are not present in
URCS for the preceding year.
It is not my purpose here to propose a mechanism for correcting UP s addition lo
the base used for the annual adjustments of costs that were already accounted for in
September 1995,

Rather, the burden should be on UP to correct the error by a

procedure that prevents the costs *rom having any effect in the annual adjustment
process.
1 believe UP's construction of the adjustment mechanism contradicts the intent of
the parties that the GTM mill rates were comprehensive rales covering all costs as well
as their intent to preserve the "same basic relationship" between rates and costs over
the life of the Settlement /^.greement.
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VERIFICATION

1, Richaro E Weicher. verify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
United States that the foregoing is true and correct Further. I certify that I am
qualified and authorized to file this Verified Statement,
Executed on May

2002

Richard E Weicher
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VERIFIED STATEMENT O F CHRISTOPHER D. KENT
I.

BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS
My name is Christopher D, Kent

Consulting, tne.

1 am Senior Managing Director of FTI

My office is tocated at 1201 Eye Street, N W,, Washington. D C,

20905, For the past 30 years, I have been continuously involved in economic, financial,
and cost studies of network

industries, including railroads,

telecommunications

companies ?nd electnc power companies, I have testified on behalf of The Burlington
Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company ("BNSF") and other Class I and i.

)ads

numerous limes befort this Board and its predecessor, the Interstate Cominerce
Commission,

A summary of my qualifications and previous testimony is included as

Attachment 1,
II.

INTRODUCTION
tn this Verified Siatement, I estimate the impaci of several issues lhal have

arisen in connection with the dispute between BNSF and Union Pacific Railroad ("UP")
concerning the proper adjustment of the trackage righls rales negotiated under the
BNSF Settlement Agreement^

First, I compare the impact of UP's adjustment

methodology on fhe gross lon-milo ("GTM") mill rales with the BNSF-proposed
approach to adjusting the trackage righls rales. Specifically, I estimate the impact on
the GTM mill rales of including the premium above histonc book value that UP paid to
acquire SP, and of including the mereer-relaled capital expenditures which UP agreed
to pay in Sections 9(c)(i) and (iii) of the Setttement Agreement,

As set forth be'ow, I

'
I am informed by counsel that there were originally tfiree additional issues in
dispute beiween BNSF and UP concerning the proper adjustment methodology, I am
further informed that those three issues have been pretiminanly resolved by the parties,
and the various calculations I hive undertaken in prepanng this Verified Statement
reflect the parties" rp jolution of those issues,
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estimated that UPs proposed adjustment methodology results in GTM mill rales
approximately 0.2 mills higher than they would be i.' BNSF s proposed adjusiment
methodology were used.
Second, I compared the UP methodology for aiijusting the GTM mill rates with
the BNSF methodology in order lo determine the effect of the different approaches on
the "basic relationship" between ra»es and UP s "operating costs" established in Section
12 of the BNSF Settlement Agreemeni,

I determined that the BNSF methodology is

much closer to maintaining the same relationship,
III.

IMPACT OF UP S POSITION ON GTM Ml .L RATES
In order to determine the impact of including the SP purchase premium and the

merger-related capital expenditures on the trackage nghls rales, it was necessary to
make certain adjustments to the 1995 and 1996 combined UP'SP URCS,

These

adjustments were required because the UP adjustment methodology compares the premerger UP/SP 1996 URCS costs with post-merger UP 1997 URCS costs. The 1997
UP costs include the SP purchase premium as well as post-merger 1996 and 1997
merger-related capital expenditures,' As set forth in the Verified Statements of Cari R
lee and Richard E, Weicher, such a companson is directly contrary to the language of
Section 7 of the CMA Agreemeni,
The starting point I used for the process to include the SP purchase p.emium and
merger-related capital expenditures in the 1995 and 1996 combined UP/SP URCS was
the STB URCS Master File (the "UMF") that contains ftve years of selected data culled
from earners annual R-1 Reports,

Under the Board's URCS methodology, the UMF

consolidates atl data for predecessor roads, Le., the UP data includes the former C&NW
^

UP did not "book" the merger until its 1997 R-1 Report.

2

and SP, I obtained updated UMF files for UP and SP from the STB for each year 1995
through 1999, inclusive, I then made the following modifications lo the 1995 and 1996
UP and SP data in the various UMF files in order to calculate the unit costs shown in
URCS Phase II worktable E in my wo.'kpapers:''
•

Substituted 199/" depreciation charges reported in the Revised R-1
Schedules 410, 412 and 415 for the data in the 1995 and 1996 UP and SP
UMF files;

•

Substiiuted the Revised 1997 Schedule 330 Balance at the Beginning of
Year" investment data for the 1995 and 1996 beginning and end-of-year
data included in the UP and SP UMF files; and

•

Substituted the Revised 1997 Schedule 335 Accumulated Depreciation as
of the beginning of 1997 for the 1995 and 1996 beginning and end-of-year
accumulated depreciation in the 1995 and 1996 UP and SP UMF files.

II was necessary to use 1997 data for 1995 and 1996 because the Board did not
generate a combined UP/SP systim URCS for 1995 and 1996.
After including the 1995 and 1996 combined UP/SP URCS, I calculated what the
difference was in the GTM mill rate using BNSF s approach and UP s approach

In

developing the BNSF figures in the Table, 1 applied a rale of change (or percentage
change) rather than UP's approach of applying the absolute dollar difference. As the
table below indicates, . ie difference is, over the five year period from 1996 lo 200U,
approximately 0 2 mills.

Copies of my workpapers are contained in the Ccnfidential Appendix
with BNSF-102.

ubmitted

00

BNSF
1996)

Comparison of BNSF and UP Approaches to
Adiustment of GTM Mill Rates
Approach (Adjusted URCS for 1995 and
UP Approach (Unadjusted URCS for
;995 and 199 5)
Annual
Mitts per
Mitts per
Rate of
GTM
Absolute
GTM
Change
Adjusted
Change
Adjusted
GTM Unit
(lagged 1 Trackage
(lagged 1
Trackyear)
Costs*
Fee
GTM Unit
age Fee
$0,001788411
$0.00156806
Costs*
3.100
$0.00150524
$0,00169823
3.100
2.944
$0,00164835"' -5.042%
$0,00164885 -0.00006282 3,037
$0.00164752 -2.937%
2.857
$0,00164752 0,000014361 3,051
$0.00157770 -0.051%
2.856
$0.00157770 -0,00000133 3,050
-4.237% 1 2.735
1
-0.00006982 2,980

•

Year
1995
1996
1997
1S98
1999
2000

1

* Includes maintenance, operations, depreciation and return.
It was not possible for me lo quantify the impaci of tne dollar impaci of UP
inclusion of the Seciion 9(c) merger-related capital expenditures it agreed lo fund in the
URCS costs used for the adjustment.

This is because, although the total dollars UP

expended by project may be known, the speciftc accounts tc which these dollars wero
assigned by LiP are not known

In any event, 'he amount of these merger-related

capital expenditures is significant, and inclusion of the expenditures in the URCS costs
u.>ed lo adjustment the •raelvage right mill rates would increase the resultant rate/*
IV.

IMPACT OF UP S POSITION ON THE 'BASIC RELATIONSHIP "
BNSF also requested that I determine whether UP's position causes the "basic

relationship" between the GTM mill rales and UP s operating costs lo deviate from the

I note in this regard that the substitution of the 1997 investment and depreciation
costs for the data in the 1995 and 1996 combined UP/SP URCS, as I descnbed above,
accounts for the Section 9(c) merger-related capital expenditures booked by UP in 1997
which UP was lo solely fund.

ratio beiween those two figures at the time of the execution of the Settlement
Agreement.
I believe that the meaningful comparison for lhe basic relationship relates to the
adjustments effective July 1, 1997 and July 1, 1998, because those adjustment periods
were when the impact of the SP purchase p. jmium is evident

Therefore, for the July

1, 1997 adjustment, I compared the change between the 1995 and 1996 URCS costs
on a consistently applied basis and the resultant GTM mill rates for the UP approach
with the BNSF approach.

The UP app-'^ach shows a 4 percent decrease in URCS

costs and a 2 percent decrease in the GTM milt rate, tn contrast, the BNSF approach
shows a 5.6 percent decrease in URCS costs and a 5.0 percent decrease in the GTM
mill rates. For the July 1, 1998 adjustment, the same results occur

The UP URCS

costs increase by 9,5 percent and the GTM mill rate increases by 0.5 percent.

The

BNSF approach results in URCS cost decreases of 3 1 percent, and the GTM mill rale
decreases by 3 0 percent

Cleariy, for the 1997 and 1998 adjustments, the BNSF

approacn is closer lo maintaining the same basic relationship

Finally, a comparison of

the overall change beiween 1995 and 2000 shows that under the UP method costs
decrease by 0,6 percent while the rate declines by 3,8 percent.

Under the BNSF

approach, the costs decrease by 117 percent, while the rate declines 11,8 percent
The BNSF approach more closely maintains the same basic relationship of costs and
rates.
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STATFMENT OF Q l AI.IFICATIONS
OF
CHRISTOPHKR D. KFNT
My name is Chrislopher D. Kcnl. 1 an Senior Managing Director of FTI
Consuhing. Inc My office is located at 1201 Eye Street. NW. W ashinglon, DC 20005.
I hold a Bachelor of Arts degree from lhe University of \irginia. In 1970 Ijoined
Westem Electric. Inc. as a Management Trainee in ils "High Risk-High Reward"
program. During the next six years 1 was promoted ihrough various levels in lhe
production, production scheduling and costs and forecasting departments.
.Since 1977, I havebeen iinoKcil in various aspects of Iransportalion iiKluding
Iraffic analyses. ecoin)niic suidics including costs and rev enue analyses, ra.uoad
valuations, and lhe ilcvelopmciil of railroad operating plans, railroad facility plans and
rolliiiu slock reiiiiirenicnls.
In 1977. 1 miiicil ( oiirail as Projeci Manager and worked primarily in assisting the
OlvniUiu; 1 )cp.irliiiciil m uplmu/mu iKvl . i \ .iihibilily.
Ill 1'>7S. I W.IS cinploycil In llic I 'lutcd Slates Railway Association as l!ic
Manager ol 1 »,nii|iiiiciil aiul 1 acililics 1 w.is siilisri|iicnll> a|->poiiiled ('liicl. I c|iiipiiiciil
and l-acililies. Rail .\ssel Valuation, m the OH'icc of (icncial Counsel. In this capacity, I
sujierM-sed a stall of in-house piofcssuiiuils and oiilsnle consultants in tle\eloping the
equipmeiit. maintenance of w ay and operating evidence subniilled by the U.S.
goveniincnl in the valualion proceedings before the Special Court created under Section
303(c) and 306 ofthe Regional Rail Reorganization .'Xcl.
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Ill 1980,1 formed Kent Associates, a consulting fimi dealing w ilh operating,
iransporialion and markelin j; issues for various clienis, Kent .\ssociales was alfiiialed
w ilh the Washinglon Management Group and 1 serv ed as Vice President of thai fimi.
In 1984, Ijoined lhe economic consulting fimi of Suavely, King & Associates,
Inc as a Senior Consullanl. While wilh that fimi I participated in numerous studies
related to Seciion 229 proceedings and anli-lrusl litigation.
In 1987. I founded Klick. Kent

.\llen. Inc.. an economic and financial

consuhing finn I was a Principal o f K K & A until ils acquisition by F f l Consulting, Inc.
in .Iune 1998.
I have presented testimony in the valualion proceedings before the Special Court,
the House of Courts of .lustice Coiiiniittee ofthe \ irginia (ieiieral Assembly, various
state courts and ledei.il courts and the Interstate ( 'oninieicc Conimission and .Surface
TransportatH>n l^o.iid Specific tiansportation-ielated teslinioin I have filed is listed
below.

I KS I I M O N ^
.lanuary. 1980

III the Ma'tcr of the \'ahialion I'rocecilings I 'nder Sections 303(c)
and 300 ofthe Regional R.iil Keorgaiii/ation .Xcl Sjiecial Court
Misc. No. 76-1

October. 1981

In the Matter of the Valuation Proceedings L'nder Sections
303(c|and 306 ofthe Regional Rai! Rct)rgani/alion .'\cl. Special
Court Misc. No. 76-1

.lanuarv. 1986

Oral tcslimony before lhe House of Dctegalcs. Cominonwealth of
\'irginia. Courts ol'.luslice Connnillee

May 15. 1987

LC f , Doekc' No. 38301S - Coal Trading Corporation et al, \ The
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Conipany et al.
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December. 1987

I.C.C. Docket No. 38301S (Sub-No. 1) - Westmoreland Coal Sales
Company \, The Denv er & Rio (irande Western R.iilroad
Conipany . et al.

December. 1987

LC .C. Docket No. 37038 Biiuniinous Coal - Hiawatha. Utah to
Mo;;pa, Nev ada and consolidated proceedings

.lanuarv 14, 1988

1 C.C. Docket No. 38301S - Coal Trading Corporation et al. v. The
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company et a!.

.Iune 20, 1988

I.C.C. Docket No. 37038 Bituminous Coal - Hiawatha, Utah lo
Moapa. Nevada and consolidated proceedings

July, 198'y

Oral testinionv before the Superior (\iurl of Rhode Island in the
mailer: Nalional Railroad Passenger Coqioralion v. DOT,
Providence & Worcester Railroad Co. v. Rl

July 30. 1990

LC.C, Docket No. 37()3S Bituniiiious Coal -- liia^v.iiha. I lah to
Moapa. Nevada and consolidated proceedings

October 10. !')')()

I.CC Docket No. 370()3, 3S025S - 1 he Dayton Power and Light
Conipany v. Louisv ille and .\asliville Railroad v. ompany

December 14. |9')(l

I C C . Docket No. 37()()3. 38025S - 1 he Dayton Power ,.iid 1 iglil
Companv v . I ouisv ille .md \ashvilk K.iilroad Company

.laiuiary 25. 19'M

1 C.C. Docket No. 37063. 38025S - l he Dayton Power and 1 iglit
Compuiiy V. Louisville and Nashville Railioiut ( onipany

.luly 15. 1991

I.C.C. Docket No 37038 Bitiiniinous Coal Hiawatha. I lah lo
Moafvi. Nevada .md consolid ited proceedings

April 24. 19'):

I.C.C. l inance Docket No. 31')51 Soiithein Caliloiiii.i Regional
Rail Xulhorily l-or an Order Rei)uinng .loini I 'se of 1 ernnnal
Facilities of l he .-Xlchison. l opeka and Santa 1 e Railway
Company

May 7. 1993

I.C C 1 inance Docket No. 21215 (Sub-No. 5) Seaboard An 1 ine
Railroad Conipany -- Merger - Atlantic Coas« Line Railroad
Conipany -- Petiiion lo Remove I ralTic Protective Conditions

.Iune 10. l')94

I.C.C. Finance Docket No. 21215 (Sub-No. 5) Seaboard .An 1 me
Railroad Conipany - Merger - Atlantic Coast Line Railroad
Conipany -- Petition to Remove fraffic I'i\»lcctive Conditions
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October 11, 1994

I CC. Finance Docket N'o. 32549 Burlington Northem. Inc. And
Burlington Northern Railroad Company -- Control and Merger Santa I e Pacific Corporation and the .Atchison, fopeka and Santa
Fe Railway Conipany

March 29. 1995

LC.C. Docket No. 37Sn9, 37809 (Sub-No. 1) McCarty Famis, Inc..
ei aL, and consolidated proceedings

May 30. 1995

I.C.C, Docket No, 41191 West Texas Utilities Conipany v.
[Turlington Northern Railroad Company

October 30. 1995

I.C.C. Docket No. 41185 Arizona Public Service '"ompany and
Pacificorp v. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fc Railway
Company

April 29, 1996

Finance Docket No. 32*^60. Union Pacific Corporation, Union
Pacific Railroad Company and .Missouri Pacific Railroad Company
-- Control and Merger -- Southern Pacific Rail Corporation.
Southem Pacific I ransportatioii Company. St. Louis Southwestem
Railway Conipany. SP( S' (~oip,, and 1 he Denv er i t Rio ( irande
Western Railroad Company.

May 23, 1996

Docket No, 41191 W est Texas lUililies Conipany v Burlington
Northern Railroad Company -- Petiiion of Burlington Northern
Railroad Companv lo Reopen Proceeding

October 15. 19«)0

Docket No, 41242, Central Power cV: Light Company v, Southem
Pacific I ransportation Ci>mpany; Docket No, 41295 Pennsylvania
Power iV: Light Company v CiMisolidatcd Rail Coiporation;
Docket No 4U)26 Mid.Anierican i neigy Company v, I nion
Pacific Railroad Company and Chicago & Norlh We.slem Railway
Conipany.

October 25, 1996

Docket No. 41242. Central Power t*t Light Company v. Southern
Pacific Fransportation Company. Docket No. 41295 Pennsylvania
Power l's: Liglil Conipany v. Consolidated Rail Corporaiion.
Di>cket No. 4l62() Mid.Anierican Ivnergy Company v. Union
Pacific Railroad Conipany and Chieago & North V\'esteni Railway
Company.

.luly 11. 1997

lX)ckel No. 41989. Potomac l:!ectric Power Company v. CS.\
Transportation, Inc. Reply Statement and Evidence of Defendant
CSX Transportation. Inc.

May 1998

Docket No. 42012, Sierra Pacific Power Company and Iowa Power
Company v. Union Pacific Railroad Conipany
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.luly 19')8

Finance Docket No. 33556. Canadian National Railw ay Company,
Cirand 1 runk Corporation, and drand frunk W estern Railroad
Incorporated — Control — Illinois Central Corporaiion, Illinois
Central Railroad Conipiny, and Cedar River Railroad Conipany.

Seplcmber 1998

Docket No. 42022. 1-MC Corporaiion and F MC Wyoming
Corporaiion v. L'nion Pacific Railroad Conipany.

December 1998

Finance Docket No. 33556, C^inadian Nalional Railwav Company,
Granu frunk Cor^ioration, and Cirand 1 runk V\estern Railroad
Incorjioratcd - Control -- Illinois Central Corporaiion, Illinois
Central Railroad Company, and Cedar River Railroad Conipany.

January 15. 1999

Docket No. 42022. FMC Corporaiion and FMC Wyoming
Corporation, v. Linion Pacific Railroad (\inipany. Opening
Verified Sialemenl (if Christopher I) Kent and Bentjii \'. Fisher.

March 31.1999

Docket No. 42022. FMC Coqioration .iiul 1 MC Wyoming
Corporaiion, v. I'nion Pacific Railroad Company. Reply Verified
Siatement of Chnstopher D Kent and Benton V l isher. Reply
\ erified Sialemenl of Chrislopher 1). Keni and John C. Klick.

April 30. 1999

Docket No. 42022. I MC Coiporation and I MC Wyoming
Coq")oiation. v. I nion Pacific Railroail Company Rclnitlal
\ erilied Sialemenl of Cliristitplier 1) Kent and Meiitoii \ . l isher.

July 15. 1999

Docket No 42038. Minnesota Power, Inc. v. Duluth, Missabe and
lion Range Railway Company. Opening Verified Statement o\
Cluistopher D. Kent and Benton \ . 1 isher.

August 30. l')9«)

Docket No 4203(S. Minnesota Power, Inc. v Duluth, Missabe and
Iron Range R iilwav Companv Reply \ erified Statement ol
Christopher l >. Kent and Benton \ . I isher.

September 28. 19')»)

Docket No. 4203S. Minnesota Power. Inc. v Duluth. Missabe and
lum Range Railway Company. RebuUal Verified Stalement of
Christopher I) Kent and Benton \ I isher

April 15. 2000

I'xii 'rt Report. IFI (iroup, Inc . and Contract Air Cargo. Inc. v.
Lincoln Ciencral Insurance Company.

June 15.2000

Docket No. 42051. Wisconsin Power and Light Company v. Union
I'.icific Railroad Conipany. Opening Verified Stalcnicnl of
Chrislopher D. Kent and Benton \ . I isher.
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.August 14. 2000

DcKket No. 42051. W i s c o n s i n Pow er and Light Company v. L nion
Pacific Railroad Conipany. Reply \ ' e r i f i e d Stalement o f Chrislopher
D Kent and Benton \ " Fisher.

August 14. 2000

Docket N o . 42051. W i s c o n s i n Power and Light Company v. Union
Pacific Railroad Conipany. Reply V e r i f i e d Sialemenl o f Chrislopher
D. Kent and Michael R. Baranowski.

September 2 8 , 2000 Docket N o . 42051. W i s c o n s i n Power and Light Conipany v. Union
Pacific Railroad Conipany. Rebuttal V e r i f i e d Slatenienl o f
Chrislopher D. Kent and Benton V . Fisher.
December 14. 2000 Docket N o . 42054. PPL Montana, I L C v. Tlie Burlington Northern
Santa Fe Railway C o m p a n y , O p e n i n g V e r i f i e d Sialemenl o f
Chri.slopher f^. Kent and Benton. \ I isher.
March 13. 2001

Docket No. 42054. PPI .Montana. L L C v. I he Burlington Northem
Santa l e Railway Conipany. Reply V e r i f i e d Statement o f
Chri.slopher D. Kent and Benton \ ' Fisher.

March 13. 2001

Docket N o . 42054 PPI Montana. I L C v. 1 he Burlington Northem
Santa l e Railway C o m p a n y , Reply V e r i f i e d Siatement o f
Chn.slopher I ) Kent aiul Ji^hn C K l i c k .

M a y 7. 2001

Docket No. 42054 PPI Montana. L L C v. fhe Burlington Northem
Santa l e Railway C o m p a n y . Rebuttal V e r i f i e d Statement o f
Chnstophei D Kent ami Benton V |-isher.

Januarv 15. 2002

Docket No 42057 I exas M u n i c i p a l Power Agency v, t he
Miirlington Nortiiem Santa I e R a i l w a y Companv. Reply Verified
Statement o f Clirisli>pher D, Kent aiul John ( Kliek,
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VERIFICATION
1. Chrislopher D, Kent, verify under penally of perjury under the laws ofthe
United Slates that the foregoing is tme and correct. Further. I certify lhal I am qualified
and authorized lofilethis Verified Siatement.
Executed on May

i' . ."002.

ll

tLAdlMiL
Christopher D. Kent
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VERIFIED STATEMENT OF DENIS J . SMITH
I.

BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS
My name is Denis J, Smith, and I am Vice P'esident. Industnal Products

Marketing for The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company (BNSF). a
position 1 have he'd since March ot 2001
Fort Worth, TX 76131-2830,

My business address is 2650 Lou Menk Dr.,

I have responsibilities of price, markets, capacity, and

program direction for BNSF's Industrial Products Business Unit, I began my career as
market manager in BNSF's agnculturat business unit in 1993 and have held various
positions in the Marketing Department since that time.
Before joining BNSF, I was a trading member of the Minneapolis Grain Exchange
and was employed by Continental Grain Company in various positions for 13 years. I
received a Bachelors of Business Administration (Marketing) from Kent Stale University
in 1976 and a Masters of Agncullural Science from California Polytechnic, San Luis
Obispo in 1980.
II.

PURPOSE OF VERIFIED STATEMENT
The purpose of my Venfied Statement is to describe the competition between

BNSF and UP over the trackage rights which BNSF received as a condition to tho
approval by the Surface Transportation Board of •he merger oetween Union Pacific
Railroad Company ( "UP ") and Southern Pacific Transportation Company ("SP" ) in 1996
Specifically, I will provide a summary of BNSF's competitive presence on the UP/3.'"'
trackage righls lines and will then describe how, even though we believe lhal we are
currently providing competitive service over those lines as a replacement for SP, it is
important to BNSF's long-term ability to provide such service (i) that the rates which
BNSF pays to UP for its use of the trackage rights lines remain in the same relative
71

relationship to UP's costs as when the BNSF Settlement Agreement was executed in
September of 1995. and (ii) lhal UP not gain a competitive advantage over BNSF when
UP's costs decline.
III.

BNSF COMPETITION OVER THE TRACKAGE RIGHTS LINES
Initially, as set forth in BNSF's quarterly and annual oversight reports filed in the

UP/SP proceeding. BNS"^ has provided effective and efficient competitive service over
the trackage rights lines. We have done so by aggressively marketing our services to
shippers and by then providing them with reliable, timely service. We have established
a number of innovative marketing programs and have introduced several initiatives
designed to improve our service offenngs. The fr ct of BNSF's successful competitive
presence has been recognized by the Board, and it is a fact of which we at BNSF are
quite proud.
We have, however, been able lo achieve this success in large part because,
when the BNSF Setttement Agreement was negotiated, the GTM mill rates were set at
levels which, when compared lo UP/SP s costs over the trackage rights lines, allowed
us lo provide competitive service

Indeed, Section 12 of the Settloment Agreement

expressly acknowledged this basic relationship and provided lhal il was lhe parties"
intent that this relationship be maintained throughou' the 99-year term of the Setttement
Agreement.
There are a number of factors and variables that determine whether BNSF is
able to compete effectively over the trackage rights tines. These factors and variables
include primarily factors such as the rate which BNSF offers to shippers, BNSF's
schedules and transit limes, equipment availability and track access among others. Of
these, the rate offered lo shippers is often the most critical factor, and the GTM mill

2
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rales which BNSF pays under the Settlement Agreement are a significant element of
the rale which BNSF can offer lo shippers.
Much of the traffic over the trackage rights tines is highly sensitive to price and,
even though many factors influence competition on the trackage rights lines, pricing is
ultimately the most critical.

In this regard, BNSF's short-term ability to compete by

offenng particular shippers the combination of pnce, service and route structure they
demand is not determinative.

Over the long-run, an unfavorable cost structure

(resulting, for instance, from inflated trackage nghls fees) can (and likely will) erode
BNSF's ability to compete.
IV.

IMPACT OF GTM MILL RATE DISPUTE
In the first few years of competition between BNSF and UP over the trackage

rights lines, there was often a fairly wide range between the rales offered by the two
earners as each carrier was learning about the new competitive market and adjusting its
price, service and routing offenngs to compete with the other.

Nov;, UP is able to

determine with some accuracy the rales which BNSF can offer for service over the
truckage righls lines.

Because UP knows the GTM mill rales which BNSF will be

required to pay on any given movement, the range of compelilive rale offerings has
narrowed lo a range of $25.00 to $50.00 per car. In other words, UP essentially knows
how low BNSF can lake the pnce it offers for a movement over the trackage nghls line.s,
and il can then simply underbid that price by $25.00 to $50.00.
As the Board has recognized, the approximate amount in dispute between UP
and BNSF with respect to the GTM mill rates (0.2 mills) is in the range of five to six
percent of the GTM mill rates. When such a percentage is applied lo moves over the
trackage righls tines, the amounl represented by the dispute can often equate to the
3
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$25.00 to $50 00 per car range in which, as discussed above, the parties currently
compete and can be expected lo compete over the long run
Here are examples of what the impact of the amount in dispute (0.2 mills) is on
the rates per car (loaded lo 286.000 pounds) for sample round thp moves on the
trackage rights lines:
Houston lo East Sl Louis

$29.51

Denver to Stockton

$46.26

Denver lo Fernley, NV

$38.34

Denver lo Ogden, UT

$20.97

Accordingly, it the productivity improvements which UP has achieved since the merger
wilh SP are not properly re*'9cled in lhe adjusted GTM mill rales, UP will have gained a
competitive advantage over BNSF that will potentially endure for the term of the
Settlement Agreemeni.
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\ FRI MC ATION

Denis J. Smith, being dulv sworn, deposes and says that he has read the foregoing
s'a;?nienl and ihai lhe conlenls iheieof are Hue and coriecl to ilie best of my knowledge
and belieL

/M

ht^ • y

Denis J. ^ i l l i

Subscribetl and swom to lielore me on this 17" dav of Mav. 2002.
)

Not;aitV;Wblic

i

My C\>niniission expires:
PEGGV A lUOMEY
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l he Amencan Cheniistrv Council ( "the Couiieir')' respectfully submits the .itt.ielied
verified slatenienl of I homas E: Schick in response to the show cause order served by the
Surface I ransporialion Board ("the Board") on March 21, 2002. Mr. Schick is counsel lo the

' The .\mencan Chemistn Council (tomicrh the ( lu inical .Maiuitaciurcrs \ss, iciation, m ( .^l \ )
represcnis the Icadiiij; companies enga,L'ed in the Inisiness of ehcmistrv. ( ouncil members applv the
science ot clietiustry to make innovative products and serv ices that make people's lives better,
healthier ami safer. I he Council is committed to improved environmental, health ami safetv
pertoinianee throoj'h Responsible Care* , ctunmon sense advocacv ilesigixil to addivss nia|or public
policy issues, ami health and environniental research and pn)diict Ustiiii.;, 1 he business of cheniistrv
IS a S4.S,S billion a vear eiiterpnse and a kev eleiiient of the nation's economv. It is tiie nation's
largest exporter, aecounting for 10 cents out of everv dollar in I '.S. exports ( Jieniistn companies
invest more m research and development than any other business sector.

'

Council's Distribution I earn and was counsel lo CMA s Distribution Committee during CM.A's
negotiations with the I P in l')'>6 over what has become known as the "CMA Agreement." Mr.
Schick's venfied sialemenl explains the background and intent ot the rele-, ant provisions ofthe
CM.\ ,\greenienl.
As Mr. Schick explains, paragraph 7 ofthe CMA Agreenient, as submiUed lo the Board
on Apnl 1*). 1 W() (UP SP-2I*>) modified section 12 ofthe UP SP-BNSF Settlement Agreement
to change the escalator for the trackage righls fees lo be paid by BNSl-. Paragraph " prov ided
lhal the trackage riijils fees would "be adjusteii upward or downward each year by lhe difference
between lhe year in question and the rreeediiig^;car in UP/SP's system av erage URCS costs for
the categories of maintenance and operaliiig costs covered bv the lee " (1 niphasis added,) I he
most significant aspecl ofthis provi sion in light ot the issues now before the Btiard is that it
would have adjusled URCS costs ba.sed upon a comparison ol costs for post-iiieiger years only.
Because the tirst adjuslmcni vvould h.ive been based on a comparison of costs in the second postmerger year with costs in the first post-merger year, there never would h.ive been a coinpari.son
ol post merger costs with pre-nierijer costs IIP SP-2 l'> elearlv lefleets this intention
Afier CMA management revieweil .iiul .ipproved the CM.A .Agteenieiit. the .Agreement
was fileil with Hie Hoaul (Ul' SP-21'). lileil April IS, 1«)')()), .md CNLA submitted a bnef.ulvising
the Boa (I that it li.ul withdrawn Us opposition to the merger (CM.A-I J. filed June

I Wd).

However, .liter CM.A filed its brief, the escalation methodology was furthei amendeil .is pan of
the "Seconil Supplemental Agreement ' negotiated between I i ' aiul BNSI-. vvhich was submitted
to the Board on June 28. 1 Wd. the last business day belo'c oral argument in the IIP SP merger
case. CMA was noi a signatory to that supplemental agreemem. and indeed was not involveil in
these last-iniiiute negotiations, except that CM.A was aware o f a clanficati.iii, conlamed in the
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same set of aniendmenls, relating to BNSF access lo shippers in the Lake Charles. L.A area.
Schick \ .S. at 5. Mr. Sch. k testifies that when he later learned ofthe change to the escalation
fomiula, h : understood that the amendnieiil was intended to be technical in nature only. Schick
V S. al 5-( .
As amended in that Second Supplemental Agreement, the escalator was to be applied on
July 1 of each year and was ba.sed upon a comparison ofthe relevant I RCS costs in the two
preceding years, rather than in lhe current and preceding year. I his technical change arose from
the difuculty of making adjuslmenls based upon costs which might nomially only be compiled
some time afier the end o f a given year. As interpreted and applied by the UP, however, this
amendment to the escalator would not be technical, but rather substantive, becau.se it would base
the escalation upon a comparison of URCS costs for the first post-merger year versus the last
pre-merger year.
Hence, as inleipretcil by the I P. Ihe elTeet ofthis amendment would pennit I 'P to build
inlo the trackage nghts lee. Ihiough the escalator, the merger-related write-up ofits track
assets, letleeling both the puich.

pnce |i.iiil tor the lr.u k m the tnerger and certain post-

merger capital invcslments lhal I IP had elsew heie prominently pledged to pay for itself
N ct as Mr, Schick testifies, ( ALA iiiulersl(U)d ill.it the tr.iekage rights fee alte.ulv lelleeled
ihe merger as a fully accomplished transaction, Schick V S at

It was not and could

mil have been CMA's intention that a technie.il .imemlmeiil. which it did not even
negotiate or sign on to. should increase lhe trackage rights fee lurther lo capture again the
pnce of assets in the merger. In addition. tNLA was well aw.iie ot, .md relied upon, the
representations of UP on the record that the trackage nghls fee w as iniended to be

comprehensive, and that UP was itself going lo pay for certain merger-related
improvements, rather than passing these cosl.i along to BNSF. Id, at 6-7.
In sum. It would be contrary lo CM.A's intent, and grossly unfair, lo , emiit a laslniinulc technical amendment vvhich CM.A h.id no involvement in, to overcome both the
representations of UP and the inlention of CMA regarding the trackage rights escalator.
If the escalator fomiula is lo be applied as revised in the Second Supplcmenta'
.Agreement, such that pre- and post-merger years are compared, then the only lair way to
preserve the inlenlion ofthe parties, in particular the intention of CMA, is to exclude or
adjust the items refiecting the merger-related wnle up of assets and the capital
iniprovenienls which IIP promised to pay fir. Hence, the Council luUy supports the
adjustments requested by BNSF in this proceeding, as refiecting the inlenlion ofthe
Council and its predecessor CMA.
Respectfully submitted.

Scott N Stone
Jiihn I ()beidorfer
Pallon Boggs. I I P
2S.S0 M Street, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20037
Ctninsel for the .American
Chemistry Council

dated .nui due: Mav 22. 2002
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My name is Ihom.is f . Schick

I ,im C ounsel lor the Distnbii, on l eam .it lhe .American

Chemistry Council ("the ('oiineil") ' I pniv ide this v erifie»l statement to explam the Council's
inientions .it tlic lime it enleied mio wli.it has become knov n as the "C M A .Agreement" with

The .\niertcan Chemistn ("omu il (lornu rh the < lieiiuc.il ,\i.inui >• n i< rs .\-sociatioii, or ( M . \ )
represents the leading coiiipanu s engaged iii the husimss of chemist;
> ouncil members apply the
scu-nce ot chemistn to make innovative products and sen iees thaf make people's lives better,
healthier ami sah r. I he < louneil is committed to improved environmeni..! health and safetv
pertorniance through Responsible ( are ". common sense advocacv des gned to adiliess major public
policy issues, and health and ei.utonnieiital research and product testing. ! he busmess of chemistn
IS a
billion a vear enterprise and a key element of the nation's e( .niomv It is the nation's
largest exporter, accounting tor 10 cents out of everv dollar in US. exports ( heiiiistrv eonipanu-s
inv est more in research and development than any other business sector.

Union Pacific ("UP"), Southern Pacific ("SP") and Burlington Northem Santa Fc ("BNSF") on
.Apnl IS. 19%. The CMA .Agreemeni was filed vvith the Board on Apnl 19, l')')6 (UP SP-219).

.As background. 1 w ill set out bnefiy the chronology of lhe Council's deliberations wilh
respect ils position on the UP/SP merger I served as counsel lo the CMA Distnbulion
Committee (predecessor lo the Council's Distribution Team) thro'igh the period di.scussed below.

On March 5, 1W6, CVLA's Executive C\iinniillee adcipled a policy on railroad mergers in
general and the UP SP merger in particular. Th^ lixeculive Committee directed thai CMA file
comments vvith the Surface Transportation Board ("the Boa i ' ) expressing eight listed concems
w ith the I P/SP merger ;-,s then proposeii, ami directed CMA representatives to negotiate vvith the
applicants lo seek voluntary agreement to ameliorate the eight concerns. Ofthe eight concems,
the one of relev .mee here was number 2C, w hich stated the following objective:

2C" Renegotiate (lower) the trackage rights fees or establish .i Inist fund
lo provide lor shared maintenance co.sts rather than subsidize the hosi
lailidail's oiier.itions.

O-i March 27, l')96, CM.A's I)islnbiiiioii ( ommillee met ami considered whether eert.un
concessions offered by UP prior lo 'hat il.ile w ere .ulequ.iti to aikliess the eight listed concerns.
I he Committee detennined that those concessions were inadequate and that CM.A should tile
comments opposing the merger. On March 2*). I9«)6, CMA filed coniiiieiits with the Board
opposing the UP/SP merger (CMA-7), and appended (as Altaehnienl I) the lisl of eight concerns
ailopled by the Executive Comniiltee.

As part ot its March 29. 1996 comments. CM.A also submitted a Verified Statement by
I honias D. Crowley of L.E. Peabotly & Associates (.Allachmenl 2 to CMA-7). Mr. Crow ley
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testified, among his other points, that the trackage nghls fees ;el out in the LIP SP-BNSF
Seniement .Agreement vvere above UP SP costs including a rctiini on capital Crowley V.S. at
51. Mr. Crowley stated that lhe trackage nghls fee levels refiected the monopoly rents that UP
and SP could charge as a merged entity. Id. In other words, the fees refiected the merger as a
fully implemented transaction, except lhal Mr Crowley slated that even if these fees were
lowered lo the proper level (the combined I P SP I RCS costs for 1994 indexed to fourth quarter
1995 wage and price levels), the fees calculated in this way vvould still be too high because they
"do not include the cost .savings projected by UP SP as one ofthe benefits ofthe merger " kL al
51-52. Mr. Oowley also coi.Miienled on the escalator then proposed

70",. ofthe Rail Cost

Adjustmem l actor unadjusted for producliv ity (•'RC,AI-(U)") Mr Crowley showed that this
escalator would allow the trackage righls fee to nse over time relative to mllaiion, whereas using
a productivity adjusted escalation factor would cause the tiackage nghls fee lo nse at a rate
commensurate vvith I P's actual costs. Id at 56.

Based on Mr Crowley's lecoirmendations. a.id tlie I xceutive Committee's eight points,
CMA sought to negotuae a leduciion ofthe tiackage nghts tees .staled in the Ll'SP BNSF
Settlement Agreenient and or the establishinenl ofa fund mio which tin- trackage nghls fees
couKI bc paid lo ensure that they were not used to subsidize tlu' maintenance ol I P hnes other
than the li.ickage rights lines In .idilition. CMA sought to change the escalator so that the fees
w ould track the long-term trend of decreasing railroad costs reflecting increased productivity.

Between March 29 and April 16, 1996, I and other CMA representatives met wilh
representatives of Union Pacific for further negotiations Among the new provisions offered
during this penod by UP were (1) to place trackage rights fees in two dedicated regional
accounts so that these fees would not be used to subsidize improvements elsewhere on UP's
-3-

merged system and (2) to escalate the trackage righls fees not on the basis of 70% of RCAF(U).
but rather in accordance with year-to-year changes in I P SP aeliial svstem average costs.

These negotiations resulted in what has come to be referred to as the CM.A Agreenient.
The provisions ofthe CM.A Agreement regarding the escalator fomiula are worthy of particular
note. Paragraph 7 ofthe CM.A .Agieement provided as follows:

7. Section 12 ofthe BN Santa Fe Seltlenienl .Agreement shall be amended to pro' ide that
BN Santa Fe's trackage righls fees shall be adjusted upward or downward each year by
lhe difference between the year in question and the preceding year in UP SP's system
average URCS costs for the categories of mainlenance and operating costs covered by the
tee. CMA or its designee shall have the nght to audit the escalation calculations.-

I would like lo point out the phrase Ih.il I have underlined

1 he escalaliir fonnula m the CM,A

Agreenient provided for adjustiiieiil ofthe liackage rights fee based on the ilifference between
the current and prev lous year. Because the base traek.ige rights fee (uii.id|iisted) would be p.iid
ill post-merger year I , the fust lime Ihe lee woiiM be ad|iisted woukl be in vear 2, .iiul lhe
adjustment would be based upoi. the difference between post merger year 2 costs and ptistnierger year I costs There was no provision for adjustments based on Cvimpanng pre-merger
years wiili post-merger years.

On April 16. 1996 CMA's Distnbulion Cominiltcc reviewed the fmal draft ofthe C XLA
Agreenient and decided that it adequately addressed the eight stated concerns On .April IS, the
CMA Agreement was signed, and on Apnl 19 u was liled

UF»/SP-2I9at 3.

ith the Board (UP/SP-219).

Afier approving the CM.A .Agreement, the Dislnbulion Committee directed CMA's
counsel lo advise the Board lhal CM.A had withdrawn ils opposition lo the merger CVL\ did so
in ils June 3. 1996 bnef to the Board (CMA-12), CMA's briei; m summarizing the tenns ofthe
CMA Agreement, commented as follows regarding the effect of lhe CMA Agreement on the
trackage righls fee lo be paid by BNSF (the italicized emphasis was in the onginal):

Places 100" I of lhe trackage righls fees in a segregated fund to be used
exclusively for maintenance, improvements and depreciation on the trackage
rights lines, vvith one fund for the South Central region and one fund ior the
Central C orridor C alifornia, I'his ensures that trackaige rights fees are u.\ed for
the trackafic rights lines rather than subsidizing other lines
Changes trackage nghls fee escalator from 70",, of RCAl (U) to year-to-year
changes in I'P SP actual system average cost for the maintenance and operating
cost elenienls covered by the fee. C.MA will have the right to audit. Ihis will ^
correct the tendency of the fee lo rise ahove actual costs over time hci au.sc o/ ihc
use (if an escalaior lluit did not incorporate prin/uctn ity iiums.

lollowing the filing of CMA's bnef I ip and BNSl- continued negoiiating between
tliemselves a series of mollifications to the I 'P SP-BNSI- Settlement Agreenient. fhese vvere
incoqiorated into a "Second Suppleineiital Agreement' that was submitted to the Board on June
2S. 199(), the l.isl business day bcloie the July 1 oral argimient on th,- I ;p SP merger, C M A was
not a signaiory to that agreement .iiul was not involved in negotiating it, except that it w.is
consulted regarding a provision clanlying BNSF's access to certain points in the I ake Charles,
LA area.

One ofthe provisions ofthe Second Suppkmenlal Agreenient. which again CMA had no
involvement in negotialmg. modified the escalaloi fomiula established hy the CM.A Agreement.
The modification provided that the escalator vvould be applied on July I of each year, and would
be ba.sed on the tlifference in costs for the prior two years. To the best ot my recollection. I was
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not aware ofthis provision wh.-n it was negotiated a'd submitted to the Board. Although I later
learned of lhe prov ision. I believe it was portrayed as simplv a technical amendment vvhich arose
from the difficulty of adjusting fees in the curreni year based on comparing curreni year costs to
prev ious vear costs, because current year costs (and even the prior year's costs) could not be
calculated until some lime after the end ofthe year.

As interpreted and applied by UP. the practical effect of this "technical" modification
would be lo escalate fees for lhe second post-merger year based on a comparison of ihe first
post-merger year w ith the last pre-merger year. This would have the effect of escalating the Ice
based on the wnte-up o f l P SP assets resulling trom the mer;.;er .md I P Ir.ick-relaleil
investiiieiits made in the first post-merger year

1 his would certainlv be contrary lo CVLA's

inlenl, bec.uise llie escalator provision in the C M.A .Agreement compared eosls only ior postmerger years, .iml never compared pre-merger costs w ilh post merger costs It wmild be unju.st i f
C M.A's ele.ii iiileiit could be dele.ited by .1 leehnical ameiulment m .1 l.ist-mnuile .igreemeiil lo
which C M A W.IS not a party.

As noted. C \ \ \ h.iil presented ev iilenec. tiirough Mr Crow lev. tliat the traek.ige rights
fee set out ir llie origin,il I 1' Sl' BNSl Agreemeni was .ilie.uK too high .nut .ilie.uK relleeletl
Ihe merger as an accomplish tact, l or these additional reasons it woukl bc directly contrary to
CMA s express inleiit to modify the ese.il.iior tormul.i .so as lo peintit I iP .SP le lurilier increisc
the trackage fee as a result i>f its merger-relaleil wnle-up vit assets.

' I his write-up would also be inconsistent with the testimony of UP witness Rebensdorf
lhal the trackage righls fee was intended to be "comprehensive." I P SP Merger
.Application. Vol. 1. V.S. of John Rebeiisdorl al 30S.

1 he inlenl ofthe CMA .Agreemeni wuh respect lo lhe trackage righls fee. apart from
establishing segregated accounts for the fees and thus avoiding cross-subsidization, w as to
ensure lhal. following lhe merger, the escalation fonnula would reflect L'P's productivity gains
and allow BNSF lo compete more effectively with LT*. ll w.is not CM.A's mtention thai the new
escalation fomiula L'RCS system average costs

would be a means of allowing UP lo capture

for a seeoiul time a merger premium which in CM.A's luuterstanding was already refiected in the
base trackage rights fee.

In conclusion, lhe curreni potential inequity (LIP's effort to increase the trackage rights
fee Itl rellect its nierger-rel.ited write up of .issels), is basei.1 on UP's ititeipret.ition ofan
agreemeni (the .Second .Supplemental Agreement) to which CMA w.is n,.i even a party It woukl
he illogical and unfair lor this lasl-minutc teehnie.il amendinenl to ovemde the cle.ir intentivm of
CMA ill.It lhe trackage nghts fees not bc fuilher wriiteii up

A icl.iteit pimit al issue here is whethei the tr.iekage rights escalator should include or
exehide the eflect of eertaiii capital expeiuhUires ih.u ( P expiesslv eommitled to p.iy lor I hose
eommiliiieiits were iiuorporalcil into seelioii '>e ol the ongmal I 'P SP BN.Sf Settlement
AgieemeiU. .Allhough I vL\ ilul not p.ulicip.ile in the iiegoti.ilioii ol ihose piov isioiis. CM.A was
well .ivv.ire ol lhein. .md lelied on them lo facililale BNSI 's becoming an efteetive competitive
counterweiglit to I P, ll woukl be eoiili.iry to C"\LA's intentions .iiul expectations loi BNSl- to be
required to pay for those inveslmenls through the back door ofthe trackage nghts fee escalator.
Again, the technical fine points should not be interpreted in such a way as to undeniiine lhe main
points ofthe agreements lhal enabled the UP'SP merger lo occur.

i;i

I. Lhomas E. Schick, swear under penally of perjury under the laws of the United Stales,
that the foregoing verified statement is ii.:e and correct lo the best of my knowledge and belief

1 U%—
Thomas E. Schick
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This is to certify thai I have, this 22nd day of May, 2002, served copies ofthe foregoing
filing by hand upon Washington counsel for the Burlington Northern Santa Fe and Union Pacific
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.lOINT SUBMISSION OF RESTATED AND A \ r E N n E I )
BNSE SETTLEMENT AGREE.MENT

The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company ("BNSF") and Union
Pacific Railroad Company ("UP") submit the attached Restated and .Amended BNSF Settlement
Agreement pursuani to the Board's order in General Oversight Decision No. 21, serv ed
December 20. 2001. .Also attached is a red-lined version of the Restated and Amended BNSF

Seniement .Agreement thai identifies lhe changes from the version ofthe Resia'.ed and .Amended
BNSF Settlement .Agreement submitted by the parties on July 25. 2001.
Respectfully submitted.
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03/01/02
RESTATED AND AMENDED AGREEMENT
This Restated and .Amended .Agreement (".Agreement") is entered into this
March. 2002. between UT<ION P.ACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

day of

"UP"), a Delaware

coiporation, and THE BURLINGTON NORTHERN AND SANTA FE RAILWA\' COMPANY
("BNSF"). a Delaware corporation.
WITNESSETH:
W'HERE.AS. UP and BNSF enlerea into an agreement dated September 25. 1995, as
amended by supplemental agreements dated November 18, 1995, and June 27. 199o
(collectively, the "1995 .Agreement"), in connection with LP's acquisition of Southem Pacific
Rail Corporation and its atTiliales ("SP") in Finance Docket No. 32760, Union Pacific
Corporation. L nion Pacit'ic Railroad Companv, and Missouri Pacific Railroad Companv —
Control and Merger — Southem Pacific Rail Corporaiion. Southem Pacific Transportation
Companv, Sl. Louis Southwestem Raiiwav Company, SPCSL Corp., and The Denver and Rio
Grande W estem Railroad Companv;
W'HERE.AS. the Surface Transponation Board ("STB") approved the common control
and merger of UP and SP in Decision No. 44 in Finance Docket No. 32760 (serv ed August 12,
1996) and in so doing imposed certain conditions on UP and SP, including, as modified by the
STB. the .April 18, 1996 settlement agreemeni among UP. BNSF and the C^hemical
Manufacturers Association (the "CMA .Agreement");
W'HERE.AS. as a part of its oversight of the L^P SP merger in Finance Docket Nos.
32760. 32760 (Sub-No. 21), and 32760 (Sub-No. 26), the STB has modified and clarified certain
of the conditions it imposed in Decision No. 44;

WHERE.AS, L'P and BNSF entered into a Term Sheet Agreement dated February 12,
1998 (the "Term Sheet Agreemeni"), pursuani to which UP and BNSF agreed to the joint
ownership of the line of raiiroad between Dawes, TX and Avondale, LA. which joint ownership
was effected by separate agreement dated September 1, 2000 (the "TX-LA Line Sah;
Agreement");
WHEREAS, UP and BNSF have reached agreement w ith lespect to the implementation
of the conditions imposed by the STB on the UP SP merger, as modified ana clarified, and
certain other matters relating to theirrighlsand obligations under the 1995 Agreemeni, the CM.A
Agreemeni. the Temi Sheet Agreenient and the T.X-L.A Line Sale .Agreement; and
WHER -vS. UP and BNSF now wish lo amend and restate the 1995 .Agreement lo
incorporate the conditions imposed by the STB on the UP SP merger (including the CM.A
Agreemeni. as modified by the STB) and the agreements they have reached relating lo those
conditions and other related mailers.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree to amend and restate the 1995 Agreement as
follows:
DEFINITIONS
For purposes cf this Agreenient, the following definitions and temis shal! apply:
Shipper Facilities shall mean all existing or nevv shipper or receiver facilities, including
transload facilities as well as rail car storage and car service and repair facilities not owned,
leased or operated by UP.
"2-10-I " Points shall mean all geographic locations at which at least one "2-lo-l" Shipper
Facility is located. Such points include, without limitation, the points listed in Section 8(i) of
and on Exhibit .A to this Agreement. The boundaries for such "2-10-1" Poin.,- ^nall be deemed to

include all areas within the switching limits of the locations as described in Section 9(g) of this
Agreement.
"2-to-l" Shipper Facilities shall mean all Shipper Facilities that were open to both UP
and SP, whether via direcl service or via reciprocal swiiching, joint facility or .jther
arrangements, and no other '•ailroad when the 1995 .Agreement was executed, regardless of how
long ago the shipper or receiver at that facility may have shipped or received, or whether the
shipper or receiver at that faciiity ever shipped or received, any iraffic via either UP or SP, The
"2-to-l Point Identification Protocol" between the paities attached hereto as Exhibit E shall
govern the process for identifying "2-lo-l" Shipper Facilities open to BNSF as a result of the
conditions imposed on the UP SP merger,
Nevv Shipper Facilities shall mean: (i) existing Shipper Facilities constructing trackage
for accessing rail service for the first lime; and (ii) newly constructed rail-served Shipper
Facilities. New Shipper Facilities shall also mean previously-served Shipper Facilities that begin
to ship by rail again where (i) there has been a change of owner or lessee, and (ii) the use of the
facility is actually different in nature and purpose from the facility's prior use (eg,, there has
been a change in the type of products shipped from or received at the facility). New Shipper
Facilities shall not include expansion of or additions to an exist ng rail-serv ed Shipper Facility,
but do include (I) Shipper Facilities which, on September 25, 1995, were being developed or for
vvhich land had been acquired for that purpose in contempla'.ion of receiving rail service by both
UP and SP. and (2) Transload Facilities located afier Sept .-mber 11. 1996. including those owned
or operated by BNSF.
Trackage Rights Lines shall mean the lines over which BNSF has been granted trackage
righls pursuant to this .Agieement, but shall not include any other lines over which UP/SP grants

BNSF trackage righls ("Overhead Trackage Rights") solely (i) to facilitate the parties' operation
over Trackage Rights Lines, (ii) to pemiit BNSF's operation between a mutually-agreed upon
BNSF junction point and points listed or described in Section 8(i) of this Agreement, or (iii) to
pemiil BNSF's operation between a mutually-agreed ipon BNSF junction point and a buildinbuild-out line pursuani lo Sections 4(a), 6(c) and 8(1) of this Agreement. The mutually-agreed
upon junction point vvill be selected vvith the objectixe of minimizing the operating
inconvenience io UP, consistent vvith ensuring that BNSF can provide competitive service.
BNSF acknowledges that il shall not have the right lo serve any existing or Nevv Shipper Facility
on a line over vvhich BNSF has been granted Overhead Trackage Righls unless such right is
specified in this Agreement or in any agreement implementing the Overhead Trackage Righls or
unless BNSF has the right lo serve a build-in build-out line on such Overhead Trackage Righls
line pursuani to the CMA .Agreement or the conditions imposed on the UP/SP merger. .All
Overhead Trackage Rights Lines, as ofthe dale of the execution hereof are listed in Exhibit F to
this Agreement, which exhibit may be amended and replaced from time lo lime by a new exhibit
siiined and dated by the parties. Nevv Shipper Facilities shall be deemed to be "on" a Trackage
Rights Line i f the facility is either (I) adjacent lo a Trackage Rights Line or (2) adjacent to a
spur, an industnal track, or a ya. i that is itseif served by such Trackage Rights Line. Nevv
Shipper Facilities are not "on" a Trackage Rights Line if they can be accessed only via a 49
U .S.C 10901 "line of railroad" which is not a Trackage Rights Line.
Transload Facilities shall mean Shipper Facilities other than automotive or intennodal
facilities or team tracks where freight is transferred from one railcar lo another or from one mode
to another (short term incidental storage may also occur) as defined by the STB in its decisions

in Finance Docket No. 32760. .An "Existing Transload Facility" is a Transload Facility which
w as in existence on September 25, 1995.
1.

W estern Trackage Rights
(a)

LiP SP shall grant to BNSF trackage rights on the following lines:
SP's line betv een Denver, CO and Salt Lake City, UT;
UP's line between Salt Lake City and Ogden, UT;
SP's line between Ogden and Little Mountain. UT;
UP's line between SaU Lake City and Alazon, NV;
UP's and SP's lines between Alazon and Weso. NV;
SP s line beiween Weso, and Oakland, CA via SP's line bet veen
Sacramento. CA and Oakland referred to as the "Cal-P" (subjert to traffic
restnctions as set foith in Section 1(g));
•

Ov erhead Trackage Rights on SP's line between Binney Junction, CA and
Roseville, CA in the vicinity of SP MP 106.6;

•

SP's line between Elvas (Elvas Interlocking) and Stockton. CA (subject to
traffic restrictions as set forth in Section 1(g) and also excluding any trains
moving over the line between Bieber and Keddie, CA purchased by BNSF
pursuant to Section 2(a) of this Agreement);

(b)

•

UP's line between Weso and Stockion, CA- and

•

SP's line between Oakland and San Jose, CA.

The trackage rights granted under this section shall be bridge righls for the

movement of overhead traffic only, except for the local access specified herein. BNSF shall
receive access on such lines only lo (ij "2-10-1" Shipper Facilities and Existing Transload

Facilities at points listed on Exhibit A to this Agreemeni. (ii) any New Shipper Facilities located
subsequent to UP's acquisition of control of SP al points listed on Exhibit .A to this .Agreement,
and (iii) any New Shipper Facilities located subsequent lo L'P's acquisition of control of SP on
the Trackage Righls Lines. BNSF shall also have the nght lo establish and exclusively serve
intennoda! and auto *"acilities at points lasted on Exhibit A lo this Agreemeni and al points
identified or described m Seciion 8(i) ofthis .Agreement. BNSF shall also receive the right to
interchange with:

the BHP Nevada Railroad Company al Shafler, NV; the Utah Railway

Company at Utah Railway Junction, UT; Grand Junction. CO; and Provo, UT; the Utah Central
Railway Company al Ogden; the Sail Lake, Garfield and Western at Salt Lake City; and the Salt
Lake City Souihem Railroad Conipany at Salt Lake City. BNSF shall also receive the right lo
utilize in common with UP SP, for normal and customary chargec, SP's soda ash Transload
Facilities in Ogden and Salt Lake City. BNSF shall also have the nght to access any shipperowned soda ash Transload Facilities in Ogden and Salt Lake City and to establish its own soda
ash Transload Facilities along the Trac'Kage Rights Lines. BNSF shall have the same access as
UP to al! "2-10-1" Shipper Facilities and "2-to-l" Points between Salt Lake City, UT, and SP
MP 755.1 north of Woods Cross, UT.
(c)

Access to Shipper Facilities at points listed on Exhibit A to this .Agreement open

to BNSF shall be direcl o. ihrough reciprocal switch, or. with UP SP's prior agreemeni, through a
third party conlraclot. Access to New Shipper Facihties open to BNSF on the Trackage Righls
Lines shall be (i) direcl; (ii) with UP SP's prior agreement, ihrough haulage for the shortest
period of time necessary to allow BNSF to establish ils own direcl operating access after
initiating service to a New Shipper Facility, but not lo exceed the later lo occur of 90 days or the
date upon which UP completes the construction of and accepts for serv ice any connections.

sidings or other support facilities to be paid for by BNSF that UP is then obligated to construct
pursuant lo this Agreenient or the trackage rights agreements executed pursuant to Section 9(f) of
tliis .Agreement; (iii) with LT»/SP's prior agreement, reciprocal switching where, al the time
BNSF service is to commence. UP SP already provides reciprocal svvitching on the portion ofthe
Trackage Rights Line upon which the tumout to the facility is to be located; or (iv) vvith UP SP's
pnor agreement, the use of a third party contractor; PROVIDED. HOWEX ER, thai it shall be
UP SP's sole decision whether BNSF's ser\ ice will be provided by either haulage or reciprocal
switching; and PRON'IDED. FURTHER, that in no case shall UP'SP be required to initiate any
new local serv ice or increase its level of sen ice to accommodate the lev el of service proposed by
BNSF. New Shipper Facilities open to BNSF under this .Agreement shall be open to both UP/SP
and BNSF, subject lo 'he tenns of Section 9(c)(v) of this .Agreement. The geographic liniits
within vvhich (x) New Shipper Facilities shall be open to BNSF service at points listed on Exhibit
A to this Agreement and (y) BNSF shall have lhe nght to establish and exclusively serve
intennodal and auto facilities at points listed in Section 8(i) of and on Exhibit A to this
.Agreement shall generally correspond to the territory within vvhich, prior to the merger of UP
and SP, a new shipper or receiver could have constructed a facility that would have been optn to
service by both UP and SP either directly or ihrough reciprocal switch.

Where swiiching

dismcts have been established, such districts (as described in Section 9(g)) shall be presumed to
establish these geographic limitations.
(d)

At least forty-five (45) days before initiating service to ri) a Shipper Facility open

lo BNSF at a point listed or described on Exhibit .A lo or in Section 8(i) ofthis Agreement, or (ii)
any New Shipper Facility on a Trackage Rights Line. BNSF shall notify UP of its election,
subject to Section 1(c) above, ofthe manner by which it proposes such service be provided and

the specifics of its operating plan ov er L'P/SP trackage. Within thir.y (30) days of its receipt of
BNSF's proposed operating plan, UP shall notify BNSF of its approval or disapproval of
BNSF's plan. UP's approval of such plan shall not be unreasonably withheld. In tht event UP
disapproves of BNSF's proposed plan. UP shall provide an explanation in vvriting to BNSF ofits
reasons for disapproval, and UP shall propose an altemative operating plan that would be
acceptable to UP and also be no more onerous than the operating plan that UP would establish
for service provided by L P.

If UP approves BNSF's plan hut establishes conditions on that

approval, those conditions shall be set forth in writing and shall be no more onerous than UP
would establish for service provided by UP. BNSF shall have the right, upon one hundred eighty
(ISO) days' pnor wntten notice to UP/SP, to change its election; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that
BNSF shall not change anv such election more often than once every five (5) years. BNSF shall
reimburse UP/SP for any costs incurred by UP/SP in connection with any changed election.
(e)

For Reno area intermodal Iraffic, BNSF mav use SP's intermodal ramp al Sparks,

NV with UP'SP providing intemiodal terminal services lo BNSF for nomial and customary
charges.

If expansion of SP's Sparks intennodal facility is required lo accommodate the

combined needs of UP/SP and BNSF. then the parties shall share in the cost of such expansion
on a pro rata basis allocated on the basis ofthe relative number of lifts for each party in the 12monlh period preceding the date construction begins. If for any reason UP/SP vacates its Sparks
intemiodal facility, BNSF (i) may vacate the facility and independently establish one ofits own,
or (ii) shall be pemiitted by UP/SP to continue to occupy the Sparks facility upon entry into an
agreemeni with UP/SP containing nonnal and customary terms and conditions (including,
without limitation, rental) for the use of similar facilities. If UP elects to offer the Sparks
intemiodal ramp property for sale lo a third party and or receives an offer UP is willing to accept.

LT* will offer to sell the property to BNSF on the same terms and conditions as are applicable to
the third party . BNSF shall have thirty (30) days in which to advise LT whether or not it will
buy the property on those terms. In the event BNSF declines to buy the property on those terms
or fails lo advise UP ofits intentions within thirty (30) days, BNSF's nght of first refusal will be
extinguished, and UP may sell the property to the third party. BNSF vv ill then be required to
vacate the property within six (6) mc>nths, and UP's obligation to fumish BNSF with intermodal
temiinal services and access lo a L P intennodal facility in the Sparke Reno area vvill be
extinguished.
(0

Except as otherwise herein prov ided, the trackage rights and access rights granted

pursuani lo this section shall be for rail iraffic of all kinds, carloau and intemiodal, for a'!
commodities.
(gi

BNSF may operate only the following trains cn SP's "Cal-P" line between

Sacramento and Oakland: (i) intemiodal and automotiv e trains composed of ov er ninety percent
(90%) multi-level automobile equipmeni and or flat cars carrying trailers and containers in single
or double stack configuration and (ii) one overheau ihrough manifest train of carload business
per day in each direction. These BNSF manifest trains may be either 1-5 Corridor or Central
Comdor trains.

On the Donner Pass line between Sacramento and Weso, BNSF may operate

only intermodal and automotive trains as described in clause (i) and one overhead ihrough
manifest train of carload business per day in each direction. The manifest trains must be
equipped with adequau motive power to achieve the same horsepower per trailing ton as
comparable UP SP manifest tr^ms. BNSF may use helpers on these trains only if comparable
UP SP manifest trains use helpers; BNSF must provide the helper service. The restrictions set
tbrth in this section do not apply to local trains serving Shipper Facilities to which BNSF has

access on the identified lines, and such trains shall not be considered in determining whether
BNSF is in compliance w ith such restrictions. If UP grants its prior concurrence, BNSF's
overhead through manifest trains shall be allowed n set out and pick up irafTic to or from
intemiediate points on the identified lines.
(h)

.At BNSF's request, UP'SP shall provide train and engine crews and required

support personnel and serv ices in accordance vvith L P SP's operating practices necessary to
handle BNSF trains moving between Salt Lake City and Oakland. UP/SP shall be reimbursed
for providing such employees on a cost plus reasonable additives basis and for any incremental
cost associated with providing employees such as lodging or crew transportation expense. BNSF
must also give UP/SP reasonable advance notice of its need for employees in order to allow
L P SP lime lo have adequate trained crews available

.All UP/SP employees engaged in or

connected with the operatio)i of BNSF's trains shall, solely for purposes of standard joint facility
liability , be deemed lo be "sole employees" of BNSF. If UP SP adds to its labor force to comply
vvith a request or requests from BNSF lo pro* ide employees, then BNSF shall be responsible for
any labor protection, guarantees or reserve board payments for such incremental employees
resulting from any change in BNSF operations or traffic levels.
(i)

UP SP agree that their alTiliate Central Califomia Traction Cornpany shall be

managed and operated so as to provide BNSF non-discriminatory access to industries on its line
on the same and no less favorable basis as provided UP and SP.
(j)

If BNSF desires to operate domestic high cube double stacks over Donner Pass,

then BNSF shall be responsible to pay for the cost of achiev ing required clearances. UP/SP shall
pay BNSF one-half ofthe original cost of any such work funded by BNSF (including per annum
interesi thereon calculated in accordance with section 9(c)(v) of this Agreement) if UP SP
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subsequently decides to begin moving domestic high cube double stacks over this route. If
UP SP initiates and funds the clearance program, then BNSF shall pay one half of the original
cost (including per annum interest thereon calculated in accordance with section 9(c)(v) of this
Agreemeni) al such time as BNSF begins lo use i.he line for domestic high cube double stacks.
(k)

BNSF agrees lo waiv e its right under Section 9 of the .Agreement dated April 13,

1995, and agreements implementing that agreement to renegotitHe certain compensation terms of
such agreement in the event ofa merger, consolidation or common control of SP by L;P. BNSF
also agrees to waive any restrictions on assignment in the 1990 BN-SP agreement covering
trackage righls between Kansas City and Chicago.
2.

1-5 Corridor
(a)

UP SP shall sell to BNSF UP's line beiween Bieber and Keddie, CA. UP SP shall

retain the right to use the portion ofthis line between MP 0 and MP 2 for the purpose of tuming
equipment. UP/SP shall pay BNSF a normal and customary trackage rights charge for this right.
(b)

BNSF shall grant UP SP overhead trackage righls on BN's line between Chemult

and Bend, OR for rail traffic of all kinds, carload and intemiodal, for all commodities.
(c)

The parties will, under the procedures established in Section 9(0 of this

.Agreement, establish a proportional rate agreement incorporating the terms of ihe "Term Sheet
for UP SP-BNSF Proportional Rale .Agreement Covering 1-5 Corridor" attached hereto as
Exhibit B.
3.

Southern California .Access
(a)

LP.SP shall grant access lo BNSF lo serve all "2-to-l" Shipper Facilities in

Southem Califomia at the points listed on Exhibit .A to this Agreement.
(b)

UP SP shall grant to BNSF trackagerighlson the following lines:
•

UP's line beiween Riverside and Ontano. CA; and
11

•
(c)

LJP's line between Basta, CA and Fullerton and La Habra, CA.

The trackage rights granted under this section shall be bridge rights for the

mov ement of overhead traffic only, except for the local access specified herein. BNSF shall
receive access on such lines only lo (i) '2-lo-l" Shipper Facilities and Existing Transload
Facilities al points listed on Exhibit A to this Agreement, (ii) ai.y New Shipper Facility located
subsequent to UP's acquisition of control of SP at points listed on Exhibit A to this Agreement,
and (iii) any Nevv Shipper Facility located subsequent lo L'P's acquisition of control of SP on the
Trackage Righls Lines. BNSF shall also have the right to establish and exclusively serve
intennoda! and auto facilities at points listed on Exhibit .A to this .Agreement and at points
identified or described in Section 8(i) ofthis Agreement.
(d)

Access lo Shipper Facilities al points listed on Exhibi* A to this Agreemeni open

to BNSF shall be direct or through reciprocal switch, or, vvith UP/SP's prior agreement, ihrough a
third party contractor. .Access to Nevv Shipper Facilities open lo BNSF on the Trackage Righls
Lines shall be (i) direct; (ii) with UP/SP's prior agreenient, ihrough haulage tor the shoitest
period of lime necessary lo allow BNSF to establish ils own direct opera'ang access after
initialing service to a New Shipper Facility, but not lo exceed the later to occur of 90 days or the
date upon vvhich UP completes the construction of and accepts for service any connections,
sidings or other support facilities to be pa'd for by BNSF that UP is then obligated lo construct
pursuant to this .Agreement or the trackagerightsagreements executed pursuant to Section 9(0 of
this .Agreement: (iii) with L'P/SP's pnor agreement, reciprocal switching where, al the lime
BNSF serv ice is lo commence. UP SP already provides reciprocal switching on the portion of the
Trackage Rights Line upon which the tumout to the facility is to be located; or (iv) vvith UP/SP's
pnor agreement the use of a third party contractor, PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that il shal' be
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LT SP's sole decision w hether BNSFs service will be provided by either haulage or reciprocal
switching; and PROVIDED. FURTHER, that in no case shall UP/SP be required to initiate any
new local service or increase its level of service to accommodate the level of service proposed by
BNSF. Nevv Shipper Facilities open lo BNSF under this .Agreement shall be open lo both LT SP
and BNSF. subject to the terms of Section 9(c)(v) ofthis .Agreement. The geographic limits
within which (x) New Shipper Facilities shall be open to BNSF serv ice at points listed on Exhibit
.A to this Agreement and (y) BNSF shall have the right to establish and exclusively serve
intemiodal and auto facilities al points listed in Section S(i) of and on Exhibit A to this
Agreenient shall generally correspond lo the territory within vvhich. prior to the merger of UP
and SP. a new shipper or receiver could have constructed a facility that would have been open to
service by both UP and SP either directly or ihrough reciprocal switch.

Where switching

districts have been established, such districts (as described in Section 9(g)) shall be presumed to
establish these geographic limitations.
(e)

BNSF shall grant UP SP overhead trackage rights on Santa Fe's line between

Barstow (including both legs ofthe wye) and Mojave. CA.
(0

Except as otherw ise prov ided herein, the trackage rights and accessrightsgranted

pursuani lo this seciion shall be for rail traffic of all kinds, carioad and intemiodal, for all
commodities.
(g)

UP SP shall work vvith BNSF to facilitate access by BNSF lo the Ports of Los

.Angeles and Long Beach, CA. Other than as legally precluded L P SP shall (a) extend the tem
ofthe presenl agreemeni dated November 21, 1981. to continue until completion of .Alameda
Corridor, (b) amend that agreement to apply lo all carload and intennodal traffic, and (c) grant
BNSF the nght lo invoke such agreement to provide loop service utilizing UP's and Santa Fe's
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lines to the Ports ai BNSF's option to allow for additional operating capacity.
commitment is subject lo available capacity.

UP/SP's

Any incremental capacity related projects

necessary to accommodate BNSF iraffic shall be the sole responsibility of BNSF.
(h)

At least forty-five (45) days before initiating set - '^e to (i) a Shipper Facility open

to BNSF at a point listed or described on Exhibit A to or in Section 8(i) o^this .Agreemeni, or (ii)
any New Shipper Facility on a Trackage Rights Line, BNSF shall notify UP of ils election,
subject to Section 3(d) above, of the manner by vvhich il proposes such service be prov ided and
the specifics of its operating plan over UP SP trackage. Within thirty (30) day s of its receipt of
BNSF's proposed operating plan. UP shall notify BNSF of ils approval or disapproval of
BNSF's plan. UP s approval of such plan shall not be unreasonably w ithheld. In the event UP
disapproves of BNSF's proposed pian. LT shall provide an explanation in writing to BNSF ofits
reasons for disapproval, and UP shall propose an alternative operating plan that vvould be
acceptable lo UP and also be no more onerous than the operating plan that UP would establish
for service provided by LP.

If L P approves BNSF's plan but establishes conditions on that

approval, those conditions shall be set forth in writing and shall be no more onerous than UP
would establish for service provided by L P. BNSF shall have the righf upon one hundred eighty
(ISO) aays' pnor wntten notice to UP/SP, to change its election; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that
BNSF shall not change any such election more often than once every five (5) years. BNSF shall
reimburse UP- SP for any costs incuned by UP/SP in connection with any changed election.
4

South Texas Trackage Rights and Purchase
(a)

UP/SP shall grant lo BNSF trackage righls on the following lines:
•

UT's line between Ajax and San Antonio, TX;
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UP's line between Houston (.Algoj.! and Brownsville, TX (with parity and
equal access to the Mexican border crossing at Brownsville);
UP's line between Odem and Corpus Christi, TX;
UP's line between Aja.v and Sealy, FX;
SP's line between San .Antonio and Eagle Pass, TX (with parity and equal
access to the Mexican border crossing at Eagle Pass);
UP's line between Craig Junction and SP Junction, TX (Tower 112) via
Track No. 2 through Frati, 1X;
SP's line between SP Junction (Tower 112) and Elmendorf, TX;
SP's line in San Antonio between SP Tower 105 and SP Junction (Tower
112);
Overhead Trackage Rights on SP's Port Lavaca Branch, betw een Placedo
and Port Lavaca, TX. for the purpose of reaching a point of build-in-'buildoui to from Union Carbide Corporation's ("UCC") facility al North
Seadrift, TX. L P SF shall pennit BN/Santa Fe or UCC to constmct and
cormect to the Port Lavaca Branch, at their expense, a build-in build-out
line. BN Santa Fe or UCC shal! have the right to purchase for net
liquidation value all or any part of the Port Lavaca Branch that U P/SP may
abandon;
UP's line between Kerr (connection to Georgetow n RR) and Taylor. T.X;
Overhead Trackage Rights on UP's line beiween Round Rock and
McNeil, TX for the purpose of interchanging wi.'i the Capital .Metro
Transit Auihority, ils successors or agent;
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(b)

•

LT's line between Temple and Waco. TX;

•

LP's line between Temple and Taylor, TX;

•

LT's line between Taylor and Smithville,TX; and

•

SP's line between El Paso and Sierra Bianca. TX.

The trackage rights granted under this section shall be bridge rights for the

movement of overhead iraffic only, except for the local access specified herein. BNSF shall
receive access on such lines only to (i) "2-to-l" Shipper F.acilities and Existing Transload
Facilities at points listed on Exhibit A to this .Agreement and City Public Service Board of San
Antonio, Texas Elmendorf facilities listed on Exhibit A to this Agreement, (ii) any New Shipper
Facility located subsequent to UP's acquisition of control of SP al points listed on Exhibit A to
this Agreement, and (iii) any Nevv Shipper Facility located subsequent to UP's acquisition of
control of SP on the Trackage Rights Lines. BNSF shall also have the right to establish and
exclusively serve intermodal and auto facilities at points listed on Exhibit A to this Agreement
and at points identified or described in Section 8(i) of this Agreement. BNSF shall also have the
righl to interchange vvith:

the Texas Mexican Rauway Company at Corpus Christi and

Robstow n. TX; the Georgetown Railroad al Kerr; Transportacion Ferroviaria Mexicana ("TFM")
at Brownsville (Matamoros, Mexico); Ferrocarril Mexicano r'F.XE") al Eagle Pass; and the
operator of SP's former line between Giddings and Llano at McNeil. TX. BNSF's access and
interchange righls at Corpus Christi and Brow nsville shall be at least as favorable as SP had on
September 25. 1995. BNSF shall have direct access to the Port of Brownsville, the Brownsville
and Rio Grande Intemational Railroad, and the TFM. UP will designate a yard in Brownsville
for sale to BNSF at such lime as BNSF establishes ils own trackage righls operations inlo
Brownsville and at such time as the connection between UP and SP as a part of the Brownsville

relocation project is completed. In the event UP/SP determines to cease operations in the SP
East Yard at San Antonio, TX, LT/SP will give first consideration lo DNSF for laking over
operation of the East Yard pursuant to a mutually-agreeable arrangement.
(c)

.Access to Shipper Facilities at points listed on Exhibit .A lo this Agreenient open

to BNSF shall be direcl or through reciprocal switch, or, with UF SP's prior agreemeni, ihrough a
third party contractor Access to New Shipper Facilities open to BNSF on the Trackage Rights
Lines shall be (i) direcl: (ii) with UP/SP's prior agreement, thrc ugh haulage for the shortest
period of lime necessary to allow BNSF to establish ils own direcl operating access afler
initialing service to a Nevv Shipper Facility, but not lo exceed the later to occur of 90 days or the
dale upon vvhich UT completes the construction of and accepts for service any connections,
sidings or oihcr support facilities lo be paid for by BNSF lhal UP is then obligated to construct
pursuant lo this .Agreement or the trackagerightsagreements executed pursuant to Section 9(0 of
this .Agreement: (iii) with LT/SP's prior agreement, recip.ocal swiiching where, al tlie time
BNSF service is lo commence, UP'SP already provides reciprocal svvitching on the portion ofthe
Trackage Rights Line upon which the turnout lo the facility is to be located; or (iv) with UP/SP's
prior agreement, the use of a third partv contractor; PROVIDED, HOWE\'ER, that it shall be
UP/SP's sole decision whether B.NSF's service vvill be provided by either haulage or reciprocal
sw itching; and PRO\TDED. FL'RTHER, that in no case shall UP/SP be required lo initiate any
new local serv ice or increase its level of service to accommodate the level of service proposed by
BNSF. Nevv Shipper Facilities open to BNSF under this Agreement shall be open lo both UP/SP
and BNSF, subject lo Section 9(c)(v) ofthis Agreenient. The geographic limits within which (x)
New Shipper Facilities shall be open lo BNSF service at points listed on Exhibit A lo this
Agreenient and (y) BNSF shall have the right to establish and exclusively serve intemiodal and
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auto facilities at points listed in Section 8(i) of and on Exhibit .A fo this Agreement shall
generally correspond to the territory w iihin which, prior to the merger of UP and SP, a new
shipper or receiver could have constmcted a facility that would have been open to service by
both UP and SP either directly or through reciprocal switch. Where switching districts have been
established, such districts (as described in Section 9(g)) shall be presumed to establish these
geographic limitations.
(d)

.Al least forty-five (45) days before initiating service lo (i) a Shipper Facility open

lo BNSF al a point listed or dc :ribed on Exhibit A to or in Section 8(i) ofthis Agreemeni, or (ii)
any Nevv Shipper Facility or. . Trackage Rights Line. BNSF shall notify LT of ils election,
subject to Section 4(c) above, ot the manner b. vhich il proposes such serv ice be provided and
the specifics of ils operating plan over UP SP trackage. Wiihin thirty (30) days of ils receipt of
BNSF's proposed operating plan. UP shall notify BNSF of ils approval or disapproval of
BNSF's plan. UP's approval of such plar shall not be unreasonably withheld. In the event UP
disapproves of BNSF's proposed plan. UP ihall provide an explanation in writing lo BNSF ofits
reasons for disapproval, and LP shall propose an alternative operating plan thai would be
acceptable to UP and also be no more onerous than ihe operating plan that UP vvould establish
for serv ice provided by UP.

If UP approves BNSF's plan but istablishes conditions on that

approval, those conditions shall be set forth in writing and shall be no more onerous than UP
would establish for serv ice provided by UP. BNSF shall hav e the right, upon one hundred eighty
(180) days' prior written notice to UP SP. to change its election; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that
BNSF shall not change any iuch election more often than once every five (5) years. BNSF shall
reimburse UP'SP for any costs incurred by UP/SP in connection with any changed election.

(e)

Except as otherwise provided herein, the trackage rights and accessrightsgranted

pursuant to this section shall be for rail traffic of all kinds, carload and intemiodal, for all
commodities.
(0

In lieu of BNSF's conducting actual trackage nghts operations between Houston,

Corpus Christi, Hariingen and Brownsville, TX (including TFM interchange), UP/SP agrees,
upon request by BNSF, to handle BNSF's business on a haulage basis for the fee called for by
Section 8(m) of this Agreement. LT/SP shall accept, handle, switch and deliv er traffic moving
under haulage withoui any discrimination in promptness, quality of service, or efTiciency in favor
of comparable traffic moving in LT SP's account.
(g)

UP SP shall sell to BNSF UP's line between Dallas and Waxahachie, TX vvith UP

retaining trackage rights to exclusively serve local industries on the Dallas-Waxahachie line.
(h)

Upon the effectiveness of the trackage rights to Eagle Pass under this section,

BNSF's nght lo obtain haulage services from UP SP lo and from Eagle Pass pursuant lo the
agreemeni between BNSF and SP dated Apri! 13, 1995 and subsequent haulage agreemeni
betw een those parties shall no longer apply, provided BNSF shall cominue to have therightto
use •• 'ckage at or near Eagle Pass as specified in that agreemeni for use in conneclion with
trackage righls under this .Agreemen-..
5.

Eastern Texas - Louisiana Trackage Rights and Purchase
(a)

LT SP shal! grant to BNSF trackage nghls on the following lines:
•

SP's line between Houston and Iowa Junction in Louisiana, which
trackage righls hrve 'oeen amended by the Temi Sheet Agreement and the
TX-LA Line Sale Agreement implementing UP's and BNSF's joint
ownership of SP's line between Dawes, TX and Avondale, LA;
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•

SP's line between Beaumont and Port .Arthur, TX;

•

SP's line beiween Dayton and Baytown and East Baytown, TX;

•

SP's Channelview Spur which connects to the SP's line between Houston
and Iowa Junction near Sheldon, TX for the purpose, inter aha, of
reaching a point of build-inliuild-out to/from the facilities of Lyondell
Petrochemical Company and .Areo Chemical Conipany al Channelview,
TX. LT/SP shall pennit BN Santa Fe or one or both shippers to construct
and connect lo SP's Channelview Spur, at their expense, a build-iabuildout line. BN/Santa Fe or the shippers shall have the righl lo purchase for
net liquidation value all or any part ofthe Channelview Spur that UPSP
may abandon;

•

SP's line between Mallard Junction and Harbor, LA;

•

SP's line near .Avondale (SP .MP 14.94 and West Bndge Junction (SP MP
9.97);

•

UP's Mam Line No. 1 from UP .MP 14.29 to MP 14.11 including
crossover to SP's main line and UP's MP 10.38 lo .MP 10.2; and

•

UP's line between West Bridge Junction (UP MP 10.2) and UP's
Westwego, LA intennodal facility (approximately UP MP 9.2).

(b)

The trackage nghls granted under this seciion shall be bndge nghls for the

movement of overhead traffic only, except for the local access specified herein. BNSF shall
receive access on such lines only to (i) "2-to-I" Shipper Facilities and Existing Transload
Facilities at points listed on Exhibit A lo this /Agreement, (ii) any New Shipper Facility located
subsequent to UP's acquisition of control of SP at points listed on Exhibit A to this Agreemem,
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and (iii) any New Shipper Facility located subsequent to UP's acquisition of control of SP on the
Trackage Righls Lines. BNSF shall also have the nght lo establish and exclusively serve
intennodal and auto facilities at points listed on Exhibit A lo this Agreement and al points
identified or described in Section 8(i > of this Agreemen. BNSF shall also have the nght to
handle traffic of shippers open to all of UP, SP a.nd KCS al Lake Charies, Rose Bluff and West
Lake, LA, and iraffic of shippers open to SP and KCS at West Lake Charies. BNSF shall also
have the right to interchange with: tne .Acadiana Railway Company at Crowley. LA; and the
Louisiana & Delta Railroad, Inc. al Lafayelle Raceland and Schreiver, L.A. BNSF shall also
have the nght to interchange with and ha\ e access ever the New Orieans Public Belt Railroad at
West Bndge Junction, LA.
(c)

.Access to Shipper Facilities al points listed on Exhibit .A lo this Agreement open

to BNSF shall be direct or through reciprocal switch, or, with UP SP's prior agreement, ihrough a
third partv contractor. Access to New Shipper Facilities open to BNSF on the Trackage Rights
Lines shall be (i) direct; (li) with UP.SP's pnor agreemeni. through haulage for the shortest
penod of lime necessary lo allow BNSF to estublish ils own direcl operating access af^er
initiating serv ice to a New Shipper Facility, but not to exceed the later to occur of 90 days or the
date upon which UP completes the construction of and accepts for service any connections,
sidings or other support facilities to be paid for by BNSF that UP is then obligated lo construct
pursuant to this Agreement or the trackage rights agreements executed pursuant to Section 9(0 of
this .Agreement; (iii) with UP/SP's p-ior agreenient reciprocal svvitching where at the lime BNSF
service is to commence, UP/SP ; iready provides reciprocal switching on the portion of the
Trackage Rights Line upon which the tumout to the facility is lo be located: or (iv) w ith UP SP's
pnor agreemem, the use of a third party contractor; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that it shall be
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UP SP's sole decision whether BNSF's service will be prov ided by either haulage or reciprocal
switching; and PROMDED, FURTFIER, that in no case shall UP SP be required to initiate any
new local service or increase its level of service to accommodate the level of service proposed by
BNSF. New Shipper Facilities open to BNSF under this Agreement shall be open to both UP SP
and BNSF. subject to the terms of Section 9(c)(v) of this Agreement. The geographic limits
within vvhich (x) New Shipper Facilities shall be open to BNSF sen ice at points listed on Exhibit
A lo this .Agreement and (y) BNSF shall have the right to establish and exclusively serve
inteimodal and auto facilities at points listed in Section S(i) of and on Exhibit A lo this
.Agreement shall generally correspond to the territory within vvhich, prior lo the merger of UP
and SP. a new- shipper or receiver could have constmcted a facility that w ould have been open to
service by both UP and SP either directly or ihrough reciprocal switch. Where switching
d.'slricts have been established, such dismcts (as described in Seciion 9(g)) shall be presumed lo
establish these geographic limitations.
(d)

.At least forty-five (45) days before initiating service to (i) a Shipper Facility open

to BNSF al a pomt listed or described on Exhibit A to or in Section 8(i) ofthis Agreement, or (ii)
any Nevv Shipper Facility on a Trackage Rights Line, BNSF shall notify UP of ils election,
subject to Section 5(c) above, ofthe manner by which il proposes such service be piovided and
the specifics of ils operating plan over LT'SP trackage Wiihin thirty (30) days of ils receipt of
BNSF's proposed operating plan. LT shall notify BNSF of ils approval or disapproval of
BNSF's plan. LT's approval of such plan shall not be unreasonably withheld. In the event UP
disapproves of BNSF's proposed plan. UP shall provide an explanation in writing lo BNSF ofits
reasons for disapproval, and UP shall propose an alternative operating plan that vvould be
acceptable to UP and also be no more onerous than the operating plan that LT vvould establish

for service provided b\ L'P.

If UP approves BNSF's plan but establishes conditions on that

approv al, those conditions shall be set forth in vv riling and shall be no more onerous than UP
would establish for service provided by UP. BNSF shall have the right, upon one hundred eighty
(180) days' prior written notice lo UP SP, to change its election; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that
BNSF shall not change any such election more often lhan once every five (5) years. BNSF shall
reimburse L P SP for any costs incurred by UP SP in connection with any changed election.
(e)

UP SP shall grant BNSF the right to use SP's Bridge 5.A at Houston. Texas.

(0

Except as othenvise provided herein, trackage rights and access rights granted

pursuant to this seciion shall be for rail Iraffic of all kinds, carload and intermodal, for all
commodities.
(g)

UP SP shall sell to BNSF UP's Main Line No. 1 between MP 14.11 and 10.38,

L P's Westwego intennodal lemiiraL SP's old .Avondale \'ard (together wilh the fueling and
mechanical facilities located thereon) as shown on Exhibit C, and SP's Lafayette Yard.
6.

Houston, r.\-\"aHe\ Junction, IL Trackage Rights
(a)

UP SP shall grant to BNSF trackagerightson the following lines:
•

SP's line between Houston, TX and Fair Oaks, AR via Cleveland and Pine
Bluff, AR;
LT's line between Fair Oaks and Bridge Junction, AR;
SP's line between Brinkley and Briark, AR:
UP's line between Pine Bluff and North Little Rock, .AR
LT's line between Houston and Valley Junction, IL via Palestine, TX;
SP's line between Fair Oaks and lllmo. MO via Jonesboro. AR and Dexter
Junction, MO; and
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•
(b)

LT's line between Fair Oaks and Bald Knob. AR.

In lieu of conducting actual operations between Pine Bluff and North Little Rock,

AR, UT SP agrees, upon request of BNSF, to handle BNSF's business on a haulage basis for the
fee called for by Section 8(m) of this Agreement.
(c)

BNSF shall have the right to transport unit coal trains (i) over the Trackage Righls

Lines lo and from a point of build-iubuild-out to and from Entergy Seniees. Inc.'s plant at
White Bluff AR if and when such a build-in build-out line is constructed by an eniily other lhan
UP SP to connect such plant wilh an SP line and (ii) to and from Entergy Seniees, Inc.'s plant
al While Bluff (1) by entering and exiling the Trackage Righls Lines at Jonesboro and Hoxie,
AR, respectively, and'or (2) by utilization of BNSF's line v ia Memphis, TN.
(d)

The trackage righls granted under this seciion shall be bridge righls for the

movement of overhead traffic only, except for the local access specified herein. BNSF shall
receive access on such lines only lo (i) "2-10-1" Shipper Facilities and Existing Transload
Facilities at points listed on Exhibit A to this Agreement, (ii) any New Shipper Facility located
subsequent to UP's acquisition of control of SP al points listed on Exhibit ,A lo this .Agreement,
and (iii) any Nevv Shipper Facility located subsequent to UP's acquisition of control of SP on the
Trackage Rights Lines

BNSF shall also have the nght to establish and exclusively sene

intemiodal and auto facilities at points listed on Exhibit .A lo this .Agreement and al points
identified or described in Section 8(i) ofthis .Agreement. In addition to the other restrictions and
limitations set forth herein, as to UP's and SP's lines between Memphis and Valley Junction. IL:
(1) BNSF shall not have the right to enter or exit at intemiediate points north of Bald Knob and
Fair Oaks. AR: and (2) BNSF traffic is limited to traffic that moves through, originates in, or
lemiinales in Texas or Louisiana. These two restrictions do not apply to iraffic moving to or
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from cihipper Facilities in the Houston-Memphis-St. Louis Corridor to which BNSF has access
pursuant lo this Section 6(d) or Section 8(1) below. The two restnctions also do not apply to the
iraffic that BNSF is permitted to handle pursuant to the remaining provisions ofthis Seciion 6(d).
which remains subject to all other conditicns and restrictions. BNSF shall also have the right to
handle iraffic of shippers open to all of UP. SP and KCS at Texarkana, TX AR. and Sh.rev eport,
L.A, lo and from the .Memphis BEA (BE.A 73), Dut not including proportional, combination or
Rule 11 rates via Memphis or other points in the Memphis BEA. In the Houston-.Meniphis-St.
Louis corridor, BNSF shall have the right to move some or all of its traffic v ia trackage righls
over either the L P line or the SP line, at its discretion, for operating convenience. BNSF shall
also have the right lo interchange: with the Little Rock and Westem Railway at Little Rock, .AR;
the Little Rock Port .Authonty at Little Rock. .AR: KCS at Shreveport. L.A and '^'exarkana.
TX'.AR, for movements of iraffic onginated by KCS at or delivered by KCS lo shippers or
receivers al Lake Charles, West Lake, or West Lake Charles. LA; wilh KCS (y) at Shreveport,
L.A for movements of loaded and empty coal trains mov ing to and fiom Texas Utilities Electric
Company's Martin Lake generating station, and (z) at Texarkana, TX/AR for movemenis of
empty coal trains reluming from Texas Utilities Electric Company's Martin Lake generating
station; and with the Texas Northeastem Railroad at Texarkana, TX for the sole purpose of
moving BNSF traffic to and from Shipper Facilities at Defense, TX.
(e)

Access to Shipper Facilities at points listed on Exhibit A to this Agreenient open

to BNSF shall be direct or through reciprocal switch, or. w iih UP SP s prior agreement, through a
third partv contrac'iOr. Access lo New Shipper Facilities open to BNSF on the 1 rackage Righls
Lines shall be (ii direcl; (ii) wilh UPSP's prior agreement, through haulage for the shortest
period of time necessary lo allow BNSF lo establish its own direcl operating access afier
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initiating sen ice to a New Shipper Facility, bi:t not to exceed the later to occur of 90 days or the
date upon which UP completes the construction of and accepts for senice any connections,
sidings or other support facilities to be paid for by BNSF that UP is then obligated to construct
pursuant to this Agreement or the trackagerightsagreements executed pursuant lo Section 9(0 of
this .Agreement: (lii) with UP SP's prior agreement, reciprocal swiiching where, al the time
BNSF sen ice is to commence, UP SP already provides reciprocal sw itching on the portion of the
Trackage Righls Line upon which the turnout to the facility is lo bc located; or (iv) wilh LT SP's
pnor agreemeni, the use of a third party contractor; PRON'IDED, HOWEX ER, lhal it shall be
UP/SP's sole decision whether BNSF's senice will be provided by either haulage or reciprocal
switching; and PROVIDED, FURTHER, lhal in no case shall UP/SP be required lo initiate any
new local sen ice or increase ils lev el of sen ice lo accommodate the leve' of serv ice proposed by
B.NSF. Nevv Shipper Facilities open lo BNSF under this Agreenient shall be open to both UP/SP
and BNSF, subject lo the lerms of Seciion 9(c)(v) of this Agreement. The geographic limits
within which (x) New Shipper Facilities shall be open to BNSF sen'ice at points listed on Exhibit
A to this Agreement and (y) BNSF shall have the right to establish and exclusively sene
intermodal and auto facilities al points listed in Seciion 8(i) of and on Exhibit .A lo this
Agreenient shall generally correspond to the territory within which, pnor lo the merger of UP
and SP. a nevv shipper or receiver could have constructed a facility that would have been open to
senice by both UP and SP either directly or through reciprocal switch.

Wlitie switching

districts have been established, such districts (as described in Section 9(g)) shall be presumed to
establish these geographic limitations.
(0

.At least forty-fiv e (45) days before initiating service to (i) a Shipper Facility open

lo BNSF at a point listed or described on Exhibit .A to or in Section 8(i) of this .Agreement, or (ii)
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any Nevv Shipper Facility on a Trackage Rights Line, BNSF shall notify LT of ils election,
subject to Section 6(e) above, of the manner by which it proposes such sen ice be provided and
the specifics of its operating plan ov er L'P SP trackage. Wiihin thirty (30) days of its receipt of
BNSF's proposed operating plan. UP shall notify BNSF of its approval or disapproval of
BNSF's plan. UP's approval of such j.!an shall not be unreasonably withheld. In the event UP
disapproves of BNSF's propcred plan, UP shall provide an explanation in writing to BNSF ofits
reasons for disapproval, and UP shall propose an altemative operating plan lhal would be
acceptable to UP and also be no more onerous than the operating plan that UP vvould establish
for sen ice prov ided by LT.

If UP approv es BNSF's plan but establishes conditions on lhal

approval, those conditions shall be set forth in writing and shall be no more onerous than UP
would establish for sen ice provided by UP. BNSF shall have the right, upon one hundred eighty
(180) days' pnor written notice to UP SP, to change ils election; PROVIDED, HO'vVEVER. that
BNSF shall not change any such election more often lhan once every five (5) yean. BNSF shall
reimburse L P SP for any costs incurred by UP SP in connection with any changed eieclion.
(g)

Except as othenvise prov ided herein, the trackage rights and access rights granted

pursuant lo this seciion shall be for rail tratTic of all kinds, carload and intemiodal, for ail
commodities.
(h)

BNSF shall grant to UT'SP overhead trackage rights on BN's line between West

-Memphis and Presley Junction, AK. UP SP shall be responsible fcr upgrading this line as
necessary for its use. If BNSF uses this line for overhead purposes to connect its line to the
trackage rights lines, BNSF shall share in one-half of the upgrading cost.
7.

St. Louis .Area Coordinations
(a)

UP/SP agree to cooperate vvith BNSF to facilitate efficient access by BNSF to

other carriers al and through Sl, Louis via The .Alton & Souihem Railway Company (".A&S"), If
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BNSF requests. UP SP agree to construct or cause to be constmcted for the use of both BNSF
and UT/SP a faster connection between the BN and UP lines a' Grand Av enue in St. Louis, .MO
and a third track from Grana

venue to near Gratiot Street Tower at the sole cost and expense of

BNSF, Upon completion of such construction JP/SP shall grant to BNSF ov erhead trackage
righls on L'P's line between Grand .Avenue and Gratiot Street.
(b)

L P w ishes to secure dispatching authonty for the .MacArthur Bridge across the

Mississippi River at Sl. Louis. Dispatching is currently controlled by the Temiinal Railroad
.Associafion of Sl. Louis ("TRRA"), BNSF agrees that it vvill cause its interest on the I RR.A
Board or any shares it owns in the TRRA lo be voted in favor of transferring dispatching control
ofthe .MacArthur Bndge lo UP if such matter is presented to the TRRA Board or ils shareholders
for action. Such dispatching shall be performed in a manner to ensure lhal all users are treated
equally.
(c)

I f BNSF desires lo use the .A&S Gateway Yard, upon transfer of MacArthur

Bndge dispatching to UP. UP'SP shal! assure that charges assessed by the A&S lo BNSF for use
of Gateway Yard are equivalent to those assessed other non-ow ners of .A&S.
(d)

UP'SP and BNSF agree to provide each other reciprocal detour rights between

Bridge Junction-West Memphis and St. Louis in the event of flooding, subject lo the availability
of sutTicient capacity to accommodate the detour.
(e)

UP/SP shall provide BNSF Overhead Trackage Rights over UP/SP's Jefferson

City Subdivision between .MP 34.8 near Pacific. MO and .MP 43 S near Labadie. MO for the
purpose of accessing .Ameren UE's facility at Labadie.

BNSF shall have the right lo sen e all

"2-lo 1" Shipper Facilities. Nevv Shipper Facilifies and Existing Transload Facilities at Labadie.
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8.

Additional Rights
(a)

UP SP shall grant BNSF overhead trackage righis on SP's line beiween

Kichniond and Oakland. CA for rail traffic of all kinds, carioad and 'n;ermoda.l, for all
commodities to enable BNSF to connect \ ia SP's line with the Oakland Temiinal Railroad
(••OTR"i and lo access the Oakland Joint Intermodal Temiinal ("JIT"), or sim.iiar public
intermodal facility, al such lime as ihe JIT is built. BNSF shall pay 50% ofthe cosi (up lo
52,000,000 maximum) for upgrading to mainline standards and reverse signaling of SP's No. 1
track between Emeryville (.MP 8) and Stege, CA (MP 13.1). Compensation for these trackage
nghls shali be at the rate of 3.48 mills per ton mh: for business moving in liie "1-5 Comdor," 3.1
mills per tor mile on all cther carload and intermodal business, and 3.0 mills per ton mile for
bulk business (as defined in Section 9(a) of this Agreement) escalated in accordance with the
provisions of Section 12 of this Agreement. UP/SP shall assess no additional charges against
BNSF foi access to the JIT and the OTR.
(b)

BNSF shall waive any payment by LT SP of the Seattle Terminal 5 access charge,

(c)

BNSF shall grant to UP overhead trackage righls on BN's line between Saunders,

WI and access to the MERC dock in Superior. WL
(d)

BNSF shall grant LP the right to use the Pokegama connection al Saunders, WI

(i.e. the southwest quadrant connection at Saunders including the track beiween BN MP 10 43
and MP 11,14)
(e)

BNSF shall w aive SF's requirement to pay any portion of the Tetiachapi tunnels

clearance improvements pursuani lo the 1993 Agreement between Santa Fe and SP.
(0

BNSF shall allow LP to exercise its righls to use the Hyundai lead at Portland

Terminal 6 without any contnbution to the cost of constructing such lead.
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(g)

BNSF shall allow UP SP to enter or exit SP's Chicago-Kansas City-Hutchinson

trackage rights at Buda, Earlville, and west of Edelstein, IL. UP/SP shall be responsible for the
cost of any connections required.
(h)

BNSF wi.l amend the agreement dated April 13, 1995, between BNSF and SP to

allow UP SP lo enter and exit Santa Fe's line solely for the purposes of pennitting UP SP or ils
agent to pick up and .set out interchange business, including reciprocal switch business at
Newton, KS, and switching UP industries at that point.
(i)

ll is the intent of the parties that this Agreenient resuh in the presenation of

competition by two rail carriers for (a) all "2-10-1" Shipper Facilities al points listed on Exhibit A
to this .Agreement and (b) all other shippers who had direct competition or competition by means
of siting, transload or build-in'build-oul from only LP and SP pre-merger.
The parties recognize that some "2-to-l" Shipper Facilities. Existing Transload Facilities,
and New Shipper Facilities at "2-to-l" Points will not be able to avail themselves of BNSF
senice by virtue of the trackage rights and line sales contemplated by this .Agreement.

For

example. "2-lo-l" Shipper Facilities, Existing Transload Facilities, and New Shipper Facilities
located at points between Niles Junction and the end of the joint track near Midway (including
Llvermore. CA. Pleasanton, CA, Radum, CA. and Trevamo, CA), Lyolh, CA, Lathrop, CA,
Turiock. CA, South Gate, CA. Tyler. TX. Defense TX, College Station, TX, Great Southwest,
TX, Victoria, TX, Sugar Land, T.X, points on the fomier Galveston, Houston & Henderson
Raiiroad sened only by UP and SP. Opelousas, L.A and Herington. KS are not accessible under
the trackage rights and line sales covered by this .Agreement. .Accordingly, LT'SP and BNSF
agree to enter into arrangements under vvhich, through trackage rights, haulage, ralemaking
authority or other mutually acceptable means, BNSF w ill be able to provide compeiitive sen ice
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to "2-10-1" Shipper Facilities, Exisfing Transload Facilities, and New Shipper Facilines at the
foregoing points and at other "2-to-l" Points not along a Trackage Rights Line
(j)

BNSF shall have the righl to interchange with any short-line railroad which, prior

to the Effective Date of this .Agreement, could interchange w ith both UP and SP and no other
railroad.
(k)

BNSF shall also have the nght lo interchange wilh any short-line railroad that

constructs a new line to and establishes an interchange on a Trackage Righls Line subsequent to
UP's acquisition of control of SP; PROX IDED, HOWEVER, lhal the short-line railroad must be
a Class II or Class 111 railroad neither owned nor operated by BNSF or any BNSF affiliate. In
addition, the nevv rail line must be either (i) an extension of an existing Class II or Class III
earner lhal does not connect vvith UT or (ii) a new Class 11 or Class 111 carrie"-. BNSF shall not
be entitled to interchange traf fic with a Class 11 or Class III carrier at such a new interchange on
a Trackage Righls Line if the tralTic originates or lenninates al a Shipper Facility thai is now
sen ed solely by UP unless the Shipper Facility qualifies as a New Shipper Facility or unless the
new line qualifies as a build-m or build-out under this .Agreement.
(!)

In addition to the right to sen e build-in build-out lines specified in Sections 4(a),

5(a) and 6(c) ofthis Agreement, BNSF shall have the right to serve a new build-in/build-out line
constructed to reach a facility that was, prior to September 11, 1996. solely served by either UP
or SP and would be open to two railroad senice upon construction ofthe build-in build-out line
(i) to a point on li:ies owned by SP on September 11. 1996, in the case of facilities solely sened
by UP. or (li) to

point on lines owned by UP on September 11, 1996. in the case of facilities

solely sened by SP. UT shall grant BNSF Overhead Trackage Rights necessary for BNSF to
reach the build-in/build-out line. The routing of such trackage righls shall seek lo minimize the
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operating inconvenience to UP. consistent with ensuring that BNSF can provide competitive
senice.
(ni)

Where this Agreement authorizes BNSF to utilize haulage to provide sen ice, the

fee for such haulage shall be S.50 per car mile plus a handling charge to cover handling at the
haulage junction w ith BN SF and to or from a connecting railroad or third party contract switcher.
The handling charge shall be S50 per loaded or empty car for intemiodal and carload and 525 per
loaded or empty car for unit trains with unit train defined as 67 cars or more of one commodity
in one car type moving to a single destination and consignee. UP/SP shall bill BNSF the 550 per
car handling charge for all cars and, upon receipt of appropriate documentation irom BNSF
demonstrating lhal business assessed the 550 per car handling fee was a unit train, adjust prior
billings by 525 per car for each car BNSF demonstrates lo have been eligible for the S25 per car
handling charge for unit trains. Where UP SP is providing reciprocal switching seniees to
BNSF at "2-10-1" Shipper Facilities as provided for in Section 9(i) ofthis Agreement, the per car
handling charge shall not be assessed at the point where such reciprocal switch charge is
assessed. The haulage fee and handling charge set forth above as j f September 25, 1995. shall
be adjiLsled upwards or downwards in accordance with Seciion 12 of this Agreemeni.
(11)

In the event, for any reason, any of the trackage righls gran:ed under this

Agreement cannot be implemented because of the lack of sufficient legal authority to carry out
such grant, then UP/SP shall be obligated to provide an altemative route or routes, or means of
access of commercially equivalent utility at the same level of cost to BNSF as would have been
provided by the originally contemplated righls.
(o)

In the event UP detennines to terminate or not renew a lease to an Existing

Transload Facility to which BNSF gained access as a result of this Agreenient or the conditions
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imposed on the LT'SP merger and BNSF has previously entered into a contract to provide
transportation services lo the Existing Transload Facility, LT shall extend the lease for the
remaining period of such iransportation contract or for a penod not to exceed 24 months,
whichever period is shorter.
9.

Trackage Rights - General Provisions
(a)

The compensation for operations under this .Agreement shall be set at the levels

show n in the following table as subsequently indexed under the 1995 Agreement:
Table I
Trackage Rights Compensation
(mills per ton-mile)
Keddie-Stocklon Richmond All Other Lines
Intemiodal and Carload
Bulk (67 cars or more of
one commodity in one
car type)

3.48
3.0

3.1
3.0

These rates shall apply to all equipment moving in a train consist including locomotives.
The rates shall be escalated in accordance vvith the procedures descnbed in Section 12 ofthis
Agreement

The owning line shall be responsible for maintenance of ils line in the ordinary

course including rail relay and lie replacemem. The compensation for such maintenance shall be
included in the mills per ton mile rates received by such owning line under this Agreemeni.
(b)

BNSF and UPSP vvill conducl a joint inspection lo detemiine necessary

connections and sidings or siding extensions associated with connections, necessary to
implement the trackage nghls granted under this .Agreement. The cost ofsuch facilities shall be
bome by the party receiving the trackage righls which such facilities are required to implement.
Either party shall have the riglit lo cause the other party to construct such facilities. If the
owning carrier decides to ufilize such facilities constracted by it for lhe other party, it shall have
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the right to do so upon payment to the other party of one-half VA) the original cost of
constructing such facilities.
(c)

Capital expenditures on the Trackage Righls Lines and on lines over which BNSF

is granted Overhead Trackage Righls w ill be handled as follows:
(i)

LT'SP shall bear the cost of all capacity improv ements lhal ire necessary
to achieve the benefits of its merger as outlined in the application filed
vvith the ICC for auihoniy for UP lo control SP. The operating plan filed
by UP SP in support ofthe application shall be given presumptive weight
in deterniining what capacity improv ements are necessary lo achieve these
benefits.

(ii)

Any capacity improvements nher lhan those covered by subparagraph (i)
above shall be shared by the parties based upon their respective usage of
the line in question, except as othenvise provided in subparagraph (iii)
below. That respective usage shall be determined by the 12 month period
prior to the making ofthe improvement on a gross ton mile basis.

(iii)

For IS months following UP's acquisition of control of SP, BNSF shall
not be required to share in the cost of any capital improvements under the
provision of subparagraph (ii) above.

(iv)

BNSF and UP, SP agree thai a capital resene fund of 525 million, funded
out ofthe purchase price listed in Section 10 ofthis Agreement, shall be
established. This capital resene fund shall, with BNSF's prior consent
which vvill not unreasonably be withheld, be drawn down lo pay for
capital projects on the Trackage Rights Lines that are required to
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accommodate the operations of both UP/SP and BNSF on those lines, but
in any event shall not be used for expenditures covered by subparagraph
(i) above.

Any disputes over whether a project is required to

accommodate the operation of both parties shall be referred to binding
arbitrafion under Section 15 ofthis .Agreement,
(v)

If both UP SP and BNSF intend to serve New Shipper Facilities located
subsequent to LT's acquisition of control of SP as authonzed by Sections
1(b), 3(c), 4(b), 5(b), 6(d), and 8(i) ofthis Agreement, they shall share
equally in any capita! investment in such connections and sidings and
siding extensions or other support facilities required by both UP and
BNSF to prov ide rail serv ice to such New Shipper Facility. If only one
railroad initially provides such senice, the other railroad may elect lo
provide sen ice at a later date, but only after paying to the railroad initially
providing such senice 50% of any capital investment (including per
annum interest thereon) made by the railroad initially providing rail
service to the New- Shipper Facility. Per annum interest shall be at a rate
equal lo the average paid on 90-day Treasury Bills of the United States
Govemment as of the date of completion until the date of use by the other
railroad commences. Per annum interesi shall be adjusted annually on the
first day of the twelfth (12th) month following the date of completion and
every year thereafter on such date, based on the percentage increase or
decrease, in the average yield of 30-year U.S. Treasury Notes fo.- the prior
year compared to their average yield in first year of completion of the

access to such industry or industnes.

Each annual adjustment shall be

subject, howev er, lo a "cap" (up or down) o f two percentage points more
or less than the prior year's interest rate.
(d)

Subject to the terms of the Dispatching Protocols attached hereto as Exhibit D and

incorporated herein, the management and operation o f the lines over vvhich the parties have
granted trackage rights to each other pursuant to this .Agreement ("Joint Trackage") shall be
under the exclusive direction and control o f t h e owning carrier, and the owning carrier shall have
the othenvise unrestricted power to change the management and operations on and over Joint
Trackage as in its judgment may be necessary, expedient or proper for the operations thereof
iniended. Trains o f t h e parties utilizing Joint Trackage shall be given equal dispatch without any
discrimination in promptness, quality o f sen ice, or efficiency in favor o f comparable iraffic o f
the owning carrier.

Trains operating in the Houston terminal shall be routed over the most

efficient routes as necessary to avoid delays and congestion, even roule*^ over trackage over
which the operating carrier has no operating nghls.
The owning carrier shall keep and maintain tne Joint Trackage at no less than the track
standard designated in the current timetable for the applicabl'" lines subject lo the separate
trackage righls agreement. The parties agree to establish a joint senice connnillee to regularly
rev iew operations over the Joint Trackage lines.
In the event the owning carrier deiemiines lo sell or remove from sen ice a Joint
Trackage line and. or any associated facilities, the owning carrier shall provide t'r.e other carrier
with reasonable written notice o f such determination.

.Any such sale lo a third party shall be

expressly made subject to the terms and conditions o f this Agreement, and the owning carrier
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shall remain responsible as to the obligations imposed on it herein in the event the third party
purchaser does not fulfill those obligations.
(e)

Each party shall oe responsible for any and all costs relating to providing

employee protection benefits, if any, to its employees prescribed by law, gov emmental authority
or employee protective agreements where such costs and expenses are attributable to or arise by
reason of that party's operation of trains over Joint Trackage. To the exient that it does not
violate existing agreements, for a period of three y ears following acquisition of control of SP by
L P. BNSF and LT/SP shall give preference »o each other's employees when hiring employees
needed to carry out trackage righls operations or operate Hnes being purchased. The parties shall
provide each other with lists of available emplc ees by craft or class to w horn such preference
shall be granted. Nothing in this Seciion 9(e) is iniended lo create an obligation lo hire any
specific employee.
(f^

The trackage rights grants descn'oed in this Agreemeni and the purciiase and sale

of line segments shall be included in separate trackage righls and line sale agreement documents
respectively of the kind and containing such prov isions as are normally and customarily utilized
by the parties, including exhibits depicting specific rail line segments, and other provisions
dealing with maintenance, improvements, and liability, subject to more specific provisions
described for each grant and sale contained in this Agreement and the general provisions
descnbed in this section. BNSF and UP SP shall elect which of their constituent railroads shall
be a party to each such trackage rights agreement and line sale and shall have the right to assign
the agreement among their constituent railroads. The parties shall use their best efforts to
complete such agreements by June 1, 1996. If agreement is not re^.ched by June 1, 1996 either
party may request that any outstanding matters be resolved by binding arbitration with the
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arbitration proceeding to be completed within sixty (60) days ofits institution. In the event such
agreements are not completed by the date the grants of such trackage nghts are to be effective, il
is intended that operations under such grants shall be commenced and govemed by this
Agreement.
(g)

.All locations referenced herein shall be deemed lo include all areas within the

switching limits ofthe location designated by tariff clarified to the extent necessary by publiclyavailable infomiation, in eflect as of September 25, 1995, and access to such locations shall
include the nght lo locate and sen e nevv auto and intennodal facilities at such locations.
(h)

The tenant carrier on the Joint Trackage shall have the nght lo construct, or have

constructed for il, for ils sole use exclusively owned or leased facilities, including, without
limitation, automobile and intermodal facilities, storage in transit facilities, team tracks and yards
along the Joint Trackage pursuant to the following terms and conditions:
(i)

The party wishing to construct such exclusi' ely owned facilities for ils
sole use shall submit its plans to the other party for ils review and
approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably w ithheld or delayed;

(ii)

In the case of the constraction of leam tracks and ancillary facilities,
including loading facilities and necessary track connections, the parties
shall work cooperatively with each other to enable such constraction;

(iii)

Such exclusively owned or leased and used facilities shall not (i) impair
the other party's use ofthe Joint Trackage, (ii) prevent or unduly hinder
the other party's access to existing or future customers or facilities sened
from the Joint Trackage, or (iii) impair access to other exclusively owned
facilities then in existence; and
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(iv)

If jointly owned or leased and used property is to be used for the
constraction of such exclusively owned or leased and used facilities, the
party so constracting such exclusiv ely owned or leased and used facilities
shall reimburse the other party tor its ownership of the jointly owned
property so utilized at 50% of its then curreni fair market value. If the
tenant carrier uses property of the owning carrier for the constraction of
exclusively owned or leased and used facilities, the tenant carrier shall
reimburse the owning carrier for its ownership of the property at 100% of
ils then current fair market value,

(i)

Where UP/SP provides reciprocal switching seniees to BNSF under this

Agreenient, L P SP vvill do so at a rale of no more lhan 5130 per car

of September 25, 1995,

adjusted pursuant to Section 12 ofthis Agreement, and all such reciprocal svvitching seniees
shall be provided on an impartial basis. In the event BNSF's access to a Shipper Facility
pursuant to this .Agreement is efTecled by means of a third party contractor, (i) any associated
third party switch fee shall be paid by UP SP. (ii) BNSF shall pay to UP/SP the applicable
reciprocal switch fee established between the parties lo this .Agreement, and (iii) BNSF shall
neither be entitled to become an assignee of UP/SP nor become eligible to enter into a separate
agreement with the shipper so sened.
g)

ll is the intent of the parties that BNSF shall, where sufficient volume exists, be

able to utilize ils own terminal facilities for traffic handled by BNSF under the terms of this
.Agreement. These locations include Salt Lake City, Ogden, Brownsville and San Antonio, and
other locations where such volume develops. Facilities or portions thereof presently utilized by
LP or SP at such locations shall be acquired from UP SP by lease or purchase at nomial and
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customary charges. Up- i request of BNSF and subject to availability and capacity, UP SP shal!
provide BNSF with terminal support services including fueling, running repairs and switching.
UP SP shall also provide intennodal terminal -.enices at Salt Lake City, Reno, and San .Antonio.
UP/SP shall :ic reimbursed fc. such services at UP's nomial and customary charges. Where
tenninal supoort sc. . ices are not required, BNSF shall not be assessed additional charges for
train movements through a tenninal.

'::N,SF

.^hall also have equal access, along with LT/SP, to

all SP Gulf Coast storage in transit facilities ("SIT") (Le,, those SP facilities at Dayion, East
Baytown, and Beaumont. TX), on economic terms no less favorable than the ten is of UP.'SP's
:cess. for storage in transit of traffic handled bv- BNSF under the tenns of this Agree;nent.
including, bui not lim..ed to, traffic lo or from Shipper Facilities to which BNSF gained access
under the icmis of this .Agreement. UP SP agree lo work w ith BNSF to locate additional SIT
facilities on the Trackage Rights Lines and on lines over vvhich BNSF is granted Overhead
Trackage Righls lo sen e a build-in build-out line as necessary.
(k)

BNSF may. subject to UP SP's consent, use agents for limited feeder senice on

th. Trackage Rights Lines and on lines over which BNSF is granted Overhead Tiackage Rights
lo sen e a build-iit'build-out line.
(1)

BNSF shall have the righl to inspect the UP and SP lines over which il obtains

trackage righls under this Agreement and require LT/SP to make such improvements under this
seciion as BNSF deems necessary to facilitate its operations al BNSF's sole expense Any such
inspection must be completed and :mprovements identified to UP SP within one year of the
effectiveness of th; trackage nghts.
(m)

BNSF shall have the right to connect, for movement in Al directions, with its

p.-esenl lines (including existh^g trackage nghts) al points w' -re its presenl lines (including
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existing trackage rights) intersect with Trackage Righls Lines or lines it will purchase pursuant to
this Agreemeni. UP SP shail have the righl to connect, for movement in all directions, with its
present lines (including existing trackage rights) at points where its present lines (including
existing I'ackage rights) intersect w ith lin^ ^ over w hich il will receive trackage rights pursuant lo
this Agreemeni. BNSF shall also have the right, at the option of the Cily Public Sen ice Board of
San Antonio, TX, to connect for movement lo and from Elmendorf, TX, where BNSF's trackage
rights granted pursuant lo this Agreement intersect al SP Junction (Tower 112) with the existing
trackagerightsSP has granted to City Public Sen ice Board of San Antonio, TX.
(n)

In the event UP/SP institute directional operations over any Trackage Rights Line

or on lines over vvhich BNSF is granted Overhead Trackage Rights, (i) UP/SP shall provide
BNSF with reasonable notice of the planned institution of such operations and shall aJjusl, as
appropnate, the trackage righls granted lo BNSF pursuani lo this Agreement so as lo avoid
impairing BNSF's ability to provide competitive service on a Trackage Rights Line, and (a)
BNSF shall operate in accordance with the flow of traffic established by such directional
operation; PRO\'!DED. HOWEVER, that any nghls granted to BNSr as a result of UP/SP's
institution of directional operations shall be Overhead Trackage Righls only, and PRO\ IDED
FUR 1 HER that BNSF shall have the righl. on any Trackage Rights Line over which directional
onerations have been instituted (including lines on which BNSF received Overhead Trackage
Righls lo sene a point listed or described in Seciion S(i) ofthis Agreement or a build-iabuildout line), lo operate against the flow of traffic if it is reasonab'y necessary to do so for BNSF to
provide compeiitive senice lo shippers on the line which are accessible to BNSF (including
sen ice lo New Shipper Facilities and build-in/build-out lines) over such line including but not

I
I
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limited to circumstances where LT operates against the flow of iraffic with trains of the same or
similar type for the same shipper(s) or for shipper(s) in the same general area.
10.

Compensation for Sale of Line Segments
(a)

BNSF shall pay LT/SP the following amounts for the lines it is purchasing

pursuani to this .Agreement:
Line Segment

Purchase Price

Keddie-Bieber

5 30 million

Dallas-Waxahachie

20 million

Iow a Jct.-Avondai : MP 16.9
(includes UP's Westwego
intennodal yard; SP's
old Avondale yard;
and SP's Lafayette yard)

(b)

100 million

The purchase shall be subject to the following terms:
(i)

the condition of the lines at closing shall be at least as good as their
current conditions as reflected in the curreni timetable and slow orders
(slow orders to be measured by total mileage at each level of speed
restrictions).

(ii)

includes track and associated stractures together with right-of-way and
facilities needed for operations.

(iii)

indemnity for environmental liabilities attributable lo UP/SP's prior
operations.

(iv)

standard provisions for sales of this nature involving title, liens,
encumbrances other than those specifically resened or provided for by
this Agreemeni.
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(\ )

assignment of associated operating agreements (road crossings, crossings
for wire and pipelines, etc.). Non-operating agreements shall not be
assigned.

(vi)

renioval by UP SP, from a conveyance, within 60 days ofthe closing of
any sale, of any non-operating real property without any reduction in the
agreed upon purchase price.

(vii)

the purchase will be subject to easements or other agreements involving
telecommunications, fiber optics or pipeline rights or operations in eflect
al the lime of sale.

BNSF shall have the right to inspect the line segments and associated property to be sold
and records associated therewith for a period of ninety days from the Effeciive Date of this
Agreement to detemiine the condition and title of such property. At the end of such period.
BNSF shall hav e the nght to decline to purchase any specific line segment or segments. In such
event. UP/SP shall grant BNSF overhead trackage righls on any such segment vvith
compensation to be paid, in the case of Avondale-lowa Junction on the basis of the charges set
forth in Seciion 9(a) of this .Agreement, and in the case of Keddie-Bieber on a typical joint
facility basis with maintenance and operating costs to be shared on a usage basis (gross ton miles
used tc allocate usage) and annual interesi rental equal to the depreciated book value times the
then current cost of capital as determined by the ICC times a usage basis (gross ton miles). In
the oase of Dallas-Waxahachie. operations vvould continue under the existing trackage rights
agreenient.
(c)

Prior to closing the sale of SP's Iowa Jcl.-Avondale line (the "UA Line"),

representatives of UP/SP and BNSF shail conduct a joint inspection of the UA Line to consider
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whether its condition at closing meets the standard established in Section 10(b)(i) of this
.Agreement. If the representatives of the parties are unable to agree that the condiiion ofthe UA
Line meets this standard, then BNSF shall place 510.5 million of the purchase price in escrow
wilh a mutually agreed upon escrow agent, and closing shall take place. .After closing the parties
shall mutually select an independent third party experienced in railroad engineering matters (the
".Arbitrator") who shall arbitrate the dispute between the parties as to whether the condiiion of
the U.A Line is in compliance " .th Seciion I0(b)(i) of this .Agreement. Arbitration shall be
conducted pursuant to Seciion 15 subject lo the foregoing qualification that the Arbitrator be
expenenced in railroad engineering mailers. If the Arbitrator finds the UA Line is below the
standard, the Arbitrator shall determine the amount (which shall not exceed 510.5 million)
required lo bring il in compliance with the standard and authorize the payment of such aniount
out ofthe escrow fund to BNSF with the balance, if any. paid to UP/SP. Any aniount so paid to
BNSF out ofthe escrow fund lo bnng the U.A Line into compliance with the standard shall be
used by BNSF exclusively to that end (or to reimburse BNSF for funds previously expended to
that end) and LT/SP shall not. as a tenant on the UA Line be billed for any work undertaken by
BNSF pursuant lo the provisions of this Section 10(c).
11.

Term
This .Agreement shall be effective upon execution (which occurred on September 25,

1995) (the "Effective Date") for a temi of ninety-nine years. PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that the
grants of rights under Section 1 through 8 shall be effeciive only upon UP's acquisition of
control of SP. and provided further that BNSF may temiinate this Agreement by notice to UP/SP
given before the close of business on September 26. 1995. in vvhich case this .Agreement shall
have no further force or effect. This .Agreement and all agreements entered into pursuant or in
relation hereto shall tenninate. and all nghts confened pursuani thereto shall be canceled and
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deemed void ab initio i f in a Final Order, the application for authority for LT lo control SP has
been denied or has been approved on tenns unacceptable to the applicants, PROVIDED,
HOWE\ ER. that if this .Agreement becomes effective and is later temiinated, any liabilities
arising from the exercise of rights under Sections 1 through 8 diring the penod of its
effectiveness shall survive such terminafion. For purposes of this Section 11, "Final Order" shall
mean an order of the STB, any successor agency, or a court with lawful jurisdiction over the
matter vvhich is no longer subject to any further direcl judicial review (including a petition for
wnt of certiorari) and has not been stayed or enjoined.
12

Adjustment of Charges
All trackage nghts charges under this Agreement shall be subject to adjustment upward

or downw ard July 1 of each year by the difference in the two preceding years in UP/SP's system
average URCS costs for the categories of maintenance and operating costs covered by the
trackage righls fee. "URCS costs" shall mean costs developed using the Unifonn Rail Costing
System.
The rates for reciprocal switching services established in Section 9(i) and for haulage
sen'ice established in Section 8(in) shall be adjusted upward or downward each July 1 of each
year to reflect fifty percent (50%) of increases or decreases in Rail Cost Adjustment Factor, not
adjusted for changes in productivity ("RCAF-U") published by the Surface Transportation Board
or successor agency or other organizations. In the event the RCAF-U is no longer maintained,
the parties shall select a substantially similar index and, failing lo agree on such an inde\. the
matter shall be referred to binding arbitration under Section 15 ofthis Agreement.
The parties vvill agree on appropnate adjustment factors if not covered herein for
switching, haulage and other charges.
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Upon every fifth anniversary o f the efTective date o f this Agreement, either party may
request on ninety (90) days notice that the parties jointly review the operation o f t h e adjustment
mechanism and renegotiate ils application. I f the parties do not agree on the need for or extent of
adjustment to be made upon such renegotiation, either party may request binding arbitration
under Seciion 15 o f t h i s Agreemeni. It is the inlenlion of the parties that rales and charges for
trackage rights and seniees under this Agreement reflect the same basic relationship lo operating
costs as -.pon execution o f this A g r e ment (September 25, 1995).
13.

.Assignability
This .Agreement and any righls granted hereunder may not be assigned in whole or in part

w ithout the pnor consent o f the other parties except as provided in this section. No party may
pemiil or admit any third party lo the use o f all or any o f the trackage lo which it has obtained
nghts under this Agreement, nor under the guise of doing its own business, contract or make any
anangement to handle as ils ow n trains, locomotives, cabooses or cars o f any such third party
which in the nomial course o f business vvould not be considered the trains, locomotives,
cabooses or cars o f that party. In the event o f an authonzed assignment, this Agreenient and the
operating righls hereunder shall be binding upon the successors and assigns o f the parties. This
Agreement may be assigned by either party withoui the consent o f the other only as a result ot a
merger, corporate reorganization, consolidation, change o f control or sale o f substantially all of
its assets.
14

Government Approvals
The parties agree to cooperate vvith each other and make whatever filings or applications,

i f anv. are necessary to implement the provisions of this Agreement or of any separate
agreements made pursuant to Section 9(0 and whatever filings or applications may be necessary
to obtain any approval lhal may be required by applicable law for the provisions o f such
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agreements. BNSF agrees not to oppose the primary application or any related applications in
Finance Docket No. 32760 (collectively the "control case"), and not to seek any conditions in the
control ease, not to support any requests for conditions filed by others, and not to assist others in
pursuing their requests. BNSF shall remain a party in the control case, but shall not participate
further in the control case other than to support this .Agreement, to protect the commercial value
of the rights granted lo BNSF by this Agreement, and to oppose requests for conditions by other
parties which adversely affect BNSF. PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that BNSF agrees to reasonably
cooperate wilh UP SP in providing testimony to the ICC necessary lo demonstrate that this
Agreement and the operations lo be conducted thereunder shall provide effeciive competition al
the locations covered by the Agreement.

UP/SP agree to suppon this Agreemeni and its

implementation and warrant that it has not entered inlo agreements vvith other parties granting
righls lo other parties granted lo BNSF under this Agreemeni. UP/SP agree lo ask the ICC lo
impose this .Agreement as a condition to approval of the control case. During the pendency of
the control case. UP and SP shall not, without BNSF's written consent, enter into agreements
with other parties which would grant rights to other parties granted to BNSF or inconsistent with
those granted to BNSF under this Agreemeni vvhich vvould substantially impair the overall
economic value ofrighlslo BNSF under this Agreement.
15

Arbitration
Except as othenvise provided by any decision of the STB or by separate agreement,

unresolved disputes and controversies conceming any of the lemis and provisions of this
.Agreement or the application of charges hereunder shall be submitted for binding arbitration
under Commercial .Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association which shall be the
exclusive remedy of the parties.
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16.

Further .Assurances
The parties agree to execute such other and further documents and to und ?rtake such acts

as shall be reasonable and necessary to carry out the intent and purposes ofthis .Agreement.
17.

No I hird Partv Beneficiaries
This .Agreement is intended for the sole benefit of the signatories to this .Agreement.

Nothing in this Agreement is intended or may be constraed lo give any person, finn, corporaiion
or other entity, other than the signatories hereto, their permitted successors and pennilted
assigns, and their affiliates any legal or equitable right, remedy or claim under this Agreement.
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
By:
Title:
THE BURLINGTON NORTHERN AND
SANTA FE RAILWAY COMPANY
By:
Title:
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Exhibits to Restated and .Amended BNSF Settlement Agreement
Exhibit .A - List of "2-10-1" Points
E.xhibil B -- Term Sheet for UP SP-BNSF Proportional Rate Agreemert Covering 1-5
Corridor
E.xhibil C - Schematic drawing of UP s Main Line No. 1 between MP 14.1 1 and 10.38.
LT's Westwego intennodal terminal, and SP's old .Av ondale Yard (together vvith the fiaeiing and
mechanical facilities located thereon)
E.xhibil D - Dispatching Protocols
E.xhibil E -- "2-to-l Point Identification Protocol"
E.xhibil F — Overhead Trackage Rights Lines

EXHIBIT A
L I S T O F "2-TO-l " POINTS

Points Refened lo in Seciion 1(b)
Provo UT
Salt Lake City UT
Ogden UT
Ironton L T
Gatex UT
Pioneer UT
Garfield Smelter/Magna UT (access to Kennecott private railway)
Genev a UT
Clearfield UT
'vVoods Cross UT
Relico UT
Evona UT
Little Mountain UT
Weber Industrial Park UT
North Salt Lake City UT
.American Fork UT
Orem u T

Points on paired track from Weso NV to .Alazon NV
Reno NV (only intemiodal. automotive [BNSF must establish ils own
automotive facility], transloading, and new shipper facilities)
Heriong CA
Johnson Industrial Park al Sacramento CA
West Sacramento CA (Farmers Rice)
Port of Sacramento CA
Points between Oakland CA and San Jose CA (including V^ann Springs CA,
Freemonl CA, Elmhurst CA, Shinn CA. Kohler CA, and Melrose CA)
San Jose CA
Points Refened lo in Section 3(a)
Ontario C A
La Habra CA
Fullerton CA

